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Looney Bill In Sight of Port After
Much Buffeting.

I\or«h

Yarmouth.
North Yarmouth are requested to meet at the Town House on Saturday,
March 18,1887, at 3 o'clock p.m., for the purpose
of selecting candidates for municipal officers.
Fer order Town Committee.
The Republicans of

[Special

to

the Press.]

Augusta, March 14.
From the judiciary committee today Mr.
Powers of Iloulton reported the bill to fix
the salary of the Recorder of the Municipal
Court of Portland. The bill embodies the
provision foreshadowed in the Press last
week. To expedite the course of the bill the
rules were suspended this afternoon, and it
was passed to be engrossed in both houses.

Wntkmk.
The Republicans of Westbrook are requested
to meet at "Odd Fellows Hall," Saccarappa,
MARCH mil 1887, at 3.30 F. M„ to nominate
candidates for lown officers for the ensuing year.
Fer order Uepubllcan Town Committee.
Westbrook, March 14th. 1887,

This is the bill in full:
An act to fix the salary of the Recorder of
Municipal Court for the city of Portland.
Sec. X—The salaiy of the Recorder ot the
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proved.

Banking ATTatrs.
The committee held a session today over a
bill relating to western farm mortgages.
This bill would allow the savings banks
and savings institutions of thin State to invest ten per cent of their deposits in the
farm mortgages of Kansas and Nebraska,
(Dakota was originally included in the b ill;
provided those mortgages are granted by a
regularly organized investment or guarantee company with a paid up capital stock of
$'200,000. But six of the committee participated in the discussion. Four of them voted
to report the bili favorably, one did not vote
nt all, and the fifth, Mr. Fogg of Portland,
The savings banks
voted against the bill.

Dr. Mark R. Woodbury,
WHITEFIELD, Ν. H.
NEVER FAIL TO CURE
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of the State are said to be unfavorable to
any such la»', and no one connected with
any ol tlieni has urged the passage of the
bill. Tlie Mipport of the measure is said to
come from those who are anxious to find a
market for those securities.
Dakato was
stricken from the bill because by the laws
of that Territory real estate is held liable
not only for its own taxes but for taxes on
the personal property of the owner.
As the
tax lien is the bottom lien, it would not be
impossible that an Eastern mortgagee might
find li imseP called upon to pay taxes greater
in amount than the value of the farm on
which he had lent his money.
Indeed it is
said that Portland investors have already
met with experiences of this sort.
Hank
Examiner Kichards does not favor the bill.
Another bill on which the committee will
report favorably is the one introduced several days ago by Mr. Fogg. The bill is to
amend sections 92. 96, 100 and 119 of chanter 47 of the lie vised Statutes, the chapter
As to be
relating to banks and banking.
reported the provisions of this bill are that
not more than two directors of any one
national bank shall be directors of a savings banks ; that the bond of a treasurer of
a savings bank shall expire in ten
years, and
that the trustees may insure the fidelity
a
of
treasurer
in
a fidelity or trust
company. Another provision of this bill, as
it was originally introduced, relieved the
State Bank Examiner of the necessity of examining every bank twice each year. The
committee being of the opinion that twice a
year is none too often for examinations,
nave changed the bill so as to allow the
Bank Examiner $1000 for the emnlovment of
an assistant.
The banking committee also report favorably the bill providing for a return to the
Bank Examiner of all accounts of depositors
whose whereabouts are not known, and who
at the same time have not disturbed their
deposits for twenty years.
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DIAMONDS

The Ten-Hour Bill.

!

If any measure was ever fated to have an

uncommonly tempestuous passage through
the Maine Legislature that measure is the
Looney bill, 'l'he conference committee appointed last week, Senators Heath, Gushee
and Weymouth and Representatives Powers,
Noble and Roberts of Brunswick met this
forenoon to settle the two points in dispute
between the House and Senate. But the
Senators were uncompromising enemies of
the ijooney bill, and the Representatives its
uncompromising friends ; so they got on very
badly. They could not agree at all, and so
reported back to their respective bodies.
This afternoon new committees were appointed, composed of men who are not such
avowed partisans of one bill or another.
They are Senators Hill of Androscoggin,
Wallace of Washington, and Young of Oxford, aud Representatives Wiswell of Ellsworth, Harper of Lewiston and Glover of
Rockland.
It is probable that when they
meet to-morrow they will decide practically
to do as the House wishes on the two points
If this is done, the result will be
at issue.
the Looney bill in a form very luuch like its
original form. Unless some* unforeseen
complication arise the Looney bill is likeiy
to be beyond danger by to-morrow night.

J. A. IIËKKILl· Al CO.
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prepared to offer one of the largest and finest
stocks of choice goods to he found In the Ktate,
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Notes.

OOLCOR I>,

143 ΡΕΛΚΙ. STREET.

The Sagadahoc county delegation have reported a bill to make free and put upon the
county for support the Arrowsic and Merrymeeting Bay bridges.
There are two prominent candidates for
the position of Commissioner of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics. They .are Mr. Samuel W.
Matthews of Caribou, editor of the Aroostook Republican, and W. B. Matthews of
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Brunswick.
Senatos Allen presented in the Senate today a resolution to submit to the people a
constitutional amendment establishing annual sessions of the Legislature. This will
have nothing to do with the election, which
will continue to be biennial.
The age of consent has iinally been fixed
at thirteen years.
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BEECHER'S WILL.
Children and Crandchlldren Well Provided For.

The Wife,

New Yokk, March 14.—The will of Henry
Ward Beecher is published. It is dated July
11, 1878. He directs his executors to collect
the amount of his life insurance aud invest
it for his wife. All the rest of his property,
real aud personal, is left to his children and
their Usue. The executors are authorized to
sell so utueii of the property as they deem
best, and invest or distribute the proceeds as
provided. His children are made the executors, no bonds being required.
MRS. LANCTRY ALARMED.
Mer Houee Takes Fire, But No 6er|«US Harm Done.

New Yokk, March 14.—Mrs. Llllie Langtry. the noted actress, was thrown into a
state of lively alarm by a fire yesterday at
The fire is supposed to have
her residence.

originated
tus.

Farmlngton.
Kakminoton, Match 14.—Early yesterday
morning a snow slide from the roof of Music

E*«{port.

LOCAL WKATHKB REi lmT.
POBTLAKli. Me.. March 14, 1 hmT.

from a Sue in the

No serious damage

was

heating apcjtradone.

THE DOMINION.

Op^oeltlon

to Bell

Telephone.

Mar. 1*·—Thos· Wallace of
'or the purpose of organNew York
izing an opposition to the liell Telephone
^o. Local companies will he formed In the

Moxtmla),,

pnnaipal cities and J.owi».s 'n Canada.

to Animals.

Crime and Casualty at

na

ira m Norfolk section to

Cruelty

examination aud gave bail for his appearance before the Supreme Judicial Court on
the third Tuesday of May.

WEATHER.

Washington, Mardi 15.
for Maine are fair weatliportion becoming
er, colder in Extern
warming in Westerifc northerly winds.
Cautionary northwesterly signals continue
The indicatt.

With

[Special to the Press.]
Ai.fked, March 14.—Frank T. Moulton of
Lyman was arraigned this afternoon before
Trial Justice Bay on a warrant charging
him wltli cruelty to his cattle.
He waived

Uie Mût») for fl.OO per square for first in
part
•ertlon. and 60 wilts per square for each subseinsertion.
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the

Municipal Court for the city of Portland shall be
seventeen hundred dollars, which shall be In lull
fur all services. Including cleric hire, and It shall
be the duty ot said Recorder to make and post all
copies of libels and monitions in liquor cases.
Sec. 2—AU acts and parts of acta inconsistent
with this act are hereby repealed.
Sec. 3—lUis act shall take eOect wlt«u ap-

j-reparea Dy

JanSO

On the

I

I

Hall Block swept down with it one of the
chimneys from that building. The chimney
crashed Into the drug store of A. W. Pottle
adjoining, taking with it the chimney of the
latter store. Fortunately no one was In the
Store
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Two chimneys
store yesterday lorenoon.
lay in its centre, and bricks, inortar and
broken timbers were indiscriminately mingled with spilled drugs, scattered bottles
and smashed counters.

/Saturday afternoon a heavy awning in
front of tl'P store of Mr. George W. Titcomb fell with m ufh violence to the sidewalk beneath. Children of Mr. }>. J. Lyons,
playing in front of the store and under the
awning, almost miraculously escaped uninjured,
High

Stieritf Ji. Frank Conant took
"Marin" Cleaves, Saturday, U> Auburn jail,
which will be her address lor tlie next eight
months as a penalty of being adjudged a
common seller.
A coat and hat were stolen from a young
Mttl) employed in rebuilding the Exchange
Hotel, fialurday. High Sheriff Conant and

Deputy Sheritf Sylvester were engaged Saturday evening In ferreting 0.ut the perpetrator of the theft.
Suicide at Rockport.
Bocki'obt, March 14.—Stephen Barker of
Camden suicided today by hanging in
Kjiowlton's car shops. He was an esteemed
citizen, u jiative of Liberty, and aged about
50 years.
T'tW vvpejts ago he was found in
Knowlton's block mill aiwGï.t insensible.
It is supposed he was temporarily iRiane.
He was foreman of Knowlton's shop. Be

^U'ps

a

daughter.
Confessed

His Cullt.
Biduefqbd, Μΐϋψ 14.—Howard Hilton
of Wells, who was implicated in stealing
freight from a Boston and Maine train recently aud who was discharged in the Municipal Court last week for t&e reaspn of
lack of evidence, has confessed his guilj.

Wkst Pabis, March 14—The Bradley Fertilizer Company have been for the past few
weeks quarrying quartz rock from the ledge
of S. B. Curtis and Chester Ficketi, about
These rocks are
one mile from West Paris.
cut into blocks some ten to fifteen inches
square, to form an underpinning for a tower
some 200 feet high, in connection with their
fertilizer manufactory at North Weymouth,
Mass. This rock is hard and flint like, and
requires very hard drills and frequently
sharpened in order to drill the rock. Last

Saturday afternoon two of the workmen,
A. D. Wing and Lester M. Besse, drilled a
hole in the rock, fifteen inches deep and one
and a lmlf inch hole. This they charged,
but It failed to explode, and rather than to
drill another hole they adopted the dangerous practice of attempting to drill out the
uharge, taking the precaution to keep the
hole filled with water; but as they approached the powder, the charge exploded,
striking Mr. Wing, who was at the time
striking tho drill, in the face and head and

burning and lacerating his face badly, filling
his eyes witli powder and dirt. Mr. Besse
suffered most.
The discharge blew him
front his place, some little distance, filling
his eyes and face with powder and dirt His
arras were badly burned and lacerated, and
filled with powder from his elbows to his
hands, and nearly denuded of skin; one
hand was

badly injured

and one

Boston & Providence Road
at Roslindale.

A

Passenger

A physician was called
and found both men suffering terribly from
their Injuries.
He dressed their wounds
and made them as comfortable as possible
under tho circumstances. Monday morning
Mr. Wing was much improved, and hopes
are entertained that both eyes will be saved.
Besse is feverish, although his eyes are
better.

Horrible Details From the Seene of
Death.

The

Thrilling

[Special

Accident.

Terrible Seenes Witnessed by
Survivors.

to

the Press.]

March 11.

Hall.
Treasurer—Lucius M. Perkins.
Agent—Charles B. Brooks.
Auditor—Kobert M. Stevens.
School Committee—Kev. ;J. D. ltlchards for
three years ; Kev. Abram Snyder for two years.
The town voted to raise for schools, 81300 ;

highways, 81100; roads la winter
8300; free high school, 8230; incidentals,
8350 ; town debt, 8800.

poor, 8000;

Belfast.
Belfast, March 14.—Party issues were
ignored at the municipal election today. Albert C. Burgess, Tax Iieducer, was chosen
Mayor by α majority of one over Charles
Baker, the so-called Tax Payer. The whole
Tax Keducer ticket prevailed in four out of
the Ave wards, except no choico for alderman
in Ward 3.
Biddeford.
Biduefokd, March 14.—An exciting municipal election was held today, resulting in
the re-election of Mayor Siyuuel F. Parcher
(Dein.) over Capt. L. H. Kendall (Rep.) by
215 majority. The Democrats elect four aldermen and eleven councilmen. The Republicans elect three aldermen and ten councilmen.
Last year the Democrats elected every
ward officer, and gave Mayor Parcher 352

majority.

Rockport.

RocKroitT, March 14.—A large town meetwas held today. The Republicans elected all the officers as follows :
Moderator—E. F. Burgess.
Clerk—A. D. Cbampney.
Selectmen—Alden Miller, Jr., J. S. Fuller, D. J.

ing

Andrews.
Treasurer—G. F. Burgess.
Auditor—J. S. Cleveland.
School Committee—Enos Ingraliam, E. G. S. In-

graham.

ol votes lor lirst selectMiller's majority was GO over

nie wnoie nuniDer

642.

Isaac Coombs (Dem).
Sanford.
[Special to the Press.]
Sanford, March 14.—The following officers were elected at the town meeting
today :

Town Clerk—John A. Dennett.
Selectman—I. B. Stiles.
Treasurer—Lewis Butlei.
The above are all Democrats.
There wat
no choice for the other officers, and the meetIns adjourned to 10 o'clock tomorrow.

Augusta.
Augusta, Marth 14.—In the municipal
election today, George E. Macomber (Rep.)
received 821 votes, and Amos M. Wight, Prohibition, 24; scattering, 2. Every member
of the eity government is Republican.
The
Democrats had no candidates in the field,
and the election was very quiet.
Brunswick.
Brunswick, March 14.—The town meeting, which was adjourned from last Monday,
was held today, and the following officers
were elected :
Clerk—T. H. Kiley.
Selectmen—L. £. Smith, Isaac Pluinmer, W. B.
Woodward.
The matter of

lighting ithe streets was left
with the selectmen. The rate of taxation is
14 mills. The valuation )s $3,500,000.
Camden.
Camden, March 14.—The town meeting
this afternoon voted to survey a railroad between Rockland and Camden, bearing half
the expense with the railroad company. The
town voted $5000 towards paying the debt.
It was voted to exempt from taxation for
ten years the proposed shoe factory.

Bangor.
Bangor, March 14.—Contrary to the Indications of the morning, the vote of the city
lias increased over last spring nearly 300.
The vote for Mayor stood ; Bragg (Rep.),
1714; Mulvany |(Deui.), 1272; Lowe .(Third
Party), 52. Bragg's plurality, 442 ; majority
over

all,

seven

The

Republicans elect four of
and fourteen out of
twenty-one councilmen.
30.

aldermen,

TELEGRAPHIC RUMORS.
A Prediction of a Formidable Rival to
Western Union.
New York, March 14.—A despatch from
Baltimore says :
There was a story at the
Maryland club, last evening that there would
pg a great sur in teiegrapnic matters in a
day or two.
It was said that the B. <& 0.
Telegraph Company would be put upon an
basis
and enter the field wit!)
independent
renewed vigor as the most formidable comto the greatest monopoly the world
petitor
has ever seen.
Mr. Robert Garrett, when
asked about it, said:
"I have nothing to
It is said Jay Goul4 is going to have
say."
a hard time with his
telegraph business during the coming year as the Β. & O. Telegraph
Company will assume proportions of great
magnitude within a few days.

Increase of Railroad Men's Wages.
Philadelphia, March 14.—The wages of
employes of the Philadelphia & Beading
Railroad Company in this city will be increased from eight to fifteen per cent. The
increase begins to-dav and will effeet about
000 men exclusive of those at Port Richmond
and the freight and coal handlers at depots.

Philadelphia

Stevedores

at

Work

Again.
Philadelphia, March 11.—'The strike of

stevedored, Wbiph has been going on for over
called off yesterday aftera week past was
noon

the

and the

men

returned to work this

morning pending arbitration.

Killed by a Falling Tree.
Exktjib, Ν. H., March 14.—Mark Wadlelgh, while working in the woods last Saturupon him.
day, "was killed by a tree falling
'r
,il
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The Work of Rescuing the Dead
and the Dying.
Incidents Which Recall the Disaster
at White River.

"v"

List of

Revised

A

the

Persons

utes the engine crossed the bridge, and a
second later Mr. White found that his train

horrified
to see that the bridge had gone and several
of the cars had disappeared. He immediately stopped his engine, and found that three
cars were remaining on the embankment and
the other six were in the highway below. He
was

then sounded the wliistle and attracted the

attention oi people in that vicinity, who ran
to the spot, among them being a police officer, whose arrival was most fortunate, as he
turned in a fire alarm signal and brought
quickly to the scene the fire alarm apparatus
of Roslindale, followed by a steamer and a
hook and ladder truck from Jamaica Plain.
In the overturned smoking car, in which at
least fifty men were imprisoned, a slight fire
from the stove showed its appearance when
the chemical engine arrived, and this was

speedily extinguished.

With this exception
there was not the least indication of fire to
add horror to what was already a most serimatter.
At the same

ous

time

a

temporary force

wu

to the rescue. Conductor Alden,
who had a fortunate escape, sent a man to

hurrying

Forest Hills station with a message announcing the accident to Superintendent
Folsom at Boston and also to the termini at
Dedham, which is in charge of Mr. Abner
Alden, the father of Conductor Alden, and
prompt measures were taken for the relief
of the weunded.
Capt. Folsom caused
several physicians from Boston to be sent
out and Mr. Alden notified the physicians at
Dedhaui, all of whom responded immediate-

The ambulances were also despatched
from tbe Massachusetts General and City
Hospitals with a corps of surgeons, who
were enabled to render valuable assistance
to the wounded.
The news also reached
police headquarters within half an hour
after the accident, and Deputy Superintenkent Burrill, after giving orders for a large
detail of officers from the nearest stations to
report to him, started for the scene of the

ly.

disaster and reached there about half-past
eight o'clock.
It was a matter of general surprise that
all of the passengers in the five cars
that constitute the wreck were not kilted,
and it was also considered remarkable that
the wounded should have so quickly disappeared. Even those early upon the ground
found but few wounded persons remaining,
and the thousands who flocked to the spot
half an hour later were astonished not to
find any of the horrors that usually attend
such an accident.
This, however, is easily
explained by the fact that the dead were
at once removed to points beyond where
they would not be seen by persons attracted
by mere curiosity, and the wounded who
Tere able to care for themselves
found
transportation to their homes, while the
most seriously injured were carried to the

nearly

hospitals.
The first

frem the outside to reach the
wreck was J. H. Lannon, a fish dealer. He
was driving
from
Forest Hills toward the
up
scene of tbe disaster when the engine of the
wrecked train came down the track whistling wildly. The locomotive slowed down
at tTie Forest Hills crossing and Lannon
stopped his team, shouting to the engineer,
•'What's the matter?'"
"My traiu lias gone through Tin Bridge.
Telegraph to Boston," was the reply.
Lannon ran to the station w<th tbe messnge, which was quickly (lashed over the
wires. Then he hastened back to his team
auu urove

man

up

feci,

α

nam.
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have been the fourth car that left the rails
first and pulled ours off with it."
IN THE FOURTH CAR.

Boston, March 14.—A terrible accident
occurred at 7 13 this morning on the West
Roxbury branch of the Boston & Providence
Railroad, caused by the giving away of the
iron truss bridge which spans South street
at a point about equal distant from the Roelindale and Forest Hills stations.
The train left Dedham at 7 o'clock, and
consisted of an engine and nine cars in
charge of Conductor W. H. Alden and assistants Myron Tildcn and Webster Drake.
It had taken passengers at Spring street,
West Roxbury, Highland, Central and Roslindale Stations, and at the time the disaster
took place about 300 persons were on board,
and were pretty well distributed in the several cars, though there were more in the fii st
three cars than in any one except the last,
which was the smoking car, and was so well
filled that passengers at Roslindale were unable to obtain seats. In less than two minhad parted, and looking back

SECOND CAR.

Passengers on the Part
of the Train Which Escaped.
John Lee, a young man in the employ of
Mr. Geo. H. Kicliards, the clothier, aid not
appear at the store until after 12 o'clock, and
it was feared by liis employer that he was
killed or injured.
He came In finally about
half-past 12, uninjured, but thoroughly
shaken up, and so unnerved as to be unfit
for work.
To
a
reporter he said:
I was in the second car, and the first I knew
there was a jsr, and then the car was runAM the seats were
ning over the sleepers.
full and there was a lively scramble to get
out when the car stopped. Nobody in our
car was hurt, but 1 think all that saved us
was a pile of rails at the side of the track
against which the car ran when it left the
iron. If it hadn't been for that pile of rails
our car would have gone down the embank
ment.
I went back to the wreck, but was
too frightened to do much, and came to town
Word from

in the Vari-

Alfred,

broast.
One of the most terrible scenes at the accident was that presented to thoie who first
The
hurried to the street under the bridge.
headless trunk of a woman was found lying
arm
one
across a timber, with
completely
gone and the lower limbs all cut and mangled. The head was found among the tangled iron and fragments of a car a few feet
away. Some of those who were «lightly injured were so dazed after being taken out
that they could not realize what had occurred. One man was seen to walk from the
wreck in the direction of Roslindale. When
about a dozen yards from the wreck he fell
dead, either from excitement or internal injuries. Daniel Koundy of Kosiindale, had a
most remarkable experience, and his escape
from death is considered miraoulous. He
was in the smoking car, and was playing
cards with Ed Snow, Harry Gay and Ser
geant Lailler. The crash came, and the next
thing Koundy knew he was in the muddy
street, absolutely uninjured and holding in
his hand the queen of diamonds, which was
His three companions
covered with blood.
had all been killed.

Killed.

The town election in Alfred yesterday resulted in a sweeping victory lor the Republicans, they electing their «litire ticket by 45
majority. The following were the officers
elected :
Moderator—Robert M. Stevens.
Town Clerk—Willie F. Ferguson.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of Foor—
Amos L. Allen, James A. I.lttlefleld, Thomas G.

the

Accounts Given of the

Cities and Towns.

ous

man was

Bridge.

a

SPRINC ELECTIONS.

Large Republican Cains

Train Goes Dowu With

ankle

severely sprained.

the
car
unfrom
taken
injured but with clothing torn to shreds
and presenting « generally forlorn appearance.
She said the women m hercar seemed
panic-stricken at the moment the crash occurred.
They all! sereamed and shouted,
saw one woman dypraying for release. Sheanother
woman had
ing in the seat, while
her head pillowed on the dying woman's
was

Workmen.

Senator Alien Thinks Annual Sessions

MARCH

^hey were already
der to get tliern out.
crusheu out of any semblance to human
shape, and so tightly wedged in they could
One old lady
be removed in no other way.

FRIGHTFUL AGGIDENT.

Serious Accident to Two West Paris

ME.

given
distance

■ m

BLOWN UP BY POWDER.

Consent at Thirteen.

Dr. ltoed treats all clironlc diseases that flesh Is
lielr to ; all cases that are (riven
up as Incurable
by the allopath.c and homoeopathic physician#. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about tour-filths of the oases
up to die can
be ourect. Examination at a
by letter,

6ICK

He will be indicted at tlie May term of court
but will turn State's evidence.
Some of the
stolen goods were found at Portsmouth,
Dover and Great Falls Saturday. Nearly all
the plunder has been recovered.

MORNING,

TUESDAY

ui me roau 10 me

Thrilling Experience of Several of the
Passengers.
,,
John Murphy and his daughter Mary were
in
the
second
seat from the front of
sitting

the fourth when the crash came. Mr. Murphy had a tough experience, as his wounds
show. He said to a Journal reporter: "I
was talking to a Mr. Edwin Morse when I
felt the bridge sinking under me. We grabbed hold of tue seats and in a instant all the
people and the seats of the car came tumbling
down on us. I had one leg pinned down under me and the other was thrown over Mr.
Morse, and that also was pinned down. My
body was under a pile of seats, and directly
in front of me was a young man who appeared to be dead.
At first none of us could
move. But In a minute I felt Morse
moving. 1
asked him if he was badly hurt. He replied
that he was suffering some, but thought he
would be all right if he could only get out.
It seemed a long time before I could move
Then I began to clear away the
my arms.
pieces of the wreck that held me down. I
everything away except my left foot,
'nat pained me terribly.
At last I succeeded in prying up the seats, and nearly
pulled
my foot off in freeing it from the wreck. But
I managed to get out in some way. I crawled over the dead body, and at last I reached
the road.
I'm all right now." Despite his
last assertion, the doctor says he Is a badly
man.
There is a deep scalp wound,
injured
three inches long, on the back of nis head,
and three cuts on his forehead, besides a
sprained leg and serious internal injuries.
Mary Murphy is badly crushed and is not
Her head is covered with
expected to live.
cuts and she is evidently injured internally.
Walter Whittemore had a miraculous escape. He was found at his home on Florence street.
His left eye was closed and the
left side of his face was badly bruised. He
said : "I was extremely fortunate in escaping serious injury. I was sitting in the rear
of the fourth car with Mr. Metcalf. Mr. and
Mrs. Cardinal were opposite us.
There was
no warning.
While we were chatting the
car suddenly pitched forward, the seats
were
tarn up and something struck me
on the head.
I was partially stunned,
bnt I remember that the end of the car
was broken open and I was thrown out of
the car. I caught hold of something and
held on. I remember having some curiosity
as to what was coming next.
There I w?s
hanging on with my legs dangling over the
broken end of the car. It seemed an age bèfore wo struck. Then my hand was pinned
against the stone wall by the side of the car.
I succeeded in freeing myself and only left a
little flesh there. I was still somewhat dazed
and do not remember
exactly how I crawled
out, but it seems as though I walked right
out through the door. 1 kept on walking,
and was half way to Forest Hills before I
realized where I was or what I was doing."

5ot

THE STOVE DOORS LOCKED.
Carefulness Which

Probably
Many Lives.
One of the things which speak

well for
the care of the road is the fact that the door
of every stove was locked, and notwithΛι
il—
-j.

thev, with the upinjured from the wreck,
were hard at woik, "first rescuing the imprisoned ones who were injured, and afterwards were engaged in the more difficult
task of digging out the dead from th· shapeless tangle of aebrit.
horrible sichts.
The Heart Rending Scenes at the
Wreck.
At a late hour in the day as the work of
removing the wreckage was carried out additional evidence was found of the terrible nature of the disaster.
In some places were
fragments of liesh and pieces of clothing
which had belonged to some victim whose
remhins had previously been removed to the
morgue. There was blood over everything,
scarcely a splinter being removed that was
not stained with blood of the victims. Most
of the pieces of clothing found were from the
garments of women, the number of whom
on the train was much
larger than that of
the men and the fatality among them proportionately greater than among the men. In
many instances axes and crow bars were
necessary in order to free the people pinioned in the wreck. Ju two cases it was
necessary to cut out two of the bodies in or-
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bolts by which the stoves were held in
every
instance held except in the last car, which
ot over the bridge and was wrecked in the
ank. In car 82 the fire in the stove was put
out by the uien of Chemical Engine No. 4,
which early appeared on the scene. No fire
of any very dangerous character caught, although there is strong probability that had
it not been for the prompt action of the firemen there would have been disastrous results before the wounded could have been
extricated from their perilous position.
A VIVID DESCRIPTION.
Mr. Ε. T. Bowthorp's Experiences In
the Third Car.

Mr. Ε. T. Bnwthorp said to a reporter: "I
got on the train at lioslindale, and went into
the third car. Just as we reached the bridge
there was a sudden jar that shook the whole
car.
Then the car kept bumping along over

sleepers. I knew that something had
broken, but 1 knew there was no use in losing my head, so I called out to the ladies to
sit still. They were screaming and jumping
the

out of their seats. The car was filled with
dust, so it was impossible to see anything. I
was sitting near the stove, and
my first
thought was tor that. The door was thrown
opeifov the shock and I was afraid the coal
would fall out. I shut the door and crawled
out of a window. Then 1 ran back to where
the bridge had been. It was a terrible sight,
I assure you. The passengers were crawling
out of the wreck. They were bleeding, and
their clothing was of course torn in shreds.
I crawled down the embankment and helped
get the people out t>f the fourth car. Tnat
was at the bottom of the pile.
1 pulled eight
or ten women through the windows.
Then

I helped get two dead women out- They
were flying in one spot and had evidently
been killed at the same time. 1 stayed there
about an hour, and then catue home to let
my folks know that 1 was all riftit.''
A LADY'S EXPERIENCE.

wreci. » uen

he reached it cries and groans were coming
from all parts of the awful heap. Bruised
and wounded people were crawling out from
all parts of the pile, lie found an axe and
climbed upon car No. ISO, the third that lay
In tho trench, two others being beneath it.
The cries of the injured came most from
this car, he thought.
He crawled through
a window and went to work.
A woman first
demanded his attention; she was pinned
down by the feet and two seats and the
body of a many lay on top of her. The body
and seats were soon got out of the way.
Working on the wood and iron that held
her down caused her to scream with fresh
agony, and It was some moments before she
was free, l.annon dragged her to a window, and two men, James M. Claren and
James H. Cronan, helped him lift ber out.
Four men, three of them dead, were taken
from this car by these three men.
By this time the firemen had arrivo<), and

Saved

What Miss

Mary

F·

Young Saw

and

Heard in the Third Car.

Miss Mary F. Young of Union Park street
had been visiting friends in Dedham and returned upon the train which met with the
disaster. "There was a crowd of people on
the platform this morning," she said, "and
my friend and 1 walked along, trying to find
the least occupied car. We thought first that
we would take one of the last cars, but we
changed our minds and took one of the last
seats in the third car from the engine. We
feel now how fortunate we were in making
this choice. 1 felt that something was going
to happen while we were passing the bridge.
There was a horrible jar and the bridge
swayed and shook as we went over. Then
the car in which we were began to grate and
rumble over the stones and swayed from
side to side. Suddenly we stopped still right
on the edge of the btidge land the coupling

broke. In our car there was a tremendous
rush to the door, as all the passengers tried
to get out. Some one called ρμ<; that there
was do danger, and told the crowd to keep
back from the door. After this there was
less pushing and crowding, but everyone got
out of that car as quickly as be could, you
can believe. I was so excited that I put
my arm through the window, smashing the
glass, and I think that I might have
tried

to

go

out

that

way

if

my

seized me by the
not
had
friend
shoulder and told me to follow the others
When
we were out of the
door.
through the
car I found that 1 had lost my bonn«t, but 1
was clutching in my hand a little mcture
Then I sat on
which I was taking home.
the bank of the traclt. There was the car in
which we had been seated on the edge of the
bridge and the rear end seemed to nave lost
its wheels, for it was tipped over and partly

Some people were crying out, but,
as a whole, there was not much screaming.
One poor little child was running around
lost its mother and
and crying, as if it
It was the only child
was trying to find her.
that I saw on the train. One lady was sitting on the bank near me, and crying that
she had .lost her brother, but presently he
came rushing toward lier with his face covered with blood. It was a most affecting sight
smashed.
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joy with which they met eacl·
other. Another woman kept calling that she
One gentleman
had lost all her money.
picked up several bags and bundles and gave
the
them into the' charge of
flagman. 1
could not endure to look at the scenes of the
accident, and after a short time we walked
to the Forest Hills station and took the train
on the main line to Boston."
Miss ^ ounu
reached home bruised upon her forehead and
one wrist.
Besides losing her bonnet at tne
time of the accident, she fonnd that her coat
was torn and that her appearance showed
that she had been knocked against the car
and pulled about.
to see the

FROM THE STOUCHTON TRAIN.
Scenes Witnessed by Pas
sengers on Another Track.
The passengers on the Stoughton train
due in Boston at 8 o'clock, could see from
the main line, as the train neared i orest
Hills station, the accident that had occurred
but a few moments before on the branch,
and the greatest excitement prevailed The
heap of broken cars in the roadway, the
groups of people around the wreck and the
uninjured ones walking to Forest Hills
station could all be seen.
Among the passengers of the wrecked train who boarded
the Stoughton train at Forest Hills was a
bareheaded voung man, both knee» cut, his
face bruised and swollen and his eyes bulging from his head with fright.
He was at
once surrounded by a
group of eager questo
tioners, whom he told the following story :
I n*- sitting on the right hand side of tne
fourfll car opposite the stove. All of a sudden 1 felt a jerk and a shaking, and then the
front end of the car went down, and the
stove, seats and people were pitched into
that end. The car stopped partly on on·
side and then the roof was torn off and
swung partly round. That left a hole that I
crawled out of after a while, and mighty
glad was I to get out.
I looked a little
while at them taking bodies out, but I did
not feel like staying long, so I put down the
track for this train. The car I was in was
quite full of passengers, a number of whom
got out the same way I did." A kind-hearted
brakeman furnished the young man with a
hat, and on arriving in Boston he left for
his placc of employment down town.

Startling

THOUSANDS VIEW THE WRECK.
Attracted to the Spot by Curiosity
and Anxiety
for the Safety of
Friends.
As soon as the news of the accident was
spread through the city thousands of people
hurried to the scene of the disaster. Every
train was crowded and all kinds of conveyances were pressed Into service. Many
were,
of course, attracted by a morbid curiosity to
see the dead and dying, but there were hundreds who were anxious to learn the fate of
friends who usually took that train. Deputy
Superintendent of Police Durrell and Police
Commissioner Whiting were early at the
bridge, directing the work of keeping the
crowd away from the wreck. Extra officers
were detailed by Superintendent Small to
assist the officer of Station 13. Those who
reached the wreck soon after It occurred say
they never before saw such a sickening spectacle as that presented by the crushed and
bleeding passengers who were dug from the
debris. The wreck could only be approached
from two sides. The firemen who responded
to the alarm worked with a will, and citizens
assisted the police in rescuing the passengers. Axes and crowbars were necessary
to free the
people who were pinioned
by the wreck. In two instances it was
cut two of the bodies in
necessary to
order to get them out. They were already
cmshed out of any semblance of human
bodies, and were so tightly wedged beneath
the side of the car that they could be removed in no other way. The ambulances were
summoned from all parts of the city, and
rude stretchers were constructed to bear
away the dead and the wounded.
The
wounded were carried to the nearest houses,
and medical assistance was furnished as
soon as possible.
Doctors came from every

direction,

and impromptu hospitals were established in several places.
By 9 o'clock all the bodies had been removed, and nothing but the splintered wood remained to satisfy the crowd.
Every few minutes a woman would push
her way up to the ropes and inquire concerning the safety of a husband, brother or father.
Many learned then of the death of a
laved one, and the scene of grief was heartrending to the pitying bystanders. It was a
time that will not soon be forgotten by those
who were present.
As the hour of noon approached the crowd
began to think of getting back to the city.
The platforms at the Forest HilU station
were black with
people, and each train that
ανυΐΊΈΐι η» su completely ιηκρπ possession
of by tbe crowd that the conductor s could
not begin to collect lares.
The boldest took
possession of the engine. The cow-catchers
and tenders were thickly thronged with men
as were also the steps. No accidents were
reported, however. Throughout the afternoon there was u constant stream of
people
going to and front the wreck.
THE BRIDGE.

Speculations

Regarding the

Cause of

Its Fall.

William Johiuou. Koslindale, violinist.
Mrs. Harruisuas Cardinal Roslindale.
Mr. Clapp, of central Station, West Roxbury,
21 years old.
Miss Norrls, West Roxbury.
Edward K. Norrls, Dedbani, freight clerk of llie
Boston & Providence railroad.
Edgar M. Snow, Spring street station, West

Waldo Β. ΙλΙΙογ. police officer Spring street station.
Lizzie Mandeville, Dedbani,
Lizzie Walton, Dedharn.
William S. Strong. Internal injuries: died after
removal to the City Hospital.
William E. Durham, badly crushed; died after
removal to City Hospital.
Stephen T. Houghton, gas Utter, Roslindale.
Harry Gay, clerk, Spring street, died after removal to the City Hospital.
Miss M. L. Odiorne, Dover. Ν. H., employed by
Salem, Wilder & Co., Summer street.
Miss Ida Adams, Kittredg· street.
Miss Lizzie H. Price of Dedhani!
Miss -arah E. Ellis of Medfleld, who was staying with friends in West Koxbury.
An unknown woman about 30 years old at
Orove street morgue.
Albert E. Johnson. 40 years of age, employed
by George H. Morrill & Co., jewelers.
l'eter Swaben of Central Station, about 4C years

old,

a

tailor,

Emma P. Ilill, 26 years of age, worked for K.
H. White & Co.
Hattie J. Dudley, residence unknown.
Miss I-aura Price, West Koxbury.
Miss Kosabella Welch, 6a years old. West Kox-

bury.

Fatally Injured.

Joseph Metcalf, West RoxMiry.
W. T. Bowman, engineer, Dedfuun.
Henry P. J. Earnson, (possibly,) West

Kox-

bury.

Miss Alice Adams, Roslindale.
Cyrus W. Hayes, Roslindale.
Mary Murpby, Roslindale.
John Murphy, (possibly,) Roslindale.
W. W. Smith, brakeman, West Roxbury.
Webster Drake, conductor, Dedham.
It is Impossible to obtain an absolute correct account of the numder Injured, but it
will reach 100 or uiore.
of these at least 29
• are
quite badly hurt, and the remainder re-

ceived only slight bruises.
It lias been impossible up to this evening;

to obtain a correct and complete list of the
killed and wounded in the terrible wreck,
owing to the fact that immediately after the

catastrophe occurred Its victims

were

hastily

removed from the scene, and In such
widely
diverse directions that it Is extremely dimcult to trace them all correctly. Some of the
injured were at once conveyed to their
ν»··νιν

ifutv

vhacu

«ν

uooi'inaio·

nunc

others still found temporary shelter in residences In the Immediate neighborhood. The
majority of the dead were brought to the
City Hospital morgue, but others were taken
to the depots of Roslindale, Forest Hills and
Canterbury. Agents of the railway company are now diligently at work endeavoring
to complete the statistics of the
calamity,
and a full list of the casualties will be furnished at the earliest practicable moment.
All day a large and efficient corps of surgeons has been at work attending the injured.

OBITUARY.
Death of

Hon.

Eben F. Pillsbury
Mass.

at

Melrose,

Boston, March 14.—Hon. Eben F. Pillsbury died at his residence at Melrose, Mass.,
Sunday night. He had been in poor health
for several years.
Mr. Pillsbury was until
within a few years a resident of Augusta,
Me., and

lawyers

was regarded as one of the leading
in that State. He at one time owned

and conducted the Maine Standard. He was
always a prominent man L'l Democratic politics, and during the last Presidential campaign made many political addresses in various parts of the country.
Mr. Pillsbury
tiret gained notoriety as the editor of the

Fraukiin Patriot, a paper famous for its
strong pro-slavery and anti-war sentiments,
and published in Franklin county, Maine.
It was claimed that he instigated the famous
Kingtield rebellion, although he has denied
it and claimed that he spoke against resisting the draft. As the head of the fusion
organization, at th« time of the celebrated
Maine count-out in 1*80, he won still greater
fame. He ran for governor of Maine on the
Democratic ticket in 18ti6, again In 1867, and
again in 1808, against Gen. Chamberlain, but
was each time defeated.
From this record be has often been called
"Ex-Gov. Pillsbury," under a misapprehension.
It is well-known that President Cleveland
nominated him for Collector of Internal
Revenue for the First Massachusetts districs. but the Senate refused to confirm him.
Mr. Pillsbury was recognized as a brilliant
criminal lawyer. He figured in the famous
Lowell murder trial and other celebrated
Maine cases. In private life he was a charming man and his personal character was
never assailed.
[Mr. Pillsbury was born in Kingfield, Me.,
and was G2 years old.
He was educated in
the nubliii schnnls*

h« ntiidiml

lew

tooj

admitted to the Franklin county bar, where
he soon took a leading position. He removed to Farmington and formed a partnership
with J. A. Linscott, Esq., at present the
treasurer of the Maine Central railroad.
In
addition to their law practice these gentlemen published the Franklin Patriot, the
Democratic county paper. Mr. PiUsbtury
removed to Ângusta in 1864. His connection
with the Maine miscount of 1879 is a matter
of recent history. It was generally believed
at that time that he was the legal and political adviser of Gov. Qarcelon and his council.
Mr. Pillsbury after the count-out went to
Boston and opened a law office. He was on
effective public speaker, and twenty years
ago was reckoned the peer of his distinguished neighbor, Mr. Ulaine, with whom he held
a public discussion in this city in 18G8.]

the

bridge

lie felt

a

shock which he

thought

the first cause of the accident, for the trucks
of the first two cars are in good condition,
except in regard to the fractured oak timber

mentioned above. The only remaining possible cause of the accident is α broken rail,
and it is doubtful If an investigation into
this point could result satisfactorily, for
there are many pieces of broken and twisted
rails snarled up in tbe wreck. The probable
cause of the smashing up of the three cars
nearest the lenglne, which remained nn th«
ιυμ υι me emuanKment, U tbey must li^ve
jumped the track when the rear cars went
through the bridge, the sudden stopping
causing them to telescope each other and
collapse. The Bussey bridge was built fifteen years ago, and during the past ten years
has been repaired three times, the
original
wooden trusses having been replaced with
iron girders some ten years
ago,
Workmen have been busTly
engaged all
day in removing the debris from the street
and from the embankment. The wreck was
so complete that no
attempt will be made to
save any portion of the train.
Fragments of
the cars are being removed and placed at
one side and the wreck
ultimately will be

destroyed.

Among the scicntific gentlemen who

ex-

amined the broken bridge was Prof. Geo. F.
Swain, instructor of civil engineering and
hydraulics at the Institute of
and who is.also a specialist ; in
bridge construction. He is reported as
saying that in
looking at the floor of the beam hangers he

Technology

found some ol the hangers were defective
and had been largely rusted off.
These hangers were made from welded
iron, and the weld seemed to be in some
places imperfect, and it seemed to him extremely probable that at this joint where the
hangers were broken, the original rupture
might have occurred.
There seemed no doubt that the <#iality of
the material was imperfect in some places.
Several other portions of the bridge suowed
evidences of faulty design in the trusses.
At the time these bridges were built cast
iron was used to a considerable extent in
connecting parts of the bridges, but engineers have now entirely discarded that material

in

important

structures.

I should

state, however, that I did not notice any
place in the bridge where this material bad
railed in this case.
THE KILLED.
The following is a revised list of those
killed, or who have since died of their injuries:
Conductor Myron Tilden. of Dedluim.
Alice Burnett, of Koslludile. aned 10
years.
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An

Instructive

What

Ha·

of

Statement

City's

the

Condition-

Been

Done

During

the

Paet Year.
An Address

Containing Many ValuSuggestions.

able

The following is the lull text of Mayor
Chapman's inaugural address:
Gentlemen of the City Coancil,—As required by our charter, we are met in convention to- day to solemnly assume the offices
committed to us by the suffrages of our fel-

low citizens.

THE STATE.

It is needless

remind you of

to

the work of the past year, and make such
suggestions for the future as may seem promotive of the general welfare.
First of all, should be acknowledged with
gTatitude the goodness of the Infinite Father
who has mercifully shielded our
city from
calamity, and vouchsafed us a year of conspicuous health,
prosperity and good order. In
whatever direction we glance back, whether
from a commercial, industrial or social point
of view, nothing unpleasant appears to awaken

apprehension
du iuca

or

produce

Portland

regret.

ni

uuuuiug,

no

wit·

uuriug

Much capital has been inverted

ment dedicated there.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
The new mills of the Vanceboro Wooden
Co.
are
Ware
going up last and will soon be
The frame of the main mill,
ready for use.
which is aOxlOO, is up. The slaters are at
work on the planer mill, which is 40x70, and
the engine room, 38x38, is framed.
The
masons have been at work about a

week,

ami

a boiler built by the l'enobscot liiver
Boiler Works, will soon be placed In position. Two engines will furnish the motive

power.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
CHICAGO AND Ο BAND TRUNK.

The annual report of the Chicago and
Grand Trunk Kailroad shows the gross
earnings to be $3,041,000, the working expenses 82,336,000, leaving a balance of $685,000.
The report states that pooling has
proved inadequate to maintain rates. The
old board of directors was re-elected,
except
W. J. Spicer, to succeed Judge S ta tie Id, deceased, and R. Wright to succeed J. J. Ilerrick of Chicago.
At rt subsequent meeting
of directors the following officers were reelected: Joseph Hlckson, president ; U J.
Seargent, vice .president; Joseph H. Mulr,
treasurer, and Charles Percy, secretary.

watched with jealous care ;
every evidence of
substantial progress hailed with
special satisfaction ; every appearance of
viewed with serious apprehension.retrogression
To secure
the beet results requiresthe
co-operation of
as
well
as
parent*
teachers,—of liberal appropriation· for, and well ventilated, schoolas
well
as
correct systems of inbuildings,
struction and approved text-books. It
gives
me pleasure to state that Portland's
policy of
towards
it·
liberality
school·, has bora* its
legitimate fruit in the general education of our
and
the rare intelligence of our popuvouth,
lation. Ια pursuance of this policy the Ust
city government devoted considerable money
to furnishing enlarged accommodation· for
scholars in the Shailer and Chestnut street
schools, besides expending more than the usual

ter of the city.

past
in new

seaHon.

satisfactory rates of compensation.
The public health has been excellent, and
much to our gratification, extreme regard for
law has prevailed.
While we thus congratulate ourselves upon
the past, the future looks equally hopeful and
bright. Large expenditures will soon be made
in the erection of a union
depot, and the enlargement of railroad facilities upon the north
and west sides of the city, constituting not
only extensive improvements in themselves but
also heavy additions to our taxable property.
Measures are also being taken to increase our
elevator capacity, and otherwise provide for
that inflow of commerce which will inevitably
follow a wise development of our natural
resources.

The policy of "paying as we go" haa been
continued during the past year, the financial
close of which will find us without a floating
debt, with an excess of income to be carried to
the sinking fund. This result, notwithstand-

ing unusual expenditures for the Centennial
celebration, new school house, icc., has been
attained by levying the same rate of taxation
as the previous year, thus
leading us to expect
a decreased rate for 1887-8.
If not possible
this year, it can, certainly, be accomplished by

our successors, because more than $800,000 of
our bonds, which
within a few months,

expire

be

can

refunded at 4 per cent interest, com-

manding, at the
thermore

time,

same

Fur-

premium.

a

State tax will soon be considerably reduced, but as a partial offset to such
reduction, the county makes a larger levy.
Altogether, after carefully surveying the situation, it appears probable that the rate of taxation can be lessened in the immediate future,
our

provided that we adhere to our former conservative
policy in voting appropriations.
Later

with a continuance of the aarn<î
a safe and favorable
opportunity
shall arrive for the disposal of the city's interest in the Portland and Ogdensburg railroad,
together with a realization upon its assets of
gas stock, unproductive real estate, Sec, our net
debt will shrink to such limited proportions as
to constitute no barrier to an influx of
capital,
and will bring to our citizens that relief from
taxation to which their enterprise and courage
entitle them after long years of patient enduren,

policy, when

ance.

In alluding more definitely
departments of city work, the

the various
to whicb I
will first call your attention is the flnancial.
The

city

to

one

has furnished me with the

treasurer

following :

building in

municipal debt

on

was

paid
date,

Less

and

"MfivKciucui» «acwncre,

Of which

*831,000

presented for payment.

Boude In aid of Atlantic and St. Law
rence railroad.
Due November 2, 1886,
*246,000

1887,
1888,

233.U0O
908,000

Less amount duo Novem-

ber 2,1880, paid and

PUBLIC

1907,
Building Loan bonds. Orig-

1,200,000

inal issue *893,000. Outstanding March 31, 1888, *323,000
Less paid and cancelled
March 31,188*
21,000

304,000

*3,948,300

Available duett*.

Gas stock. 1700 shares,notes receivable anu trust funds on which the
*103,633.12
city pays Interest only,
Slnktrg hind, say,
36,noo
Bonds secured by sinking fund ami
mortgage of Atlantic and St. Law
rence railroad,
*341,000
Building Loan bonds secured oy mortgages, Ac., 304,000
988,033 12
Net debt March 8, 1887, without de
ductlon of Portland,and Ogdensburg railroad slock and lu bonds
held by the city,
The gross debt has beeu reduced the

*339,000.

2,*69,8*4 88
past year

The net debt has been reduced, the past
year, at
least *37,300, and will be further redueol before
the first of April next, by a ddltional receipts on
sinking fund account, Ac.
City bonds mature during the next financial year

fallows, viz

:

In aid of Portland and Rochester rail
road, due July 1,1887,
*627,500
Which It Is pn>|>osed to refund hy the Issue of
new bonds liearing Interest payable
semi-annually
at the rate of 4 per cent
per aununi, principal
payable July
reserving the right to fay the
same on or after July 1, 1902.
Municipal bonds-

due August 1,1887,
November 1, 1887,
January 1,1888.

*20,1)00
127,300
31,000

196,300
A portion of which, say *80,000, may probably
paid from the sinking "fund and the balance extended by temporary loan.
4
Building loan bondsdue June 1, 1887
304,000
The building loan commissioners ask for a new
be

Issue of bon#-* to the amouut of aiflo.oon
tuem to pay these bonds and not furre
real «state under their charge.
Bonde In aid of the Atlautlc and St.
Lawrence railroad, due November 1,

1»7.

unds for the payment of these bond·
at maturity are to be furnished by tli«
commissioners of the Atlantic and «t.
Lawrence railroad sinking fuud.

t.,

a

,-ιιιιΜρ

sale

of

233,000

Total bonds falling due year 18ί<7-ϋ,
$1,30.1,000
The gross city debt has U'rn reduced since April
L 1877, in the sum of #,',IH3,7U0, vli :
Total amount April 1,1«77,
♦β,ΟΛΟ,ΛΙΟ
Total amount March à, I.-WT,
tfilOjm
Heductlon In tun years,
#2,108,700
And there will be a further reduction
the ensuing year of
317,000
BOARD

OF

HEALTH.

This board has held many sessions during
the past year, besides requiring the constant
service of an efficient agent. It may surprise
our

citliens to leam that

more

u· tu keep
the public
good state of preservation, and
this end requisite expenditures have been

building!
to

in

a

A new office has been erected on the
in the place of the dilapidated
structure formerly standing there. During the
autumn my attention was drawn to the foul
state of the air in City hall, and I employed an
expert to make examination of it* sanitary
condition. His report was duly submitted, and
disclosed a dangerous system of sewersge which
should be remedied as soon as the proper
authority for Its reconstruction can be obtained.
Λ larger
than usual will be required in this department, provided the above
work is authorized, and the proper ventilation
of the High school is also undertaken.
made.

hay scale lot

appropriation

STUZTS.

An unusual draft upon the resources of this
department has been made during the past
year for the construction of new sidewalks,
necessitated by the erection of very many new
residences. Also, the steam road roller was

purchased

out of the street appropriation. The
first cost of this machine was considerable, but
the outlay was deemed judicious after an examination of its merits.
Trial haa already
demonstrated the wisdom of the expenditure,
as the roller is
extremely useful upon streets
which cannot well be paved, and are consequently maintained in good repair at continual expense. Upon such streets, additiona of

gravel
longer

and

crushed

stone
will
no
after
every sevete
storm since the roller with its immensv
weight
propelled by steam, can solidify them to such a
a degree that the heaviest
teaming and most
violent storms produce no perceptible effect.
In the way of permanent improvement more
than 6600 square yards of granite pavement
have been laid. It being the settled policy of
the city to devote yearly to this object as
much of the appropriation as can well be
soared. Under this dan sunnlrm»ntMl K* rh»

be

required

macadamizing of the steam roller, our street*
should ere long come into such excellent condition as to require small annual appropriations

for their maintenance.

PARKS AND PUBLIC

CHoCXBS.

The good results which

were anticipated
placing our parks and public ground* iu
of
a
commission are fast becoming realcharge
zed in the improved appearance of the promthe
enades,
gradual beautifying of Lincoln
Park, and the steady development of the Oak*
into an attractive resort for driving and recreation. The small appropriation made last
year for the Oaks was largely devoted to the
building of rustic bridge*, and the construction of a granite entrance which presents a
specially fine appearance when approached
from the avenue of State street. With simîtûï
small
appropriation*, annually expended
under the wi*e direction of the commisaioaera,
the bereficent work can be tteadily carried
forward of not only preserving but increasing
the natural beauty of our historic
Deering'*
Oak*, and juatly famous promenades.

(mm

AXD

sum

tEWEftS.

was

important department,

expended

the

than M00

made there in the season of 1885, there
much complaint from the odors of Back
bay during the months of July and August
last. An officer was detailed to take observation*
of the state
of tide and wind
when
the
odors
were
moat
prevalent
and
the
deduction
from
the
data
obtained wa* that the flats could not be
held responsible for all the trouble. While
their condition produced a portion of the
nuiaance, some of it wa* clearly attributable to
the tannery, slaughter house, and clandestine
deposits of soil carta in forbidden spots.
Allow me to suggest a change relative to the
disposition of sewer assessments which I think,
would result in present benefit. As now arranged, all assessments beyond the amount
estimated for income, go into the ainking lund.
It frequently happens that the city, for lack of
available funds, cannot grant petitions for new
sewers when presented fate in
the reason. I
would recommend the above difficulty be obviated somewhat by making sewer assessments
payable directly into a sewer fund the receipt*
whareof, above the amount estimated for income, ahall be available at any tima for the
construction of new sewerage.
was

1,043,300

Portland
and Ogdensburg railroad.
Original Issue *1,330,000.
Outstanding, due Sep. 1,

as

IltLDOOIt.

incumbent upon

m

ments

*627,800
416,000

Bonds In aid of

1887Λ

to

present year. Nothing was done
bay except to extend the Pearl street
deep water channcl.
Notwithstanding the extensive improve-

239,000
.'48,000
*7.000 due Nov. 2,1886, not yet presented
for payment.

Gross debt March 8, 1887,

It

plished

can-

July 1,1897,

recommended

«re

at Back
sewer into

•787,000

celled,

lionda In aid of Portland
and Rochester railroad,
Original Issue *1,130,000.
Due July 1, 1887,

appro-

in thia
and yet much
work could not be done for which there ia
pressing need. While aeveral important sewers
were constructed,
yet sufficient meai\>
were not available to build those
r**"""***
at the West End. or to extend ·*" interceptas
recomsewer
»treet,
ing
along Cotomer"·1
mended in my former message. It ia to be
hoped that both of these objects can be accom-

79,000

*ii,ouo la pant due but not yet

to

this school

your favorable consideration.

most

*8S0,000

Leaving,

complete

it· occupancy at the
commencement of the next school year.
For further matters of detail about our
schools you are respectfully referred to the report of the superintendent of schools ; such
suggestions as are there made relative to ventilation of the High achool building, and needed

About the usual

March 31,1888,

^cancelled since that

to

for

season

DRAIN*

STATEMENT OP THE CITY DEBT.
The

You will be asked

priate sufficient money

has

dwellings, indicating a demand for additional
homes. Added to this several businesa block h
and small manufactories have been erected,
thereby augmenting a valuation unimpaired for
the year by any destructive conflagration.
While many cities' have been kept in a turmoil
of anxiety and strife by a
disturbing conflict
between capital and labor, fortunately our industrial life has moved smoothly on supplied
with an abundance of work at equitable and

s

Mr. R. G. Kallocb, of Ashland, now 8T
years old, writes the liaugor Whig enthusiastically about the bill introduced by Senator Frve aDuroDriatinii»S'.i'>-Ono for tlm »r»«lion ol a mouumeut at Thomaston to
Major
General UeHry Knox. He thinks the neglect of such a man is a disgrace to the nation, as Gen. Knox was second in command
during the revolution and was i\eld in high
esteem by all who knew him.
Mr. Kalloch
says that old as he (s he would gladly travel
the 200 miles to Thomaston to see the monu-

of the people
be laid for national
prosperity and the seof
curity
republican institution·. Hence
every tendency in our school* should be

for many years, it ia said, made such rapid

not

_

KNOX COUNTY.

foundation than the education

importance of this act, or of the measure of amount in renewing and rendering attractive
responsibility involved in the acceptance of other school-buildings.
Al»o sixteen thousand dollars were
public trust. An unswerving purpose to place
appropublic interest before all personal considera- priated toward the erection of a new primary
school house upon the corner of Carroll and
tions should animate the public servant, and,
through no other method of action, can his Xeal street*, a most eligible locality, considerobligation of office be faithfully discharged. ing convenience, space and light, for the many
Following the custom which prevails upon scholars at present unaccommodated in
inauguration, it becomes my duty to review the crowded primary districts in that quarthe

1,1912,

McClvnn Walts Further #lewis
From Rome.
New Yohk. March 14.—Dr. McGlynn has
abandoned his contemplated Southern trip.
The late appeal of Cardinal Gibbons in favor of the Knights of
Labor, together with
the favorable light in which his case ha·
been regarded at Rome, has induced McGlynn to remain In New .York and await
further developments.
Or.

CENTS.

can

Roxbury.

A curious feature of the disaster is found
in the fact that the entire
bridge went down
with thewreck. Not a scrap of iron remained attached to the abutments, andi but
for the chasm and the awful wreck beneath
there was nothing to indicate that a
bridge
had once spanned the abyss. The wreck
of
the bridge lay under the debris of the
traiu,
almost completely shut out from view.
Lying by the side of one of the splintered cars
was one of the main iron
girders of the
bridge which showed a clean new fracture
through the entire breadth, at a point of the
juncture of two of its parts. This girder
composed two parallel plates of heavy
NARROW ESCAPE
wrought braces of wrought iron, and the
whole securely bolted.
The opinion generally expressed by those who personally in- From a Bad Accident on a New
spected the wreck is that the breaking of
Hampshire Railroad.
this girder was undoubtedly the cause of
the disaster. But there is much doubt as to
Bradford, Ν. H., March 14.—The mornthe cause of the breaking of the girder. It
ing passenger train from Claremont, on the
is stated
some
that
there
was
a
by
jarring Concord <fc Claremont railroad, consisting of
and bumping sensation just previous to the
an engine, combination car, smoker and bagcrash, wnich gives color to the theory that
gag" car and one passenger car, were thrown
the fourth car, the first to go through the
from the track four miles west of her at 3.50
bridge, was derailed and thrown from its o'clock this morning,
by an accumulation of
trucks to the ties of the bridge with such
snow upon the track. The engine went down
force as to cause its heavy Iron supports to a
six
foot
embankment
and is a wreck. The
give way. At the point where the parallel combination car turned
over upon its side.
pieces of iron bolted together there was Engineer
Wright, Fireman Thompson and
found a fracture in the iron part which had
Roadmaster
J.
N.
Perkins, who was riding
rusted and indicated an old Haw, while
in the cab, went down with the
the other portion was a clean fracture.
engine, but
none of them were Injurud.
There were
This might, in the opinion of some
people,
about
forty persons upon the train, all of
indicate that the old flaw had weakened the
truss or girder to such an extent that when I whom escaped without the slightest Injury.
the full weight of the train came upon the
bridge it caused the remaining section of the
A BOY MURDERED
truss to give way, thus
allowing the structure to fall. Another, fact
bearing
upon the
eause of the disaster is the condition
of the
By Another Boy Whom He Refuses
cars which went over the
bridge with scarcea Cane.
ly less'damage than was indicted upon the
coaches that went through to the
highway.
The first sign of violence is upon the woodNew Ϋοβκ, March 14.—Albert G. Wolf,
work of the second truck of the first car of 16 years old, was murdered at Yonkers, yesthe train. A very violent blow from under- terday, by a boy named Neil Devltt. Devitt
neath fractured the heavy 4 by 10-inch oak
asked him for a cane he
was
carrying.
timbor in the framework of the truck, midWhen Wolf refused to give it to him he
struck
between
him
way
him, knocking
down. Friends of
the rails and between the
axles. The blow was so
Wolf put hiiu iuto a cab, but ho died on the
that it lifted
the truck from the trackheavy
Both boys are well known and
way home.
and derailed the
car.
well connected.
Engineer White says when going across
might have been caused by a broken axle.
This, however, could not possibly have been

MAYOR CHAPMAN'S INAUCURAL.

THREE

com-

plaints have received special attention, and, in
nearly every case, the cause of complaint has

been removed. New ordinances have been
passed relative to the dangerous class of xontagious diseases, under which such cases are
reported to the board, and proper precautions
are immediately tflken to prevent the spread of
the contagion. As the result of these measures, our city is kept remarkably free from
cases of diphtheria, scarlet fever, and diseases of
a zymotic nature.
We are indebted to the
secretary of the board for his very instructive
and valuable annual report which is
earnestly
recommended for public perusal.
schools.

The character and tendency of any community, as well as its future stability and rank,
çan be determined
by theInquality and progrèsstveness of its schools.
e*actly the degree
that these are sustained and advanced, it
uisy
be certified that the
community is intelligent
and progressive. This tact liea in the
very
constitution of things, and furnishes abundant
reason
why every well disposed citizen favors
(ξο°4 advantages for education. No surer

Pl*E DEPARTMENT.

Much satisfaction is experienced in being
able to chronicle but few fires and scanty
losae* by conflagration during the past year.
The fire department under the direction of
Chief Engineer Cloyes maintaina ita high
standard of efficency.

It* appearance upon the occasion of our
Centennial parade waa highly creditable, and
elicited much commendation both from our
visitors and citizens. A notable occaaion for
the department waa the dedication of the firemen's lot which took place with appropriate
ceremonies in the presence of the different fire
organizations, ana a large attendance of intereeted spectator*. And, in alluding to thia
lot, it would seem fitting for our city to provide it with a suitable memorial shaft in teatimony of her appreciation of the services of
thoae unfortunate firemen whose acts call for
rrcnornitinn

itself is

unH

frrntitiwla

The

(lunBttmeni

tuck

excellent condition that
no special appropriation will be required.
An
urgent necessity exists for a new tower for
drying and cleaning hose, as the present one
has become dangerous through decay and
insecure foundation.
It has been customary for the department to
respond to alarms of tire from the neighboring
villsges in Deering, without any compensation.
The single exception to this rule occurred th·
past year when a considerable loss was met in
the destruction of hose by chemicals, for which
a bill was presented to the Deering authorities,
and by thein, paid. It would seem equitable
that some agreement be made between Portland and Deering as to the amount of compensation to be allowed our department for
service at Hres.
Such sn arrangement would result in certain and adequate tire protection for the
many
contiguous villagea in Deering at a minimum
in

and would, at the same time, reimburse
ourselves for the expenditure and waste consequent upon tire services.

cost,

rouci.

Upon this department depends the preservation of public order and the
practical enforce-

ment

of the laws.

apparent that

Our

For

time it haa been
force cannot
all the duties required of
some

mnall

police

adequately perform
them. Not only are they expected to patrol
the entire city by day and night, but also to

prevent all violation of the statutes. The railroad development upon our municipal border*
has added, also, to the necessity of increasing
their number. To avoid such sn increase,
however, it was decided, after an examinationof its practical workings, to introduce the poA contract
lice signal system into our city.
was accordingly made for thia purpose at annual cost of less than the salaries of two additional officers. After its introduction, policemen, upon making arrests, will not be obliged
to

leave their beats

exposed,—extra help

ItWU'DKU ON KOl'KTH

I*

AO··}

can

ment of our
schools or School
le
never
our
begrudged, by

THE PRESS.
TUESDAY MOBSIH0, M.llU'H 15.
Tiie Augusta Democrat» are tired.
One of the Worcester boot and shoe striklias been sentenced to tliree months in
jail for shouting "scab." M
ers

If the story of the attempted assassination
of the Czar turns out to be true his imperial

majesty
war

may be

depended

upon to

get up

to distract attention from his own

a

per-

son.

Baltimore and Ohio deal hangs fire,

The

Cieary, the last of the "boodle" aldenuen,
seems to be the toughest subject of the lot.
For two weeks now the court has been trying to get a jury of men sufficiently impartial
to give him a fair trial.
Four hundred men
have been summoned and over three hundred
examined, and still the panel lacks one ol

being

full.

The city editor of the Philadelphia Press
is accused of extorting $50 a week from ai
association of gamblers. His accuser is til·
Philadelphia Times. He denies the charge am
has brought suit against the Times. To tU
credit of the press be it said that it has beei
exceedingly seldom that such a charge a
this lias been made
agaiust a reputabl
journal.
Iu the Nova Scotia

Legislature

the othe

day Mr. McColl, member from Pictou, de
clared that he was not only a secessionis t
from Canada but an ardent annexationist t
the United States. And the strangest thin
about this declaration was that the speake
did not call to order the man who mad
it and nobody in the legislature appeare
to be very much shocked.
Close upon the White River disaster conic
another horror scarcely less appalling in II
character and results. By pure good lue
the erushediaiul mangled victims of thl
last accident escaped the tortures of beir
slowly burned to death, but the effect of th
plunge of the train front the bridge was ei
Thi
en more terrible than at White River.
the third railroad accident with
suits that has occurred in New
within a few months.
is

fatal ri

Englau

It is intimated that the I'ope will set u
sort of distinction between the Knighi
of Labor of Canada and the Knights of Li
bor of the United States and while répudia
ing the former will give a qualified endorsi
ment to the latter. What grounds of dii
some

tinction the Pope will discover remains 1
be seen. As a matter of fact there is no di
tinction between the tiro organization
Their aims and methods are precisely aliki
And to endorse the one and repudiate tli
other will carry with it an inconsistenc
which no amount of explanation can ri
move.

are

not so

good

as

they

at one time appearei

The liquor men are working like beavers 1
defeat it and the performances of some <
the extreme Prohibitionists have furnish*
the secret friends of the saloon intere
who would not dare to vote openly for it
convenient mask to disguise tht ir real fee
lngs. They can vote against the bill, that
in favor of the saloons, aud then fall back <
the explanation which the Prohibitionis
have furnished them with, that they did ι

because of their reluctance to coinpromi
with evil.
The Democrats carried Biddeford yeste
day, as everybody supposed they wouli
but; their majority of last year waa coi

siderably reduced, and
gained three and possibly

the llepublicai
four wards. Tl
Biddeford Journal says United States Ma
slial Harmon was at work all day at tl
polls for the Democratic ticket, in defiant
of the President's order, and what succès

the Democrats did meet with is largely du
to his efforts.
If the President's ordt
meant anything, Mr. Harmon would 1:
promjjtty removed from the Federal office 1
but it was long ago demonstrate
^^^^^^Jgluolds,
^^^^^^Tïïat the order did not mean anything wh«
the official was

a

Democrat.

Under the Septennate bill passed by tl
German Reichstag, the army will be i
creased from 427,000 to 468,000 men, and tl
number of field batteries will be Increasi
from 340 to :S04. A corresponding increa

in the budget will bring the annual militai
expenditures from $158,000,000 up to the a
•mal expenditure of France, S170,000,00
Britain #148,000,000 and Italy $l(iO,0O0,0C
a ins manes

•(μμλοο,οοο tor live nations,

at

if the army expenses or Austria, Turkey at
the lesser nations be added, the grand tot
of the annual military burden of Europe w
be nearly $1,000,000,000. Such armaments
these are incompatible with a long contini
ance

of peace.

large per centage of his appointees have bee
either incompetent or improper persons, an
of them have been rascals.
Some c
them have been selected by him without hi
knowing anything about them, while othei
have been recommended by members of li
party, who did not scruple to betray liiii
Sometimes lie lias appeared to hold to li
civil service reform pledges, while at othe
political pressure has compelled him to ij
nore them and appoint unfit men simply b
some

of their political work. Mr. Ëdmunt
has no doubt the Democrats will re-nominai
him, more from necessity perhaps than froi
cause

he is the only man with whoi
they would have a ghost of a chance to sut

choice,

as

ceed.
Some oue who signs himself "Anti-monof
ollst," which in his case is probably syuon)
mous with "quack" writes as follows to th
Banner of Light concerning the medical ret
istration bill now before the Legislature :
As one of the results of the late Medical Colleg
controversy In this State, 1 note that a proscrij
live measure 1» suggested In and out of the près
by certain parties, looking toward a law requi
pig all practitioners to register before being a
lowed to prescrite for the sick: the enactmei
hinted at being closely akiu to tlnne which no'
disgrace the statute books of some twenty nln
Males In tli|s Union, and which are. at last anal)
sis, only legal barriers erected for the special Itei
etttof Allopathy and Its allies, and their (MM
needed) protection against the ordinary course c
open competition which rules in nearly every othe
....
avocation in life.
The questiou of the hour In medical treatme"
should be the power to cure—whether the practi
Holier has one or many
diplomas, or none at all
save that which comes to lilm by Inheritance
"Kqnal lights" before the law Is all that an
practitioner who has confidence in his mode c
treatment shoutd ask or require. Let each syi
tem be Judged by Its fruits—not by Its tradition
or oy its pretensions.
The measure referred to is a proscriptiv
measure only to this extent, that it require
before a man shall hold himself out as
physician he shall have a thorough know
edge of the human system and shall unde;
stand tue effects of drugs. It is not désigné

legal barriers in favor of allopatli
or homoeopaths, or eclectics, or any othe
school of incdicine. All it purposes to do I
to prevent ignorant or designing men fror
swindling the public out of their money an
their health by pretending to be what the
are not.
The important question is no doul
the power to cure. But the power to cur
to erect

comments on all the
topics treated of in his message show that
he is thoroughly alive to the interests of the
city and that he fully appreciates the import,

in every conceivable style and quality from the finest to the cheapest at from 25
to 25 per cent less than current prices. A few of the
many bargains are here quoted.

At

Mayor Chapman's

prices

Durable Goods !

Fine Goods!
tbat will be

Honda? and Tuesday, March 14 and IS

Ε. Β. & Β.

ever before.
During this month our entire stock must be
We:reuiove April 1st, to 461 Congress Street, Clapp's Block.

sold.

Nice Goods!

First appearance of the Famous

McCAULL

ATKINSON ιOpera Comique Co.,

appreciated by close, shrewd buyers.

(

BOOTS

of the questions that are likely to
arise during the coming year. We bespeak
for his excellent address a careful reading
by every one interested in the welfare of

ance

SHOES

and

$4.50
$0.00
Ladies
pairs A· Garslde & Sous Frenoh Kid Boots for
"
"
8.60
4.50
300 « Jas. Boyd & Sons Cloth Top Boots
"
"
«
"
<»
4·δΟ
5.00
250 "
French Kid "
'·
·<
"
»
»
3.50
4.50
350 "
French «oat "
"
2.00
8.00
200
Straight Dongola Foxed Boots for Ladies
■
"
2.00
2*50
100
Gent's solid durable Balmorals and Congress
"
"
5.00
7.00
200
Jersey Cloth Top Dress Congrefs
«
5.50
....
7.50
hand made Morocco Leg Calf Boots
150
REMEMBER, this Mark Down lasts only UNTIL APRIL 1st. These goods will be
old for CASH only.
We invite all buyers of Boots and Shoes
to examine onr goods and special prices.
■

Western Farm

Mortgages.

The proposition now before the Legislature to allow savings banks to invest In
Western farm mortgages is an exceedingly
dangerous one, and if it is sanctioned will
bo sure to affect the standing of our savings
institutions very unfavorably. Undoubtedly
there are many farms in the West, on which
monoy can be safely loaned in proper
amounts, and If each savings bank before investing in them could send competent representatives to examine the farm and learn its
market value, trace tbe title of the holder,
and ascertain the foreclosure laws of the
State where the land lies, it might be safe to
allow savings banks to invest in this kind of
security. But this is impracticable. All the
information the banks will get iu regard to
these farm* before investing in them will
come from western agents, whose character
is little known, and who will be interested
to get as large a loan on the property as possible, in order to increase their commissions.
The result will inevitably be that in a
short time, our savings bank vaults will be
filled with mortgages on property that none
of
the trustees or officers have ever
seen, and concerning the title to which
they know nothing. There is not a prudent
private investor in Maine who would think
for a moment of putting his money into these
mortgages unless he had first made a personal investigation of the property, got a conveyancer of known standing to examine its
title and thoroughly Informed himself in regard to the real estate laws of the State
where it is situated. Yet it is proposed to
allow savings banks managed by all sorts of
men to invest other people's money in such
property without any knowledge further
than can be obtained from companies interested to get as big a loan as possible.
That
those mortgages are guaranteed by a company does not help them one whit, unless the
character and resources of the company and
the amount its guaranty liabilities are known,
and it is just as difficult to find out these

things

to ascertain the character of the
land and the soundness of the holder's title.
Put in the most favorable light such investments belong to the speculative class which
as

savings bank ought
It is astonishing

in.

We have now in Stock our Full Line of New Spring Styles in
Laces and Trimmings, and are prepared to show
BROWN. CONGRESS
a most Extensive and Choice Selection
X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.
in the following specialties :
ST.

nurl2^

/

eodU

__

"""D OPENING OF DRESS GOODS.
We invite our patrons to visit our store and examine the finest selection of medium and high priced
Dress Goods ever displayed in Portland at popular

ors, White and Colored Tulles, Oriental Laces.
Piatt Yalencienes in different widths ; also combined with fancy stripes for overdresses.
Bead Pannels and Fronts in black and fancy colors, Bead Laces, Beaded Grenadine ; also Torchon, Medicis and Florentine Laces, Real Laces, Duchess, Val and
Thread, in white, and fine hand run goods in black.
Bercge, Sewing Silk. Parisina and Fancy Lace Veilings, Children's Collars, Bead
Capes, Fans in Satin, Feather and Gauze.
Cambric, Nainsook, Percale and Swiss Embroideries in matched patterns and
widths, for both Ladies' and Children's Dresses, Colored Batiste, and Chambra Embroideries with plain goods to match. Jet Passamentaries, Ornaments and Fringes,
Pannel Gimps with Waist Trimmings to match.
Jet Waist Garnitures, Colored Bead Trimmings, Fancy Braid Trimmings in both
Silk and Wool. Clasps in new and novel designs.

prices.

I case All Wool Serges, Drap de Alma and Fancy
Checks at 37 1-2 cents, regular 50 cent goods.
I case 6-4 Tricots, at 59 cents, worth 75 cents.
25 pieces Foule Serge, in thirteen different colors,
including Helietrope and Drab at 59 cents. This
lot will not be duplicated.
15 pieces French Foule Cloths at 75 cents.
10 pieces Pin Head Checks, Silk and Wool, 75 cts.
12 pieces French Camels Hair, in all new shades
of Brown at $1.00 per yard.
25 pieces Camel's Hair Mixtures at 87 1-2 cents.

100 Combination Dresses,
Stripes in all the new colors,

Heliotrope, Strawber-

ry, Browns and Grays. Not one of the patterns will
be duplicated.
Braids and Jet Trimmings in all colors. Fine Cut
Steel and Jet Buttons, Laces, etc.

DON'T

FORGET

FACTS

«iegarding America's Greatest Ship-

THE GREAT MARK DOWN SALE

builder.

New York, Jan 10,1887.
TUE J. P. BUSH M'F'O CO.:
Gentlemen—I most earnestly desire to express
my gratitude to you for the great benefit my father, John Roach, has derived from the use of
your Fluid Food, Bovikixk.
For more than two months past, the nature of
the disease from which he has suffered has totally
precluded the use of solid food, and It was at first
feared that from inability to administer an adequate quantity of proper nourishment, his strength
would rapidly fall. To my great surprise and delight. however, the Bovihink has been able to
supply every need of the system, belug In a palatable, highly condensed form, [easily assimilated
under all conditions.
The wouderful nutrient forces contained In your
Haw Food Extract have sustained and suphim with little or no effort on the part of
ported
the digestive organs, and I feel that to your Boinine I am indebted for the prolongation of my

J

Ν. Y. Tribune.
B. Young, a son of Brigham, is quot

WINTER CLOTHING

ed by the

Chicago Inter-Ocean as remarking
"Every good Mormon is and mus-t be a Dem-

ocrat.

TIIEIB RAILINGS A TRIBUTE.

18 8 7

18 8 7.

.
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Hen, Boys,

.

and examine

indifference to suffrage.

Boston Herald.
Whenever a reasonable majority of the
women of this or
any other State exhibit a
nu

vnr,

in ιιυι

tucio

iwc icani

no eviserve tc

dence has been adduced which would
show that even as many as one in twenty ol
the adult female population care to have
this right accorded to them. The record o:
votes thrown
by women ior members of thi
Boston School Board is not one which can bi
looked upon as a hopeful omen by female
suffragists. Indifference to small duties ol
this kind does not imply that any greater in
terest will be shown in the larger problem:

of State.

The

BANK STOCK

boys will And that most

STYLES

are

But

year.

very iiiiieh

by calling

of the SPRING

the
Coe

oil

same

they

lasl

as
can

sec

are

shapes

running,

and

a

great variety

ol

UNDER

to select from.
5SVS

Bv

Parties in want of anything

in the wintei

30 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK.
HAVK CONSTANTLY ON HAND
A NELKC I ION OF CHOICE INTENT.
MENT SECURITIES.

ΟΧΤΟ.

197 MIDDLE STREET,

feblO

"per cent boms guaranteed

VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and Dwellings.

E. VAN NOORDEN &
383 Harrison Avenue

CO.,

ter.

MchooN, AcaJfuiir· and Heminarir· are always safe In adopting tue carefully compiled
Nciiool Souij Hooka of Ottson & Co.
We recommend forttlie higher schools, MONC3 GKKKTKfi (Go cts.l anuROY ALHINUKE iSOcts.)
for grammar schools, HONG H El, I.N (ôucts.),
and for primary schools, OK.tlH FOR
I,IT·
TLE MIXCiKBM (30c.)

ΒONDSΣ
Bockland

Bath
6s & 48
Maine Central..78 & 68
P. & Ο. Κ. Κ
β»

0a & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..«s
A η sou
4s

A It ET AS
IW4

SHURTLEFF,

niDDLB

January 1.1884.

NTKEKT, Portland

mar8

Tu©

STOCKS, GRAIN, PROVISIONS, OIL, ETC.

A. M. WENTWORTH

H.H.HAY&SON,
RETAIL

EXPLANATORY PAMPHLET

SALE.

MAILED FREE.
CO.,

Ladies' and Misses' Woolen Hose at

cost, and many less than cost.
Kather than pack them we offer some
genuine bargains in nic« goods at low
prices, for a few days, as we want tlie
room for Spriug Goods.

BROKERS,
BANKERS
85β Broadway (and branches),
&

NEW YORK.
eotl&\v3m0

jau2l>

Address.

Colombia

Bicycles

!

FOK 1887.

Agency for Cumberland, Androscoggin and Sagadahoc Counties.
If you want the best «et the Columbia. They
lead in workmanship, ease for
climbing hills, safety g<olnirdown hill, strength of material and for
durability in every way. Nine years of ex peri·
^
superiority. 1%'ew €)»·*·

î#eeeîlFre°Ve^

SPRINCFIELD
advantages of the

ROADSTER.

Blc*cle 'hat combines the

star aud all the

oth«

«Ji"" only '!?Ϊ£ΗΪ2Ρ«® If
Price
you
wheel of auy kind call at

r

;l"

safeties,

1. M. OVER i CO.,
511
inarO

dif

HURON

Tuble and Hairy Salt
The lient Table and Dairy Mall ervr
offered to the public.

Unequ

lied for Dryness, Whiteness, Purity & Strength,
AT WHOLESALE BY

uoiim
g
B

C.H. LAMSOK'S, 177 Middle St.

Congress St.eodtf

THE

ordinary
are

Our PRESCRIPTION Department is tn the care of a
competent Pharmacist, and
customers can rely on having their prescriptions ac-

curately prepared.
prices for all goods are

CLOSING TUT

BY DEALING IN

&

,

ISO doz. of the genuine and
reliable (1847 Rogers Bros.)
Med. Knives at $2.85.

509 Congress Street.
rodtf

feb8

ieblO

at Odd OllowV llall.il
.Har. It.| fl
The following talent have been engaged
III··
Kniir llrbb, Violinist;
Hri.
and

Tne«day Evenlnf,

VI·.. Prll«WM. Vocalists; Bn^rènl .ffaad·!·*
ιιιι,Ι tfjailar Club;
V. W. tiliim. tnd VIIM
Perrv, Hinders ; Pianists—Ht*. Κ. Κ Ut»·,
.HI·· l,swi··, 11» H. surge·! and VI!.. J.
Thouip···. Tickets to the Kntertainment, SB
cents: Supprr and Kntertainment 78 cents. To be
ii;ul at Morrison A Co't, Jewelers, BB." Congres*
St.. anil of the Committee. Supper will be served
In Y. M. C. A. Hall instead of the O. F. Banuuet

Hall.

Agent·* for Maine·
eotl3m
grocer for It.

®S92

•2=

rea-

sonable.

46

Exchange

Janl 5

CREAT

Middle, Junct. Free St.

We have leased the large and spacious store, and have
cash in dead of Winter, and put in an entire new stock of

DI\\J inLnd

*

PIANOS !
BURDETTORGANS.
Please call and hear the matchless tones of thesi
beautiful Instruments.

TBCHNICON,

STOOLS AND
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

COVERS,
TUNING TO ORDER

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street
OCtl4

Block, Portland.dtt

bought

for

and can therefore offer to the public lower prices than have been ofered in the State. We have all the new PATTERNS of PARLOR
SUITS inSulton, Embossed Plushes, and Hair Cloths, and a full line
Patent Rockers, Easy and Fancy Chairs, Rook Cases, Hall Stands,
Sideboards, Mirrors. &c. Chambers Sets in all the new styles and
PATTERNS, RLACK WALNUT, CHERRY, ANTIQUE OAK AND
PAINTED.
Spring Reds of every kind, Mattraseee, Hair, Soft Top,
Feathers, and a full line of Housekeeping Woods. Rear in mind,
these goods are all fresh and new and will be sold at bottom prices.
Call and examine our goods and prices before purchasing.

I niarG

Jim,

46

■—,1

&

COLLEY,

Exchange Street.

lit.

BBS

Ο

§jjsi<o£5

|Il*ila
ο
α

Tkn I..L.t

--J

u

!
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SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

C0Û21I10

1 IU

PS rU§C9·

M

UCJ

arily.

eodOm

191 -2 ExchangE St., cor. Milk St.

Stoves-and Ranges
FOR EVERYBODY.
All Sizes,
All

BY

—

MONS. FELIX *03T*0RENCIH>

FRENCH CONCERT COMPANY.
By special request the Concert given In the Deerlng
Course Thursday evening will be repeated on
Tuesday Evening. Mir. 15, at Lewis Ha l, Woodtorda.
Many Important changes will be made In the

It t*
M'Ue M:irt>'waf, the
1 his I* the youngConcert Company before the public, their ages
being from Η to 18 years. At the last performance
every number was enthusiastically encored.
Tickets. Including reserved seats, 35 cts. Can be
obtained at Foes's, Woodlords. or of Mr. Chenery
at Owen, Moore & (Vs.
marl2dSt

expected
erogramme.
elehrated Readier will appear.
est

20th STOCKBRIDGE
HVdiu'Mlay tvciiln|[, 71 ar. 10.
Grand Festival Concert by the Boston

SYMPHONY

ORCHESTRA.
60 Musicians 60
Assisted by the celebrated New York Tenor,
.nr. V» HITttKY .nOCHHIDUK,

Kinds
AND

All Price§.

22.50, 25.00 aud up to $50. Remember that in buying rauges iroiu us von
get a guarantee that they are perfect
bakers, and we warrent the tops and
bottoms, the sides and the ends against
cracking for 12 mouths, and we respectfully refer you to any customer of tan
through the length and breath of the
State of Maine, that we have not done
by just as we agreed, and we could refer
to hundreds of rauges set up in var-

Tickets. Including reserved seats, 75 cents and
•1.00. Admission bo cents. Now on sale at Stoekbridge's Music Store.
Half fare on M. C. Κ. B. Late trains on Ο. T.
Κ. Κ
Νοτκ-tlils conce-.t will commence at Β o'clock.
To avoid disturbance the doors will be kept chmed
during the performance ot any number.
Iw
mario
I

ENTERTAINMENT AND SUPPER
—

AT TH*

Bedsteads,

Odd Bureaus.

Side

Boards, Extension Tables, Dining
Chairs. Everything in our stock marked for March. Storm or Shine we w ill
have business. If you cannot roiue in.
write us for Cuts, Photographs and
Prices.

Shaw's Male Quartette:

Anule *». Oreely, SopraWoodbury, Pianist; V. Klcbard rot*.

.1. W.

no;

Elocutionist.

Oyster Supper served by young

after the entertainment.
Admission. Includcents. Entertainment promptly at
marl *«131

men

ing supper. 23

7.3o.

CITY
APRIL 1st and

HALL,

2d, and Saturday Matinee

Under Un· management of Mr. Join· Stetson, presenting Mr. W. S. Gilbert and Mir Arthur Sullivan's New and entirely Original Supernatural Opera, In two acts, entitled

RUDDY60RE,
Or, The Witch's Curse,

With

the

Celebrated ArllMai

fr'ollcniug

Miss Helen lax.ont. Miss Alice Carle Miss Agnes
Stone, Mrs. Flora Berry, Miss Edith Jennesse, Miss
Minnie DeRue. Miss Valeria. Miss Mann, Sig. Brocollini, Mr. 6eo. Frothingham, Mr. Roy Stainton, Mr. i. W.
Herbert. Mr. N. S. Burnham, Mr. Phil Bnnsom, Mr.
Joseph Fa;, Mr. E. J. Clony, Mr. V. Holland.
(Jranil I'ktr··. UranlOrcknlra ml 'JO Vlutltia··, Wjieriul Mcrarrv, Urau
■ I til I ('MlNMn.

Î J?"-The seenery will be enlarged for the production of this opera.
Art 1»(—Tue Fishing Village of Reddertng, In
Cornwall.
Art 'Jd- l'ictnre Gallery In liuddygore's Castle.
Tiase—Early In the Present Century.
*
VIOUTALM.
Kobin Oakapple.....
A Young Fanner.
Richard Dauntless.
Ills Foster Brother, a Man-o'-war's Man.
Sir Despard Murgatroyd, of Ruddvgore,
A Wicked Baronet.
Old Adam Goodheart....Robin's Faithful Servant.
Hose Maybud
A Village Maiden.
Mad Margaret
Rose's Aunt.
panic Hannah

Kuttf*' !

l'rolessslooal Bridesmaids.

(«HOSTS.
..The First Baronet.
Rupert Murgatroyd
Sir Jasper Murgatroyd
The Third Baronet.
sir Lionel Murgatroyd
The Sixth Baronet.
sir Conrad Murgatroyd
The twelfth Baronet.
Sir Desmond Murgatroyd. The Slxteeeth Baronet.
Sir Gilbert Murgatroyd. .The Eighteenth Baronet.
Sir Mervyn Murgatroyd.. The Twentieth Baronet.
And Sir Roderick Murgatroyd,
The Twenty-flrst Baronet'
In the First Act, the officers represeted on the
stage are In the following order, the Regimental
Uniforms as worn during the Regency being faithSir

fully reproduced :
!)th Lancers, 12th Light Dragoons.
Coldstream Guards,
18th Hussars,
17th Light Dragoons,

3d

S. S. SLEEPER & CO. S

B. A. Atkinson
& CO.,
Branch of the Great Nassau Hall
House Furnishing Store, 827

Washington Street, Boston.

loth Hussars.
Grenadier Guards,
15th Hussars.

ltrth Lancers,
Life Guards,
7th Hussars.
Musical Director. MB. JOHX ΒΒΛΙΙΛΜ.
1st

Tickets,
including reserved seats, V75
\l.ΚΑ .....I sr. «as*.

At

nil.

COR. PEABLAND MIDOLESTS.

and

.«U «.·

fare on every railroad
marlOdlw

THEATRE.

and 19.

Ktwnmi
production.
year.
every where with crowded liouses. The new realistic and emotional drama of English lite, written
by Mr. Robert Buchanan and entitled

WE IS HUMS,
—

OR

—

I NOMAS AGABBTTHE WORLD.
a

cast of unusual

CORA

merit and individual exemotloual actres»

young

TANNER,

Supported by Col. W. K. Sinn'» Brooklyn Park
Theatre Company. New. realistic and effective
Scenery, startling Mechaulcal Effects, Produced
with great outlay of expense.
Westminister
t|T~See the great Scenes.
Bridge and the Houses of Parliament, by Night,™
and "Old Sluice Mouse and view of the River
Thames. Opening of the KIimhI liâtes and the
Kislng of the Water" ami "Tower Hill."
Prices, 75. 60 ai.d 3ft cent*. Sale of seats commences Wednesday. March lOtb.
marljdtw
··

CITY HALL,
UiiikIii)

iHurrh

Evening,

Slu.

IB \JlfSHER\VN

ISAAC C.

Tke

The

ATklM, Manager.

Elerlrii- Light*
mar 14

MISS AMY SHERWIN,

Leading Soprano of C'ovent (iarden and Crystal
Palace Concerts, London, England.

CIOVANNI B. RONCONI,

PORTLAND.

on

f···!· Hum aad Clair tin·····

ABBY CLARK FORD,

rtrulu

Alla

MME.

tcrmpiaki·

«ad

De

SEVE.

Accompanist, and

MONS.

OPFN EVERY EVENING TILL 9:
Sold by Cigar Dealers everywhere.

....

comprising the following well-known ArtUts

Cigar,

FILLS THE

cents

.....

Stockbridge's Musk- Store
Excursion trains and ball
running Into Portland.

Concert Company !

Famous 10 Cent

N.*S.

Dragoon Guards,

Light Infantry.
Royal Horse Artillery,
Scotts Greys, Royal Horse Guards,
52d

cellence, presenting the

courting"

Very ple&ft&nt to do In the evening. It '· pood
exercise for the braiu. It 'β bannie» if you don't
do too much of it

3

PERFORMANCES

With

MARINE RISKS ONLY.

AI.BKRT B. HALL, Attorney.

—

BAPTIST CHURCH,
FIRST
Thursday Evening, Man h 17.

and Saturday, March IS
Lounges, Easy Chair, Rattan Rockers Friday
Second
Crand

and

TKI.EP1IONK 075 H.

advihobv conniTTEe.
William Leavitt,
8. C. Dyf.r,
Hexry P. Dewey,
Joe. P. Thompson.
Fritz H. Jordan,
Horace M. llMBit
Georoe Trefkthex.

Conductor.

WILHELM OEBICKK,

Herr

D'OYLEY CARTE'S OPERA CO.,

The New Perfection Refrigerator Is
one which we sold throughout New England last year with the best possible results. Remember we warrant every one
of these to he charcoal tilled and they
are without question the finest article
of the kind now manufactured. The case
work is all made of thoroughly kiln
dried Ash, trimmed with Cherry, and
every one Is tested with oil to preclude
any possibility of their leaking when
need. The prices range from $0.00 to
Do not run away with the idea
$1 .00.
that because we have got live feet of
snow now that the Utile episode of
warm butter and sour milk are not near
at hand.
Prepare in time aud keep the
Uovernor good natured.

•

is liko

CONCERT
—

FOR THE flILLIOV.

(Γρ-Htair·.)

Smoking

«■

MID

3

REFRIGERATORS

ηnAllll

PORTLAND

Marine Underwriters

nmrldtf

f...

lieutle·
Tuesday Evening, March 15.
men $3, Ladles $1.50, tor sis lesson*.

91.00.

Ο Κ Κ I c κ

fhrniture

DEANE

w»5i

PORTLAND

eodST&Them

DECKER

iι

Street 46 RINES BROTHERS,

BARGAINS.

III* IV

parts of the State, which are giving
entire satisfaction. Hundreds of testimonials of the good working qualities
of our ranges can be seen at our offices.
Hotel ranges from $ti.>.00 to $100.
Come and see the line. Our ({uaker and
Sew Tariff Ranges possesses live more
distinct improvements covered by patents, than any other range now made.
All our ranges are iltted for wood or
coal and we will sell any of the above
for a quarter of the amount down, and
me uuiance λ ο. υ ν per πι ο nui.
F Κ It'Κ

DEPARTMENT,

258

.5

5mà 3>s
5 aο

GR.AIVD ^.rSTISrOTJr^OEÎMESP^T.

HII

Soods.

Îou

ΙρίΙΙΙ

—

eodtf

Our

J

A Splendid Baking Range with ware,
pipe, zinc aud leg rests for $15, ·*, -0,

Spill

inarHdtd

GILBERT'S
School for Dancing!

_

III»

very handsome lu design, and ne
will warrant every piece of tbem to
stand wear (or yearn.
We also have a
few styles upholstered in Crushed flush
that we ean offer this week at from $HS
to $100.These are bargains worthy your
immediate attentlou. Come and see the
If they are not all we claim for
hem at the price we will not press you
to bur. Sow Is your time to secure an
excellent trade, $25.00 less than ordin-

λ

CORSETS !

~~m & COLLEY,

Mole
Ask your

s.

The latest Improvement in

DAVIS & CARTLAND.

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
j Portland,

—

ous

offer-

IOO do/? Med. Knives, stamped Wm. Rogers & Son, Hartford. at 82.25.

w.

O. o. F.

Lodgi*

We are still adding to our stock of
Parlor Suits, Sofa Beds, etc., and are
still selling at the prices stated in the
last Issue of this paper. Balr Cloth Parlor Suits $32.50 and upward*·. Plush
Suits $37.50, $42.50, $45.00, $50.00,
and a beautiful Crushed Plush Suit for
$55.00, $ti0.00 and upwards. And the
the bee' bargain In all this week will be
three styles of Silk Plush Suits which
we shall sell to the iirst coiners at from
$75.00 to $85.00. They are suits that
nave never been sold under $100.00 to
any one. We guarantee them all double
and the top stuffing curled hair,
stuffed,
a a a
a a
a
-i
ιβ· a_

eodSwSw

s€s23·^

<lt!cl4

livu iv luruvu muiuji

LAURIE

am

150 Triple Plated Castors at
$1.50.

auldtf

UnWTnMJlFl? ΜΛΜϋν

I.

r.litlilh Aiiiitvcr«tary of Harmony

In thin department we hare been adding several new styles, and we want to
say to everybody interested, that a call
will richly repay you.
We have these
Chamber Sets in Ha·» Λ»Ιι, Oak, Cherry,
Walnut, Mahogany and Birch, probably
the largest line ever shown in New England. Prices ranging from $12.50 to
$700, and we will sell any of them for
cash, or a quarter of the amount down
and the balance by the week or month.
If yon cannot come and see the goods
write us for cuts and prices.

Any book mailed tor Retail Price.
OLIVER DITSON &. CO.. Boston.

d6m

Among: the Special Bargains I
ing this weet, are

43 WALL STREET, NEW YORK,
febio
d6m

feb23

Our new edition of VOIt'RM OF I'KlliK,
(40cts., or $4.20 per doz.) by Kev. C. L. Hutchins. Is cordially commneed to all who wish a Wun
<lu> n< h»ol Nouk Book of the highest charac-

d3m»

POOK'4 MANUAL. OP BAII.BOADM,
Execute orders at the Stock Exchange in New
York and London. Railway Bonds a specialty.
Iuterest allowed on deposits. Correspondence invited.

buy

PAINTS, PORTLAND, ME.

Extension Heels Put On Your Old Rubbers !

BOSTON.

nov25

BANKERS AND BROKERS,
Proprietors of

η

Price of each book, 40 cts„ or (3.00 per doz.
The ttrst two books are by a nature and music
lover, who fills them with very sweet songs ol
birds, flowers, Insects, etc. Flora's festival, doubled In slxe, and with minute directions, will surely
be a success, as will, In another way, the "Mf.ruy
Company."

Rubbers and Alaskas.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornice· and
Gutters. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for Building*. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Poor & Greeuough, GREAT BARGAINS.

mÎvSff
Bicycle.

eodtf

Newports, Clogs, Zephyrs, Imitation Sandals, Lazy Men's

eodtf

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And

by the Nhowalitr IH.riaite C.. More
than fifty Savings Banks hi New Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode Island, also
Insurance Companies, Societies and Individuals are investing in this class of secu
Call or address for iliustratei pamphlet,

dec21

to

JTlt).

We want you to know that wc have in
stoek an elegant line of Light Over Rubbers
and a pair of them you will §0011 need.

COE, The Hatter,

JOHN M. FREEMAN. Agent
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

No.

Teachers of Juvenile Singing Classes do not
nee<I to be told of the Intense Interest and enthusiasm which attends the bringing out of a new
CANTATA. The following are new. bright, pretty and easily given. Commence In time to prepare them.
VOICEM OV NATI BK, Operetta.
Ν. B. Sargent.
FOHEftTJIIBILEK RAND* Ν. B. Sargent.
NKW Π.ΟΚΛ Ν VKMTIVAI., Bradbury.
Arranged by J. C. Johnson.
JIKRRV lOnPANV.Mt'ldtl·' Pi. nic
Colli Coe.

GENU Ε MEN!

►

BANKERS,

lties.

Sale of seats commences Friday, March lltlt
Prices $1.00, 75 and 60 cents, «Jallery 35 cents.
mar9
did

CHAMBER SETS.

are

su·-

ci'Hnful Comic
Opera,

F A LK

GRAND

HIIU

Chass.ilgoa'ii mo«t|

(Der Fleld-Predlger). ·
Vs presented by the McCauil Opera Comique Co.
over Boo times.
IJREAT C'AttT, BHILLU.tTI HOHr*
together with the
.TIrl'aull Oprra Conique OrckMIni,
PEOPLE IN ALL·
SO
SO

In addltlou to article»! advertised In
last week's papers, we desire to eall the
special attention of the ladies of Portland and vicinity to our new line of Madras Lace Curtains which we shall sell
at $2.50, $3.50, $6.00, $H.OO, $10.00
and upwards per pair. Special attention
Is directed to our French Crete Madras,
which is beautiful In design aud workmanship, Irish Point at $9.00 and upwards, Nottingham Lace from 67 1*2
cents per pair to $12.00, Swiss Lace
Curtains for $<4.00. $10.00. $ I.'..00 and
upwards, Brussels Lace Curtains $10ό
pair, heavy Draper y Portiers lu
autiful styles. Do not fall to see this
line when In our building.
Designs for
Lambrequins and Draperies furnished

Boston,

LAN I Al AS m rLUWtn 11Mb!

"

—

noanhatitute
bottles.

A. P. BUSH & CO.,

using COIT*S ONE-COAT BUGGY

BURCESS, FOBES & CO.,

KUHN, LOER & CO.,

7

House
Furnishers!

take

ounce

Agents for New England states—Α [.ι. Dbuguisth.
eortttm
janll

HOTEL.

rUltlLAHU,

BOVININE,and

Put up in 0 ounce and 12

Ρ A1 NT
Point Friday, run it to Church Sunday.
Six Fashionable Shades: Black.
Maroon. \ ernulioa, Olive Lake, Brewster and Wagon Greens.
No Varnishing necessary.
Dries hard with a hirh Gloss.
Tip lop
Furniture, Baby Carriages, Front Doors. Store Fronts, etc. Will send enough to paint your Bugjry upon
receipt of Om Hollar, and warrant it tu wear. Uurwunt to the Trsde.

line, such as Robes, Horse Blankets, Fui
FOB BALE BY
Sets, Fur Caps, Gloves, &c., &c., can bu)
11. JU. PAYSON & CO. them at their own
price for a few days, a*
32 Exchange Street.
we want to get rid of them before
mar8
eodtf
packing

CORRESPONDENCEOK BANKERS, BBOKEKS
AND INVESTORS SOLICITED.
feb'22
eod3m

TllUULfi

Atk for

for
Pneumonia.
Fever, and kindred

adapted

Diphtheria, Typhoid

PAINT YOUR BUGGY FOR ONE DOLLAR!

ol Richmond, Maine.

—

Particularly

Furnislier,

FALMOUTH

mho

13 Shares Casco National.
16 Shares Richmond National

of Portland 6s, due 1897.
Maine Central R.R. Consul 7s

large line of

Tlie Clotliier ana

something entirely different from what others

FINANCIAL.

STEPHEN W. ROACH.

HAW toon*. aeiealiftcallT rampaaad·
rd, «urpna» all olhrr preparatiaaa ia Ihrlr
ability la create Bear nad liialiird Blood.
Rcmrnibrr ihal HOVINIMK ia the aaly
Ran Coed Extract fcaawa, aad raataiaa
Μ Λ·*-Ι«Μ» per eeat: aalable ulbuaaiaoida.

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods.
FRED R. FARRINGTON,

ickduu

Thus far, in Massachusetts,

our

Children,

fatheS» life.

RAPIDLY ASSIMILATED AND PALATABLE.

for doubting that the privilege, or right,
whichever it may be, will be accorded to

them.

Youths and

I

ΓΗΕ BLACK HUSSAR!

dtf

marl2

AND 1IE IS.

ui/otiv

& CO.

Parlor Furniture, Bed
EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
Lounges, Etc.

Silk, Plush and Velvet

CURRENT COMMENT.

woman's

Opera,

A GREAT VARIETY OF SILK AND WOOL TRIMMINGS.

to be allowed to deal
that the legislature

Mobile Register.
These Anarchists may rail, and the dynamiter imagine vain things, their leaders maj
froth at the mouth with rage and fury, bill
the press of the land will continue to demand
that no such growth as that of Anarchism
shall be tolerated on our soil. The railing ol
the Anarchist against the press i.i a tribute
to it. The press of this country has faultssome of them very palpable, but want ol
courage is not one of them.

Milloeker's Military

Cliintilla and Guipure Laces iu 40 inch Flouucings, with net and narrow widths
to match. Spanish Laces in cream and black, Fedora Laces in cream'and fancy col- Kr

should listen for a moment to any proposition to permit it.

ltoyal

JOHN A. McCAl'LL, Proprietor ami Manager.
Mo.NDAQMmni 14, ! Tt-'EHDAV, M.VKi H 18,

Trimmings!)

Fine Laces and

■

Portland.

knowledge. It cannot b
come by intuition.
Therefor

Mayor Chapman's address is an interestin
and instructive resume of the wurk of th
past year, and contains many valuable sus
gestions for the fnture. Portland continue
Its debt i
to move in the right direction.
gradually melting away, and within a fe>
years it will be possible, if our present pollc
is continued, to materially reduce the burde
of taxation.' Much valuable work has bee
done in all the city departments during th
past year, and substantial progress has bee
made In the good work of making our eit
more healthful, more beautiful and in ever
of resident
way more desirable as a place
More will be done the coming year. Wha
the Mayor says about our schools will receiv
the hearty endorsement of all citizens wh
have the prosperity of the community a
heart.
Money spent for the improve

PORTLAND THEATRE.

Out Sale.

do so with a safe guarantee that it will
reap the benefits from it which it has a right
to expect. (The Back Bay Commission is a
step, and an important step, in the direction
of abating the Back Bay nuisance from
which the city has suffered so much.

must come from

inherited nor
to determine whether a man has the powe
to cure it is necessary to ascertain wheth·
he has the knowledge without which tha
power cannot exist. That is what the niedi
cal bill undertakes to du. The particule
way in which that power shall be exercise
it does not undertake to prescribe.

Closing

Λ.ηΐ'Νκ.ιικ-Trft.

ri'KMITI'RF.

.UICELLANKOII·-

Greater Bargains than

City

Senator Ëdmunds says none of our I'res
dents have been betrayed so often in tl:
matter of appointments as Mr. Cleveland.

-—

Attends Our Cirrsind

can

no

The chances of the Crosby high licens
bill going through the New York legislatui

ΕΟΙ Ν.

SUCCESS

IMMENSE

Mayor Chapman's attitude on the railroad
questions that are likely to arise in the near
future, especially in regard to the disposal
of the Portland and Ogdensburg Ilailroad,
will receive general endorsement.
The city
should not dispose of that property until it

Mayor Chapman's

though the friends of Mr. Sully affirm that
negotiations are still pending. Gould and
Sage are credited with throwing obstacles
in ..the way of the scheme, probably because they are not in it and want to be.

,

Ί ΙΜΙ ΚΙ.Ι,Λ λ

building
people.

ALFREO

De

SEVE,

The Eminent Violin Virtuoso.

Tlir«M> Floor*.
UU

Reserved seats 7S cents and Vl.Ol·, according to
location. Admission 6U cents. Now ou sale at
Siockbridge's Music Store.
marlOdlw

THE

PRESS.

TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 15.

Boston l.auu Company
Eastern Kallroad
Marquette. Houghton and

WIT AND WISDOM.
"I want your check lor 8100."

son,"
"What has steam to do with It?"
"We want to melt the snow, you know."

Settler's Chosen Spe-

cific·
With every advance of emigration Into the far
West, a new demand Is created lor liostetter's
Stomach Bittern. Newly peopled regions are frequently less salubrious than older settled localities, on account of the plasma which rises from
recently cleared land, particularly along the
banks of rivers that are subject to freshets. The
agricultural or mining emigrant aoon ieai ns, when
he does not already k-uw, that the Hitters afford
the only sure protection against malaria, and
those disorders of tlie stomach, liver and bowels,
to which climate cbauges, exposure, and unaccustomed or unhealthy water or diet subject him.
Consequently, he places an estimate upon this
great household speclflc and preventive commensurate with lis intrinsic merits, and Is careful to
keen on hand a restorative and promoter of
health so Implicitly to be relied upon In time of
need.

A little South Bostou girl of five years was very
anxious to use her sletf, so the other nlxhtwhen
she said her evening prayer, she finished with :
l'lease Hod send some snow, so that 1 can take
out my sled."
As soon as she wai up in the morning she went
to the window and looted out silently for a few
minutes, when she broke out :
...
"Our Father, I meant snow; X didn't mean this
horrid sluslr"
■ Wild Cherry Balsam-The memory of
Dr. Wist ar Is embalmed In the hearts of thousduring the past âfty years, cured of coughs, cold*,
or some other form of pulmonary
disease.

consumption

Why la the little boy like a postage stamp,
often gets stuck ou a letter.

lie

Cheapest and bast—Dr. Bull'· Ceugli Syrup 2&c.
"Some feelings are to mortals given with much
as for example,
of earth and none of heaven,"
haadache, neuralgia and the like. One bottle of
Salvation OU sends hem hence. Oh! let us be joyful.
Omaha Man—Why uuder the sun don't you get
rid of the deadly car stove?
New York Railroader—We would be bankrupt
If we <lld.
Omaha Mau—Great Watts: how do you make
that out ?

Kallreader—Under the State law, If a man loses
a leg we may have to pay I&O.OOO, but if we can
burn htm up It only costs «5,000.
This
Give Ely's Cream Balm a trial.
Justly celebrated remedy for the euro of catarrh,
hay fever, cold In the head, &c., can be obtained
of auy reputable druggist and may be relied upon
as a sate and pleasant remedy for the above coin"
plaints and will give Immediate relief. It Is not
a

liquid,

snuff

or

has

powder,

*?£#
40^4
138

Ontonagon

offensive

no

odor

and can be used at auy time with good results, as
thousands can testify, among them some of the
attaches of this office.— Spirit uf ih' Time*, May
29, 1880.
very little fellow has a very lively tongue, and
talks so much at meals, that ou a recent occasion
when there were to be guests at the table his elder brother bribed him wltn a r.ickel to be still.
After ten minutes of slleuco the little boy whispered anxiously to his brother, "Arthur, Arthur,
mayn't I talk a cent's worth?"
Λ

I. H. A I.DAY say·: "I found 'Dlgestylyn'
excellent and efflcaclou· for Indigestion and Dyspepsia. I ain using it In my Immediate family."
Sold by all druggists, $1.00 per bottle, or W. F
Kidder & Co.. Manufacturing Chemists, 83 John
St., Ν. Y.
Dm

little girl who made frequent use of the word
guess was corrected for It, and told to say presume instead. A lady friend, noticing the admirable set of the little girl's apron, asked something
lu regard to the pattern.
"Mamma don't cut my dresses and aprons by a
pattern," said the small lady. "She Just looks at
me and presumes."
A

\.°,2^
128

New York Stock and Money Market.

fBy Telegraph.]
1887.—Money on call
NEW Y'OKK, Mcli. 14
has been easy, ranging from 3Vi to β ; last loan at
3V4 closing ottered at 3a4. 1'rtnie mercantile pane? 6®β per cent Sterling Exchange is weaker
with a supply of all kinds of bills in excess of the
demand. Government bonds are dull and steadv.
Kailroad bonds are dull and heavy to weak. The
stock market closed quiet but firm at little better
than the lowest figures of the day.
iue transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 301.270 shares.
* ue louowing are to-day's quotations of Govern
ment securities :
United States bonds, 3s
lOOi*
New 4s, reg
127Vs
New 4s, coup
128%
New4^s, reg
lOOVfc
New 4V4S, coup
109^»
Centraltl'aciflc lsts
117%
[>euvcri& IL Or. lsts
119Ά
Krle 2ds
981*
Eansas Pacifie Consols
lor,ya
109 m
Oregon Nav. lsts
Onton rttcifia 1st
118V4
no Land Grants
do Sinking Funds

The following New York stock market Is received daily, by private wire, by Pullen. Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
142
Adams Express
Atuericau Kxuress
109V4
36 Mi
Central Pacific
7%
OhesapeaKe S Ohio
144
Chicago .v Alton
ο- Aiiuu

picici

cu

bhleago, Burlington aiQulacy
Del. & H lid. Canal
Del ..(Lack. &;West
»>euver & ltlo.lirande, new....
Krie
Erie preferred
Illinois Central
Iud., Bloom. «".Western
Lake Erie Λ West
Lake Shore
Louisville & Ma»n

138%

100%

138

24%
83%
70%
129%
23
94

β1%
160%
8»Va
17%

Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Ccn'ral
Minn III β*. I.ouis

41%
1071

prêt
Pacific
New Jersey Central
Northern Pacific
ao pre!
Northwestern
no

Missouri

69%
27%
68%
116%
141

Northwestern preferred
New York Central

112%

New ïorlt. Chicago Si 8t. Loulsfl
do prêt
Ohio Central
Ohio «.Miss
Ont. & Western
Orecon Transcon
Pacific Mail
Panaiua
Pullman PuJuee
Kenaine
Hock island
8t Louis « San
do pref
1st .prêt

1β·ά

! 27%

17%
81%
53%

J40%
37%
....125%
82%
...

<15

114%
91%

St. Pau!
Paul St.nreferred
Si. Pau., Muni. & Man
utaha
8t Paul Is

120%

114
48%
3 07%

ao pro

Texas Pacific
Union J'acixic
U.S. Express
Wabash, (St. Louis « Pacific
do

2<S

66%

pr«f

Western union Telegraph
K. Tenu, new
Bast Tenu. 1st pref
do 2d pref

67%
10
23

96%

>

Mctiopol.lan

146%

Ki

202

Mnhlie&Ohio
Morris Λ Essex
Oregonl Nav
Wells. Kartro Express

15%
130
101 %
127
120%
47%

Pacific lis of '96

Norfolk & Western pref
New York

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YOKK.|Mch. 14,1887.—The follow inclue
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day :
Colorado Coal
Homestalte

137 00

Quicksilver
do preferred

7
31 00
1 12 Vi

16J00

Standard

Bodte Con

D*. Cillcy

Plymouth

Η oki ou

ο

Dr. O. G. CUley, an esteemed physician of Boston, writes, "1 recommend l.actart and Honey as
a safe and very efficient remedy for coughs, colds,
croup, etc.,"and Dr. O. S. Saunders, an equally esteemed physician of the same city, says, 1 recommend your Laclart and Houev for coughs, colds,
It aids the bowels iu constipasore throat, etc.
tion, and has a like effect iu diarrhoea."
Mrs.
J.
I. ltrooks, a lady resident iu the
So also.
UAifon Ifiu-hlmwlki

(α«ΜΑαιι

uu

follow*·

"1

triiul

Hooey for a cough of three months
standing, and am happy to say, that it disappeared
week's time. 1 cheerfully recomthan
a
le*s
In
mend It to all simllary afllcted."
Such testimony from such sources. Is merely
confirmatory of that which conies from all quarLactart ind

where Lactart and liouey has been introduced. A strong point too, in Its favor Is, 'hat it
is absolutely free from drugs. Most cough remedies that are good for anything, contain powerful
drugs that derange ti e stomach, or impair the
nervous system. Lactart and Honey contains no
drugs. Its taate is exceedingly pleasant, which
makes it particularly valuable for children, lactart and Honey lias come to stay as a scientific
and reliable remedy for all throat difficulties.
ters

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND. Mcll. 14, 1B87.
For Breadstuff! and Provisions Jobbers report
an improvement in the volume of trade with prices
llrir. and In some instances higher. Molasses firmer. A number of cargoes have been sold at lc advance and are now held hlsher. Sugars steady
and firmly held at quotations. Pork firm and
unchanged, while lleef Is «trône and about 60c
better. Eggs continue scarce, but a sharp decline may be looked for In a few days if the
weather holds warm.
Tbe following are to-day'» closing quotations of
CriU. Provisions, &c. :
««ram.
flour.
I 11 litfi M xd Uoru. 5 2 V4 iu.58
BupurîiBe am·.
roaiifi
low gradefc.2 60458 6<i Ouru, bag nits
Meal. b»K lot». ..52β53
X Hurt uk atui
car
lot.l—41
.κ.42
XX Spring..* "(Jfê* 26 Oat»,
Oath, bJk lot·
42(a43
Ρ ateiit BpiloK
5 2ο®ύ βΟ Cotum Seen.
Wheals
car lote..
ig,26 00
Mich. straight
do bag...
* 60&4 76
(ftïû υο
reiter—
cleir do— 4Vi®,*!l'8 Sftck'dBr'ii

car loi».. 18 δΟ$ΒΟ 00
«tone ground. 4 26g4ve
do ba*.. 19 OOjiZl 00
Ht Loiim κι'κΐ
* 76g6 00 Middlings. 20 00(422 00
roller
dear <lo....4 26®4 60 do
lots,21 00a23 00
rroritiou·,
Winter ΛΥ liijttt
6 26λ6 60 Pork—
Patents
Hack· ...18 OQgUU 60
mil.
18 50 α 19 00
I Clear
Cod. *> qll—
1U 00^18 50
IJiriie HboreS 60;a3 73 I Me»»
25
I'.uelUauk3
I
IH%8
l^iricv
I
Kx Mum. U50Â10 00
rxn.u!
<β
Plat·-.... looo^tlioo
2 7 Γ,Β,:! 25
f ollueif
Kx Plate 1150^,12 00
1 &><i- '·«'
iladduek
UaKe
,...1 26.cl1 76 1-aru
ια Η *,4 e
Tubs f ♦*..8
Hernua
Tleiee·.... 8
Unili-d t» t». Jt>®2('<
c
hail»
β'Λα»
No 1
IS.çlDc
Motk·4!**! t« bill—1880. Ham» »> »,—12 ,®»13
13
!
4
IX
do
(i
covered.
'.-j
ijiuire Is.21 6U;u25
οίι.
Hlumi' 2». 12 60&16 M
Ker<w:it*β.
Port. llet. l*et
«'.»
β
d uall
η
Wat· r VVline
i-redurt.
I Pratt .Ael'i.tlbU. 11 Vj
Cranberries—
11
8
Devoe'i
llriUuuit.
Vi
liaiue....
OttglOO" I
8',%
Cape Cod 11 00ft 12 DO
86
«liver
Willie...—
7oa1
7V«
I'M j»eaiie...l
bVa
Μ«β)ιιιιι.... 1 76^1 8° Centennial
ItM ÎMÎlIft.
iitrB.iii inul liOigl 76
ïdllow IfyrK.l 6<)®1 «6 Muscatel— 1 SO α 2 Va
potMoe». bush. 60*60 Loudon i.ay'r 2 250,2 7 5
St Potato·!* 3 OO&S 6IJ OuduraLay. w
®io
Τ
3 25® 3 6(1 ; Valencia
®8
Oaione

bag

....

I

ii.8Vic

....

ILIroiiI*

Mua···
(gin
Turkey»
β Vu
lb
UUlckcue
14*16 ικΐΐΡ- iHieii
6 Vu
J3#H I Ext ra C
Ifowls
«••il».
12«14
Pufikr
Οηββ».
14ftl6 Ilted Τομ... J2 (a,S2Vti
ipplt·».
Tllli..tliy 8eeu2 1 δ « 2 25
β
3 00 iClo»er
Choice Haidwlu»
(aile
Μι····.
3 50
Choice eatiuK
Common
2 2.i®2 60 Vermont.... 16 g 15 Vi
N.y. factoryl6:al5V4
Braporatad 4Jlt.12.S13c

Ιι«·Μ<.
4 00S4 60
Palermo
4 2Γ·%4 60
Menmna

Malagera....

Sage

Γδ&ΐβ

Huiler.

23^26
Creamery»
Gilt Kdge Ver....23#26
Choice

20s2I

1G§17

Good
3tor«

Viiihvi-i·
3 50 π 4 50
Florida
ftCtfJt «.
6 25^6 60 Eastern extras
Valencia
Can & Western..
Measlna and l'i.
^Plerino V bx. 2 76:0,3 0<J I Limed.

..

14® 16
18,α 19

17^18

Grain Quotations.
£H ICAUO BOAR!) OF TRADE.

Saturday'· quotation·.
WHEAT.

May.
Opening...·

ffiglist.....
Ixnreit.....

Closing

«2%
«>%

^82

....

Juue.
80%
81 Vi
80%
80%

."«0.
Opening....
Highest....

May.

*1

,«IV>

40%

l^i west
i<l.iaitiA

A11*'.

July.
81
81

80H
8UVi
June.

41%
41%
41
41

Veiling
Highest,

lowest.
Closing.

Monday's quotations,

Opening.
Highest..
Lowest...
Closing..

May.
«2'/.
8* y»
81 ^
81%

lowest...
Closing.

17 Vi

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
BAN FRANCISCO,Mch.|14.1887.—The followng are cIo«1uk official quotations ol mining stocka
to-day:
lJest&Belclier

11 1-3

Mexican
Ouliir

6%
11%
eto

Sa vac
Sierra Nevada
Gould J&.Curry

5VÎ

Yellow'.laeket....
CrowuEPoInt
Con. Cal. Λ Va
Union >Con
Pot «si
Hale Hi Noicioss

I F>%
β

...

4%
18%
4V«

;uv3

Houle

.luue.
«11%

3

Domestic Markets.

By Telegraph.]

receipts 143,000 bush; exports 175,595 bush;
lower; sales 232,000 bush spot( No 2 Spring nominal at 91 Vi ; No 1 hard at U6%c delivered ; No 2
at UUHc store, 913&®92c afloat. 90%feule f ο
b; No 1 lted at 93%c; No 1 White at 1)2Vac.
Kye nominal. Hurley Is steadv. Caru is lower;
leceipts 89,100 bush; exports 46,792|bush; sales
212,000 bush; steamer 43Vic elev; No2 at"b%
elev, 49%c f υ b. Oais shade stronger; receipts
48,"00 bush exports 1044 bush; sales 112,000
bush; No 3 at 3lvfec; White doatsec; No 2 at
34i,4®34V>c elev, 35»4c delivered; do White at
SOVfc'aSe^c; No 1 White 38c; Mixed Western at
3:i(gl37e; do White at37®42c; White State 3'JWCoflfee—lair Kio nominal at 14Vsc. Kugar flrm;
refilled quiet; C 4>4i(g;4%c ; Kxtra C 4% c; White
lixtra C at 4% ; Yellow 4^®4%c ; off A 5 1-16®
5v^c ; Mould A at 5%c; standard A 5%c ; Eranulaled at6*4c; Confectioners A at 5 9 16a6%c;
cut loaf and crushed O'/i sO 5-10c; powdered at
5%®6Vic; Cubes at 5%c. Peireleuui—united
at 63c. Tnllon steady 4Vic. Port quiet and
firm ;mess at 15 50®15 75 for old, 16 5υ for new.
Beef dull. I.iinl— Western steam 7 70;retlned at
M 00 fur Continent, 8 15 for S A. Butler is dull ;
I'liiTM Is quiet but flrm; State llV4®14c.
Vrt-ighu steady ; Wheat steam 2d.
CHICAGO. Mch. 14, 1887.—Flour is steady;
Winter patents 4 25g4 50; Southern Winter at
3 75 a4 in ; Michigan and Wisconsin winter 3 βΟα;
4 oo; choice to fancy Minnesota
patent at 4 25®
4 50; soft Wi eat patents 4 00®4 25; Minn, bakers in sacks at 3 (M> (i3 25. Wlieat dull and weaker; No 2 Spring at 70ci771I4·; No 2 lted nominal.
Corn quiet; No 2 a! 3u%®37V«c. Oats are lirm
mid higher—No 2 at 24c.
Kye- No 2 at 64 Vie.
llarley—No 2 at 4ll^®ô2c.Provisions-Mess Polk
quiet at 20 0tKfc20 10. I.urd 7 42V>; dry salted
shoulders at G 0(>®U 25; sliori clear sides 8 40®
Κ 45. Whiskey at 1 18.

Receipt*—Flour, 19,0U0 bbls; wheat. 68.1100
t>i,ali;coru IOI.imkj bu; oats 93,0oobu; rye 17,000

huah; baney, 25,000 bush.
i>ln pineal»—Klour, 14.000 |bble; wheat, 62,000
bush: corii.l12.0011 bush; oats,133,000 bush: rye
2.IHK) bush, barley 25.0110 tiush.
ST. LOU IS,Mcll. 14..1887.—Flour Is easv and
lower to sen;
aaa a »ο<$2 υο; lamiiy at 3 15a
3 25; choice at 3 Γ>ί»(α3 Co; fancy at 3 75®3 8f>;
extra fancy at 3 90j£4 00; patent at 4 2544 50.
Wheat lower No 2lied 79vic. Corn Is steady;
No 2 Mixed 35% <£.36c. Oats dull; No 2 Mixed
28'^c. Pork, siuainots old 14 55; new at 18 50®
12 ου* Lard 7 25.
Kecetui*—Flour, 5.(XK) bbls; wheat, 2,000 bu;
corn. 103,000 »»ush;oata, 44,000 bush ; rye,0,000
U>h. hurle) 20,000 hush.
Shipment's—Flour,8,000.bbls ; wheat 21,000 |ou:
(.•oru,l£,OoO|btisl) ; oats i>,000 bush ;|rye o.ooo.bu;
barley 6,000 bush.
DETKOIT.Mch. 14,1 «87.-Wheat-No 1 White
81V4c; Mich Ked 82V4c; No 2 Red at 82V4c.
lieceipts— Wheat 3d,100 bush.
NKW OKLEANS.Mch. 14 1887.-Cotton is firm ;
middling U 5-16c.
SAVANNAH, Mch. 14, 1887. Cotton is firm;
inn Idling «Vic.
CHAKLK8TON, Mch. 14,1887—Cotton is film;
middling DVfec.
MKMl'HUS, Mch. 14, 1887.—Cotton quiet; middling 9V»c.
MOHILK, Mch. 14, 1887.—Cotton is firm; middlip? 9Vic.

New York..Bermuda....Mi ll
New York. Liverpool...Mch
New York ..Bremen ....Mch
Eider
Mch
La Champagne ..New York..Havre
Mca
New York..Bremen
Trave
Ctty of Berlin ....New York..Liverpool Men
■■

j

...

.Ian.

Fell.

MARINE_NEW B.
PORT OF PORTLAND

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
Tbe ToTlewlug quotations of stocks are received
daJlr:
Atcb.. Xqpefc· au<l Santa Ke Railroad
New York aud New England Kallroad.
do oref
C. B. & Q
Wisconsin Central
Mexican Central 4s
Boston Water I'owerCo
Bell Téléphoné
Flint Λ 1'ere Maruuette Kallroad com
do prêt

MONDAY, March 14.
Arrived.

Heading;. Smith. 1'hlladclphla—coal to

»7%
κ; ν»
l*o

Steamer
Randall &

138%

to J Β Coyle.
Steamer New Brunswick, Colby, Boston lor
Kustport and Bt John, NB.
Sen Willie Seavey, Biinmons, Boston.
Sch Mazurka. Lane, Boston.
Sell Julia B. (Br) French, Bt John, NB—lumber
to Μ Ρ Emery.

24 va

67%
HV»
218

26%

McAllister.
Steamship Fraiiconla, Bennet, New York—mdse

Portland and

Memoranda.
Sch Albert H Walte, Nlckerson, from Philadelphia for New Bedford, foundered at sea 12th, lal
34 52, Ion 74. Crew saved. The vessel registered
2i)4 tons, was built at Pembroke in 1873 and owned in Portland. Insured.
Soo other columns.
Sch Clara Ε Colcord, Colcord, from Cardenas for
was
towed
into
Norfolk 12th by L'S
Philadelphia,
HiunuiutaH

liannvtu

POWDER
Absolutely

Paid in

Capital

Net

Surplus as

This is the

ΙΩΙΙΝΜΝ'ΐ
UUnllUUIl 0 OIBULIK

largest American company

business

on this continent upon the
stock plan, taking Marine Risks only, aad

other Massachusetts companies

*.

com-

Correspondence solicited.
R. B.

Secretary.

FULLER,

febl7

For "worn-out." "run-down," debilitated
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housekeepers, and over-worked women jjenerally,
Dr. Piereo's Favorite Prescription "Is the beet
of all restorati ve tonics. It is not a Cure-all,'*
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being· a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
It is a powerful, genoral as well as
women.
uterine, tonic ana nervine, and imparte vigror
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indlpreetion, bloating·, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, in either sex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our portfire (juarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
Pricc $1.00, or six bottles for $5.00.
A larg-e treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World's Dispensary Medical
Association, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, Ν. Y.
SICK HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly curd by
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 25c. a vUi
by drugiriete
d&wnrmcTh

ELY'S

Catarrh

CREAM_BALM

|C I

e a il s e s

Head.

Meals theSores.
Restores the

-ao'v«Senscs of

lVMDUSme"'
-FEVEFÎA Quick-Relief.
A positive Cure.
particle Is applied Into each nostrtl and is
Price
50
cents
at Druggists: bv mail,
agreeable.
registered, 60 cts. Crculars free. ELY BROS.,
Ν.
Y.
Druggists, Owego,
sepveod&wlynrin
A

This Plaster
acts directly upon the
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.
ΡΟΚ A 1*1,

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give instant relief by
applying between t h e
shoulder blades.
nil

w

an

Act of the

,ud

%

Legislature of Maine.

..

thoee who
for it will
after thank

to know
WASTED-Everybody
Uartwell is uot in my employ,
have secured

F. W.
but that I
the services of Mr. Joseph Bushway, of Providence, a Urst-class artist, and I respectfully solicit a trial of his workmanship. F.
L·. ROLLINS, Myrtle street Barber.
Joseph Bushway, Assistant.
12-1

EVER KNOWN.

LINIMENT
eod&wly

cash prices paid for cast
WANTED—Highest
oil clothing, ladles'*
gent's;
exchange
for Turkish
or

M.

ou

BROS.. 2tf Pearl St., Portland.

Your

Direct From The Manufacturer.

know that Mrs. Dr.
Sherman's Magnetic Ointment, for head
ache, neuralgia, catarrah and rheumatism ; also
her Corn Salve, are sold at 42 80UTH STlttET,
as she employs no agents.
Corns removed for 36
cts. Bunions 60 cts.
8-2

S0MER8,

-

The Hatter,

LEADING MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL HATTED,

WANTED—Parties

gold and
WANTED—Old
your old brekeu and

silver. Why keep
worn out jewelry when
value
In
cash
or taken In exyou
get
change for watches. Jewelry or silverware at the
NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 4K0 Congress St.,
S. Scliriver, Proprietor.
18-4
its

full

Κ
be

Beecher's last and greatest book, "Evolution and Kellgion", a bright energetic lady
in Portland and surrounding towns to take orders
for this work. Sure to have an Immense sale.
Secure territory at once. Address,
FORDS, HOWARD & HULBRRT,
Marl2d3t
17 Bromfleld St., Boston.

FOK

know that we have removed
Middle street, corner
Churchy Thompson Block,
lnarl2dtf
J. T. LEWIS & CO.
customers to

OUKto Nos. 121 and 123

Just Landed, Ex 8. S. Sardinian.
Original Package by

IMPORTERS,

4IO

Fore

SALESMEN

samples
TAIN PEN COMPANY, 267 Broadway, Ν. Y.
inarl2

eod3t

Flour Barrels Wauled.

Ul-CLEAN

barrels with heads and in good·

paid at No. 12 UNION WHARF.

20-2

B.
HAVING
l'earl and Middle

streets, Portland, I shall b·
happy to meet my friends in the State of Maine at
new
quarters. My twenty-live years expemy
rience in the business witli Walter Corey & Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (in connection
with "Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me in believing that I can All
any order entrusted to iny care to your entire satisfaction Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits in the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO 1'. DYER.
dtf
oct20
ner

Notice.
keepers of hotels, hoarding houses and
employment offices to whom persons are
brought from surrounding towns and from towns

AH,

within the State, and who are such persons as are
liable to become a public charge, are earnestly requested to send both the person bringing and such
persons as are brought to the Office of The Overseers of the Poor, that their
pauper settlement
may be determined as to whether it is In the city
or not. In doing so you will help the Pauper Department to save an item whtch Is already beginning to add quite an amount to our pauper expenses. PER PKDElt.
feb21dtf

CONSUMPTION.

I «lave ft positive remedy for the abr—ι1|ι"μΓ()τ Us use
thousand· of cases ef the worst kind and of
ion* siandinf
bave beencured. Indeed,eostroncIsnivfulth In itseffleae*
that I win JMMid TWO BOTTLE Κ PEE*
UABLF ^KEATISKoii thi· disease, to an y
τ. ft.
te«m ft r. o. riûntê,

torethSr withaVAlï
suiSrer Giveet

slocum,SSrSr^i v*1

alternately leave FRAN KLINWHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o'clock ; arriving Is
season (or connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets (or Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York. Sc.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston every week day evening at « o'clock.
octltt
J. B. COYLB. Je. Manager.

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Morille and Halifax.

SERVICE,_(iti Londonderry.' j
Krom
From
Portland.
Halifax.
17th Feb. luth Feb.
17th Mar. 10th Mar.
31st Mar. 2d Apr.
14th Apr. 10th Apr.
28th Apr. 30th Apr.

STEAMERS.

Oregon,

27th Jan.
24th Feb.
10th Mar.

SAR.NIA,
Orkoow,

24th Mar. Vakcocveb,
7th Apr.
Sarnia,

From ATonin'th I
20tli January.
3d February.

(Avonmouth Dock.)

SI' Κ AM Κ KS.

.Texas,

From

Portland.

loth
24th

February-

NOTICE

The Haine State Heat and

Light Co.

lias opened an office to

CENTENNIAL
».'!

BLOCK,

KXCHANUB ST

,

and solicits the Inspection ot the public of the
merits of the

CARBURETOR,

for enriching coal gas, and thereby

REDUCING THE NET COST 40 PER CENT.
while giving

a

more

brilliant and effective light
The

BANCS CARBURETOR
has been In constant use for the past five years In
Boston and other large cities, and nerds no recommendation.
23nov
dtf

FBOM THE

lot of
selling
per bushel.
a

are

buckwheat.
14-1

MAL··—By C

1?"I_

ΕΡΡ» & CO.,
Ilomaopalhic OheniiUi, Ijomlon, ICuff.
S&Tu&wl y
Jeiy
J.l.îlKM

<$oolc) fiM

BERRY,

W (ρακί

BPiLwie\f

No. 87 Plom Street,

brings

ses

FUR
Power Engine and Boiler with all

TRUES PIN WORM ELIXIR!

MALE—One second

the fittings
bargain. Address

same in good condition at a
BIDDKFOKD STOVE FOUNDRY,
Maim·.

for

Pcacr.

dee21

Maine.
Public.
(It!

ALBUMENO HEPATÏCÔ7
of the I9t]j

Century
The greatest Kidney Remedy
λ sure cure for Diseases of the Kidneys, Liver
Stomach and Bowels. If your-Druggist does uot
keep it, send inouey by postal note and yon will
receive a package free of charge. Trial ParkThree Menlh»' Treatment,
ngr. 30c.;
i>H rircK * «·«.,
«'oblenklll, 1*. V.
Lock Box 28.
eod&wlni
mar6

1-4

For Male or To Let,
DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
house on 1'iue street, near Bracket! street,
recently modernized and improved, contains two
purlors. dining room, kitchen, batli room, (with
Iiot and cold waler.) seven chambers, plenty of
closets ami front and back stairs, fire places in
back parlor and dining room, new steam heating
apperatus with eight radiators ; newly painted
and papered throughout ; area of lot 4,oOO square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLLINS St
dec24dtf
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St.

A

TO

LÛT.

fob

TO

AND ALL PARTS OF
New Hrauwick, !Soru Nr«li«, Priacc
ward· lalaad, «ad Cape Brrt«u.
—

able for gentleman and wife or single gentlelady ; also large room up one light, and
second floor.Best of references given
and required. Apply Ui'J DAN FORTH STREET,
from 2 to 5 p.m.
11-1

110
■

I.ET—House No. 20 Gray street. Possession given April 1st. O.C.HOPKINS.
10-1

RENT—One of the most desirable rents
for a small family, in the City; located at 07
Spruce St. ; steam heat and all modern conveniences; can be seen any time. For terms, etc..
apply to A. J. PKTTENOILL, 189 High St.
marl2
dtf

FOR

A CREAT DISCOVERY !

Dr. JOHN F. TEUE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
WTape Worms a Specialty. Tape Worms
In from one hour and
minutée
removed
to three hours.

thirty

S&TuThSwly

LUNG RESTORATIVE!
Pneumonia, Coughs. Colds, Whooping
Will cure

Cough, Croup, Asthma. Bronchitis, and all Diseases o! the Throat and Lungs.
Also Consumption
In its first stage». Price 50 emu per bottle. If
unable to get It from your druggist send at once to
J. L. lt0>S, 114 Lee Are., Brooklyn Ν. Y.
todAwlm

I.ET—Farm in Falmouth of about 100

TO

acres

LADIES

1

Enamel your Rangea twic· a year, top· once
week and you hare the flneat-poliaked store Id tha
world. i'ur aalo by all Grocer· anil Stove Dealer*.

dec8

eodSm

A TOUT PCfi Its causes, and a new aud
L· ΑΙ Λ Hio!5 successful Cl'RE at your
own home, by one who was deaf twenty-eight
years. Treated by most of the noted specialists withont benefit,
Cured Mmsc/f in three
months, and since then hundreds of others.
Full
particulars sent on application.

DV

T. 8. PAGE, No. 41 West 31st 8t.
oct»3eod*w6m·
New York City.

lions» contains

8

rnnnis-

uitnatcfl

nil

to Yarmouth. For particulars Inquire or address ». C'HENKKY, No. 7 Custom House Whart,
Portland.
2-3
road

KENT—The (our story brick and
F tic store
Nos. 117 and 111» Commercial St.,
suitable (or wholesale
busiOH

mas-

grocery

ness; has back entrance.
40'/a Exchange St.

or

produce

BENJAMIN SHAW,

janll-tl

I.KT-Houso 62 Gray Street; also upper
tenement In house 27 Free Street. Enquire

TO
o( F. S. WATEKHOOSE.

decSOdti

BENT—Offices and chambers suitable
(or salesrooms, studios and work shops lu
Mussey's Kow, Middle street; also one store ou
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. f. PREBLE.
20-1(

FOR

To
Store
Γ1ΚΑΝ1ΤΕ
JT
erly occupied
Steam

on

Ltl.
Commercial street, (orm-

by Woodbury

&

.at

ham.

Elevator just put lu. Apply to J. p. BAXAdvertiser Copy.
marUdlw

TER.

TWO

a

ARRANGEMENT OF
MMilHflW

Portland:

Wortratrr, 4'liutoa. .%fer Jaactioa,
Nauahaa, Wiadhum and Kpfiaa at f.3
a. II». and 1.03 p. aa.
For Π κnrhr.tr r, l'oacord, and point· NOrtli

at I.OS p. aa.
Far Uykmrr, Martaerale, Alfred, Water·
Mae· River at 2.3U a. m.,1.11)
and (mixed) at 0.:»0 p. aa.
for Uarhaat at T.:iO a. aa., I.OS, tt. JO, an
(mixed) at
p. aa.
Far Maccarappaiiaaaberlaad .11111a, Wrai·
brook Jaaclioa and Woodford'· at ).M
and lO.OOa. aa., l.OS, :i.OO, tt.JO ar.<>
(mixed)
p. m.
Cor KorrHi Areaae (Deeriaa) IO.OO a. aa.
:iiMO and tt.'JO p. m.
The I.US p. aa. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Juart. with lloaoaac Taaael Hoaie tor
the West, and at l aiaa Draal. Wareraier, loi
New \ork via Norwich l iar, and all railt
Tla MpriaaSeld, also with Ν. V. & Ν. Κ. Κ. K.

("Steamer Maryland Route") lor Philadelphia^
Hull uaiorr, Waahiagtoa, and the «tooth, ami
With Hoatoa 4k A Ibnxr It. K. for the Hrat.
Close connection made at WeMhrooh Sat··
lia· with through trains ol Maine Central U.K. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains oi Grand Trunk hallway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had ol 8. H. HKI.l.K.N,Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Depot at loot »( Preble Street.
•Does uot stop at Woodlord's.
J. w. HTM BaX.
oetMdtf

CUNARD LINE.
NTEAJIEHN DIBMT IK ΟΤΙ
LlvrrfMl every THl'KND\Y
η ad iroBKKWIOHH every «ATIIt OAK
rallii|all)>rf»l.w·, l ark llnrbar.
CATALONIA....March 10, April 14, May lt>,
Rm.. I·

June 23

PA VON IA March 17, April 21. May 20. June 30
March 24, May 5. June 1>,
CEFHALONIA

For Rent.
story French roo( house, No. 702 Congress

street, near head ot State street, coutains
(root and back parlor, dining room, kitchen, launbath
room and seven sleeping rooms, all in
dry.
first clans condition ; was built teu years ago, and
Its location and condition make It one o( the most
desirable houses in the city. Kent f660 per annum.
Inquire o( KOLL1NS & ADAMS, No. 22
Exchange St.
dec24dt(

PWSIAIIfi can now b·obtain* d(or
rEillSIVilS Soldiers, Seamen and
Marines who served 60 day· In the war with
Mexico and who are 62 years o( age. Widow»
also entitled. I have quite (ull records and rolls
o( said war. Apply In person or by letter. Office,
Devi· Black, far. Kirhna^r η ad IanMlrrrl appaaite t'ity Building .Part·
and, Jlninr.

firm

Ζ.

(eb3

K.

14

SCYTHIA
April 7, May 12, June 10, July 21
BOTH NIA....April 2S. June 2, July 7, August 11
CABIN PASSAGE, ««0, «so and JlOO according
to accommodations. Intermediate passage, «35.
Steerage passage at low rates, Drafts on Great
Britain and Irelaud. For passage or freight apply
at the eoinpauyîs office, !>9 State street. Hostou.
febnld3in ALEXANDER MARTIN. Agent.

188U.

Oil and after .MONDAY, Oct. 25,
ΙββΟ, Fu*s4'iiK«*r Train* Leave
Portland as follows:
Por Baagar, 7.10 a. m., via \uxu,ta; 1.20

in., via l.rwiiien. 1.26 and til.IB p. m,
for Kllrwarlk, H«r lltirbtr, >
....
ara, Ml.
HilUlax, anil the Preti·lre«*IMti ('oaalf,
CM, HI. Stepken Ηη·1
1.20p. m., 1.25 and til.15 p. m. Km Raanr
Λ I'lMiilnqui, K. U., 7.10a.ΠΙ;, til. 16 μ. m.,
toi Mkawkegaa, Brlfaai aaa Dealer, 1.20ι
1.26, til.16 p. in.: Walerviltr, 7.10 a. in.,
1.20,1.26, aud, til. 16 p. m., and on Saturdays
only at 5.16 p. 111., lor Aumta, HallaweU.
linrdiarr Had Hi
h, 7.10 a. in 1.26
6.15, tll lB P. m. i Balh, 7.10 a. in., 1.25, 6.16
and où Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.;
ocklaad and Kaaa --.ι l ia. .1· fc K.,
7.10 a. m.. 1.26 p. m. ; Aat ara nad t.rwia
laa at 8.30 a. m., 1.20, 6.00 p. m ; l.etriaiaa
ria Bruaawick. 7.10 a. m., 1.25, tll.16p.ro. ;
faraaiautoa. Iloiinieulh. M iathrep Oak
laad aad **arik Aaaaa, 1.20 p. in.; Farm·
Imita fia Braaawiek, 7.10a. m. and l.fl

Ciialu;

HARMON/

d&wtl

bin.',

b. in.

traîna timed aa above from Commercial Street
Station, stop at

AU

CONOKESS ST. STATION,
tickets and baggage check» may
principal points Ka.it and W.-it.
train Is the night express wltb
H'Uksleeping car attached and runs every
days Included, through to Bangor but not to
Mkowliegun oo
mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornwhere through
be obtained for

188 7

—

I*lverp«ol and P.rtlssd Hervirc.
From Liverpool'
From Portland
STEAMER.
via Halifax.
via Halifax.
THURSDAY,

March 3
17
"

April
«65
JSO,
For

THURSDAY,
.1 J
March 24

Pkruvian.
Parisian.

31
14

Sardinian.

I Peruvian.
uci-oiuinouauon*

April

7

May

5

unr<iuaiie*i.

cauin

ami »75; Intermediate, «10; steerage,

passage apply to H. & A. AI.LAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston ; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange Ht.; T. P. McUOWAN,
422 Congress St, or (or passage or trelglit to 11. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland,
nova:»
dtt

Boston? Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

UNE.

From BOSTON eierj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ami TUESDAY and FRIOAY
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p.m. From Tine Street Wharf,
at 10 a. m.
ifil ΓΛΤΡ·ί\ Philadelphia,one-halt
the rate of
Insurance
i —iiliK u >jk>
«g^TTaSa· sailing vessel.
ο Freights (or the West by the Penn. K. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded (ree ο( commission.
Kaaad Tri» «INP»«n«e «ΙΟ.ΟΟ.
MeaLs and Room Included.
For (relght or passage apply to
It. B. NA.tlPNOM, *nal,
Sldtf
7U I ou M »!>·.■ (, RM··.
λ

_

l.

-ΐ».

MAINE STEAMSHIP COJIPA.VY
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Whar( on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at β p. in. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, Ner York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLK, Jk.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
septai-dtf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CWΜΓ8
—LIMB FOR—

California, Japan, Chin' Central

ω.

night

Monday

lngs.
Trains are due In Portland aa follows : The rooming trains (rom Augusta and Bath 8.46 a. m. ;
Lewlston, 8.60 a. m. ; the ili.y trains (rom Hal*
rat 12.41 > ami 12.46 p.m., the atternoou trains
>m Bangor, Waterville, Bath, Augusta,
Kockland and Lewlston at 6.45 p. in. ; the nlgiit Pullman Kxpress train at 1. 60 a. m.
Iiu.ii. .1 Tickrl·. Inl aad ireaad .In·., f·»
all palaula Ike Piatlacnaa ant* al re·

Κ

dueed

rales.

PORTLANO. MT. DESERT & MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CO.
aad tftrr Jlarrh M. ISS7 aad 1'alll
Farlhrr Nailer,
the Steamer t'liy af Birkaaaad. t'apt. Wm. K.
Dennlson, weather permitting. will make two
round trips per week on the route between Port
lauil. Bar Harbor and Machlasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tuesday and Friday, and Machlasport at 4.00 a. m.
Oa

every

Monday

aud

Thursday.

PAYSON TUC'KKK. General Manager.
BOOT HBY.een'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. Mar 1.1887.
oct22tl
9. £

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

R.

PAMMKNUKH TRAIN Mfr.'HYM'·,
in effect We«lae«4nr, Feb. 43, IM97·

ΤΗΛΙΝΚ I.KAVK roRTl.tVD
far Baaiaa at t7.30, (8.40 a. m.
12.40 13.31.
p.m. Baaiaa tar Parilaad 7.30,8.30 a. m. 1.00
and 4.00 p. m.
For Mcarboro Hrark, t*iae
Paint, 7.30, 8.40 a. m„ 3.30, 5.30 p. m. Mara
Bid.lelard, Kraarbaak, 7.30, 8.40 a. in.
12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. Well. Bra. h 7 30, S.40
V m., 3.8ο p.
in.
.Sfarlfc Berwick, Ureal
fall·, Bavri
Karler, Havrrhill, l.aw
rracr, l.awell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
in.
ftackeaier, Varaiagtaa :ind tliaa Bat.
8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p. in. 1aa< kratrr aud
I'aarard via Lawrence 8.40 a. in., (via Newmarket Junction) 3.SO p. m.
tConnects wltb all Kail Lines.
nrNDAY
tor Baaiaa 1.00, 4.15
to Scarboro Crossing.

TBtlW

p. m. via Kasteru Division

EASTERN DIVISION.
far Baaiaa at *2.00, ·9.00 a. ro„ si .00, ·β.00 p.
Baaiaa tor Parilaad
17.30, 9.00 a. in.'
12.30, t7.0O p. 111. ('ape Cliiabrlh, tf.OO a. ill.,
1,00, *8.00 p. m. Kara, 9.00 a. m.,
1.00,

m.

m.
Biddrtard, 2.00. 9.00 a. m., 1.00,
.00p.m. Parlaataalk, ·>» wkaryparl, Malraa
and Lvaa, 1.00,2.00 a. m., l.oo. β.οο p. π
Parlor a»4
Aaaeabary 9.00 a. 111., 1.00 p. m
Pullman cars ou trains leaving Boston at 8.30,
9.00 a. in., 12.30. 1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. m., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30, 8.40, (l.OO a. m., 12.40,
1.00 and D.00p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.0<i p. in., and
Portland 2.oo a. m.
tKroin Wank Berwick to Mrarfcava I'raaa
iag \ la Western Division.
•Connects with Kail Lines (or New York, South
and West.
Connects wltb Sound Lines (or New York Soulh
and West.
tTo leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South

8.

for sale at I alaa nialiaa Tirkri Oder I

an-

liar, Via I Nlrrrl, Parilaad,aad t aiaaTirkrl
Oflcf,tO Kirkaaar airerl.
JAM. T. Kl'KBKU. «ieo'l Manager.
D. J. FLANDEKS. lien. P. A T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, lien l Agent.
dtl
jan!8

Romford Falls
WÊiltr

\

Bark lit· Id Kailroad

Arrnatfrairai- lu
ΙΝΜβ.

Kliett ΙΊ·τ. 1,

Leave Portland. via Ο. T. Railway, T.tO a. m. :
Lewlston κ.00; Mechanic Fallu (mixed trahi)
8.45; arriving at W. Mlnot 9.05, K. Hebron V.ao:
Buckfleld 0.45;
E. Sumner
10.35; Hartford.
10.56; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewlston 157;
Mechanic ialN 3.15; arriving at W. Mlnot 3.27;
K. Hebron 3.37 ;Bui klie d JÎJb; Ε. Sumner 4.0β;
Hartford 4.1ο; Canton *.25; lUlbertvIlle 4.35 p.

m.

and South America and eiioo.
NEWPORT, sails Monday. March 21, Noon.
From New York, pier fi-ot o( Canal St., North
River, (or Ma· F run.I«t Via The iMhma» ml
Ρ···η,
Great reduction In rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$7<>t Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sis.
For Japan and Cblaa.
CITY OF NEW YORK, sails Thursday March 34,
2 p. π..
For Freight, Passage, or genet at Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A.
ADA.VIM Ar CO.,
113 M la le ftirrrt, Car. Mr...I
Hi., H..I.U.
«'*>
dtl
toe fourni
nintm
TIT!
S Ρ Λ Pl·
Ρ t'. Howell
1 Ij IV
Λ.
*tCu'»Nt>w»pai).·*
Bureau (1-/ Snn«-e Serwl), wlwru
^"25*
Inacontracts iin"tjonaJefoiU IX KjiW YOJtMu
ma»

(The 11.16 p.

WESTERN DIVISION.

LINE.

Winter Arrangements.
»

CENTRAT RAILROAD

MM

Ed-

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 5.00 r.M., for EAST FORT
and ST. JOH.i, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. Eir*Frelght received up to 4.00 r. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply a· the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company's Office. Railroad Wharf, fotl
of State street.
J. B. COYLK, J K.,
novZOdtf
Uen'l Manager.

ALLAN

On and

Far

—

July

TRAINS

alter Moaday, «ci. es,
»η·. IMMI, Passenger Trains will (.earr

WINTER AKKANOE.1IEKT.

rasneiiger

X

TENEMENT

It le acknowledged to be the beat, eafest and
most potent au<l effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease.
Bold by all Di-uesletn.
PRICE 35r., 50c. and *1.00.

Portland & Rochester It. R,

—

|

LET—Dwelling Houses: Merrill, Cumber
land, Lafayette, and Congress streets. Cheap
if applied for at once. Address 8. L.CARLETON
Attorney at Law, 180 Middle street. Residence,
118 Congress street.
12-1

LET—Near
Woodfords
a half house, large garden,
Corner,
of
and
berries;
fruit;
plenty
grapes
good well In
vard. Enquire of X H. BLAKE, office Wldgery's
Wharf, l'ortlaiid, Maine.
ll-l

Jebl6

Notary

Blddeford

TO
story and

180

■

haud 12 Horse

man or
small one on

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
MIDDLE STItEET,
J u.tice of Ike

healthy

The Commissioner» on Contagious Diseases of Cattle have Issued the following notice :

JOHN H. CARD,

Portland,

a

CATTLE COMMISSIONERS !

Ross's Vegetable

STEPHEN

FOR
Cattle, Swine and Foultry. This Food cleanthe animal to
the blood and
condition; now is the time to use this food.
GALLON E. MORRILL, Cor. Freble and Cumber11-1
land streets.

EPPS'S COCOA.
"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the Due
properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors' bills. It is by the Judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every teud ency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeplu g ourselves well fortiflcd with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."—Civil Service Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
onlv in half Dound tins bv Grocers, labeled thin··

12-1

HAKLEY, Old Orchard.

»AI.E—Feel's Condition Food for Horses

mcli7

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

STEAMSHIP CO.,
EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN Ν. 0., HALIFAX. N. S.

SALK-A hotel containing 23 rooms,
pleasantly located on the Sea-wall, Old Orchard. If not sold by middle of May, will be
rented for a term of years, Call on or address F.
1,. CAKNEY, Sbeepscot Bridge, Me., or D. F.

—

Notice Is hereby given that all cattle shipped or
Massachusetts, the
driven from the state of
State of New York and the State of Illinois
across the line of the State of Malue will be placed
m quarantine immediately ou arrival in the State,
except as further provided. All cattle transported
Into or through this State by rail or otherwise
from the 8tates hereinbefore named for the pursteamers for shipment
pose of loading upon
abroad, shall not be unloaded otherwise than at
of
wharves
over wbich they
and
shipment,
point
have passed,and all cars In which they have been
transported, shall be disinfected at the expense
of the railroad or steamer handling the same and
under the Inspection of the Commissioners on
of cattle of the State.
Contagious Diseases
HURT rhnirmni
1.
A
(111
_T
Z. A.
GILBERT,
Chairman,
GEO. 11. BAILEY, Secretary,
nanuxL
nr.iii..
SAMUEL BELL,
Commissioners for Maine on Contagious Diseases.

JOSEPH HlCKSON.Keneral Manager.
WM. KDGAK, (1. P. Α..
J. STK I'll K.N.SON. Supt.
Nor. 1. 1886.
«III

International

FOR

JIUU u

Northwest, West mid Southweet.

..

—

FOR ML·.

το

—

Canada, Urirtil, t'hiraao, flilxaak
I iarlaaaii, Hi. l.oaia, Oaaafaa, Sagi·
uaw. Ml. Paal, tall l.akr illy,
Dearer, Mao Praacioro.
and all point* In tee

iQlKBEl,
February.
Pa»««ue
.Return.
Cabin...*50, «60, «75
«100, «125, «150
Return.. «6θ
IntermediatefSO
..Return at lowest rates.
Steerage
«15
For freight or passage, apply to
1>AVI1> TORRANCE « CO.,
nov2dtf
Foot of India street.

14-1

ΜΑΝΙΚΕ VOK

Jan 13
(Jongrra* Htrcet, Opposite City Hull.
A practical school of business, having a National College Bank, with a cash capital of $200,Ή)0
organized In 18H4. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed in each department, and thorough Instruction guaranteed. The
short hand and type-writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings.
Rates very low. Catalogue free. Any further information cheerfully furnished. Address,
Ej. Α. «RAY. Λ. in. Prmcipnl.
eodem
sepl8

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

LIVERPOOL

St., ind Oeoot Foot of India Street.

boro,™u<l

THE FOOT-CLASS βΤΕΑΜΚΚβ

VVTANTE
—By a young lady of several years
1Τ
experience a position as book-keeper or
Address
cashier, or as an assistant In an office.
"BOOK-KEEPER", Diamond Wrench Co., City.

at the extremely low price
No grain produces more eggs than
C. B. UALTON & CO.. 27 Preble «t.

RBEAKVAHT.

CARD.
permanently associated myself with
A. Atkinson & Co.. liouse furnishers, cor-

ONLY SI .00,

Fall and Winter Arrangement·.

l>

we
of 86 cents

Street.
dtf

^ipFFARE

Exchange

TICKETS SOLI) AT REDUCED BATE

Rate· of

KKlKlfE·- From Houlton

GBATBFVIi—C'OMFOttTIN

R. STANLEY & SON.

STEAMERS.

Η ΚI ΗΤΟΙ. Ni: Κ VICK,

make $6 per day and carry
In vest pocket. POPULAR FOUNcan

JUST
buckwheat for poultry which

—AND—

STOUT,

^BOSTON

Liverpool

ROBgreat bargain. Enquire
INSON ft CO., 1'iano Rooms 123 Exchange St.
14-1

CELEBRATED BANGS

Bass' English Ale

TbSat&Tu3mo

From

a

EOT

d&wlynrm

dec2i>

1886-7-WINTER ARIUXJE.HKNTS 1886-7

W. II. SOIUERS lias no connection with any
ORUAN VOR MALE -All Estey
ΡΚΟΛΙ.
Cabinet Organ. 14 stops, 2 banks of keys,
2
octave
other hat store.
pedals with organ seat, side bellows. &c.,
sold at
of E. B.

CHEBBT,
SEE THAT "I. BÛTTS"
IS ON THE WRAPPER.

to Savunuah.

Connecting there with all Hall and Water Lines.
FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.
Iron steamships "GATE CITY" and CITY OK
MACON'" leaving Savannah Pier. Congress St..
Boston.every Thursday at 3 o'clock. For freight
orpassagi·, apply to A. Du W. SAMPSON. 201
Washington Street. Boston, or to RICHARDSON
Hi BARNARD, Agents, Boston.

DOMINION LINE.

FEMALE HKI.P.

253
Middle St., Directly Opp. Head Cross St.

.COUGHS,

110Y24

to

WANTED.

HAVE COME AXt> GONE BIKCE
FERE KB
THE BPg.

or cciuno.

10 1

WANTED.

Buying

Company.

TO RENT—Stable room for one
WANTED
horse and carriage. In the vicinity of Con-

L. JEWELL, 122 Ceutre at.
STAHI.K

Till

postal to

1AKKRK IVANTED—To work
SHOE
hand turned goods. Apply at once to MONTGOMERY

CAN

SILK and STIFF HATS

4 DECADES

GUINNESS'

send letter

DEGKOOT, Perry House, Portland, Me. 11-1

ia-tf

—

feb28

Please

rugs.

or
or

WANTED—Six

PAIN·.

TIRES

12-1

thousand dollars at Ave per
cent, for Ove years ou real estate tu Portland. Gilt Edge security. For further particulars enquire oft). D. BICE, 261 Commercial St.

Finer Selections and Lower Prices by

35

Boston & Savannah Steamship

experienced tailor. Ad-

an

dress Χ. Y. Z.. Press Offlee.

ÎM.UI

SECURE

eodti

a

drafting from

BARBELS WANTED—20 cents
will
paid until further notice. GOUDY &
ll>-tl
KENT, Pearl St.

YOU

Proaa (!klcs|· und tlomrral, 12.06.
t* Γ·ιιι IfNrbrt, 12.06
p. fu.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor ears on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OVVICK>

situation in tailor's shop by a
Only Direct Line from New England
WANTED—A
person wanting to learn the business ; has
learned

can

speedy cure.

AND
TROU-

that

Square. Address M. D., Post Office Box
8 2
176», Portland. Maine.

nov27

US.
NTKAHKRfl.

gress

κ I*.

Sold by druggists for 2G
cents, orflve for (1.
Trade mark patented.
Mailed on rcceipt of price
by Geo. C. Goodwin & €·., General Agents,
feb22eod3mnrni
Boston.

confi-

authorizing the City of
entitled
Portland to condemn and take a lot of land for the
and
Sailors Monument," anerection of a Soldiers
proved February 10,1887, makes It Incumbent
to
make
proclamation of the fact,
upon the Mayor
if a majority of votes, cast in accordance with
said act, bear the word "Yes" ; and
Whereas It appears by the records of the Board
©f Aldermen that a majority of votes so cast did
bear the word "Yes":
Now. therefore, I, Charles J. Chapman, Mayor
of the City of JOrtlaBd, in accordance with the
Legislature, hereby
provisions of said act of thefact,
and that by force
make proclamation of said
of such vote and this proclamation thereof, the
said lot of lanu lias been condemned, and taken
for the purpose mentioned in said act.
Dated at the Mayor's room, City Building, this
eleventh day of March, A. D;. 1887.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN, Mayor,
Attest : UEO.C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
dtf
marl 2
"An Act

book,

ItyFor Kidney Trouble
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
fain in the Hide and Back
clie, they are ;· certain

For Sale Ixi the

A PROCLAMATION.
HEREAS

Taste,

Hearing;.

Abner

PORTLAND.

HHH

WITH

WANTED.

in 1 lamination.

BALSAM

PVKBTIHBH1KNTM·

CITY OF

I
I

^&^H

Pamphlet™

Allays

Willard Mudgett,

.Notice to Contractors and Builders.
Proposals will be received by the undersigned,
addressed "Proposals for "Wording Hall building
ut Houlton. Maine,"
until 12 o'clock, noon, of
Wednesday, April 16th, 1887.
Plans and spécifications may be seen at the office of the architect, John Calvin (Stevens, Portland, from March 7th until April lGtli ; at the store
of Phllbrook & Leighton, Augusta, from Tuesday,

A

the

Red Cross, Mcln-

mar9dlw

I I I I

IHI ·|
IHI H^ and
I ^H Η
send
I
™
||«ver

I II I ||
I I I I
I I I I
I

MOST WONDERFUL
FAMILY EEMEDY

CCBKD
c»b or

correspondence strictly

^HHmatlon
great value.
Βτshould
1^ erybody
have thle

HI Η

their lucky stare.
All who buy or order direct from us, and request it, shall receive a certificate that the money shall
be refunded if not abundantly satlefled. Retail price, 36 eta. ; Ο bottlee. $2 00. Exprès» prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada, I. 8. JOHNSON & CO., P. O. Box 2118, Boston, Maes.
trated

dlmnrm

^^H

ΗΒΗ Η

THE

FROPODALN.

CITY

an

President. 9

^H

HI
Η ΗΗ·
II IHI
| I IHI
I
Illus-II
I
™ ™ ^H

and
Dlseasee.
We will send free.
poetpald, to all
their

bined.

THOS. H. LORD,

Diphtheria. Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Pneumonia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs. Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus. Dysen^
m
m
amm mm
m
tery, Chronic Dlcontaining Infor·
I
M I
I
Kidney
very
Cures

the business of the Comoanv exceeds that
of all

III.

,yram* '·*«»'■ «oa aad Aabara, 8.36 a. m.
13.05. 3.15 and 5.60 p. m.
from «iorhilm, *T2f>a.m., 12.06 and 5.60
p. m,

BE FOUND

CAN
w ™

Policy Holders

to

$1,651,161.94.
doing

SOMERS

J.

TWO MILLION DOLLARS.

fore.)

All

T.

I liar 12

Assets
OVKR

Coburn,
Nichols, San Francisco via Queenstown, (uot be-

dential.

aad

AHBIVAU.

ONE MILLION D0LLAR8.

Crocker. Hampton Roads.
Ar at Aleppy previous to Mcli 9, ship Southern

and all offers.

W1MTEK AHRANUEiHENTI.

Par («trhaa, .Tloutreal. I'hlcas· aad
«fur!>«·. x.au p. in.
Far Hur kHeld it π <1 iaaita, 7.10 ·. m. Uld
1.80 p. m.

Cash

zer.

PROPOSALS

octldU

UK1M» TRIM RAILWAY OF caxaua.

p.

St., BOSTON.
Street, NEW YQRK.

Foreign Ports.
81d fm Cebu Dec 25, ship Sumner Κ Mead, Park
New York.
Sid fm Sourabaya Jan 2!l, ship Exporter, Kea-

will be received until March lGtli,
by the Portland Lrngne Ba*e Ball nnd
Alhlrllr AaMriation. for the Score Card, Pasture and Restaurant privileges for the season ending Nov. 30, 1887. All proposals must be addressed to 1). W. Mahoney, 25 School St.. City.
The Association reserves the right to reject any

j. HAMILTON, Mnpt

CHAH. H. KOYK. U. T. A.

after MONDAY, Afar. 1, IXM·,
raa a· fallaw··
ΒΚΡΑΒΤΓΗΚΝ,
► •r lubaraaad I.ewiaU «,7.10a. m„ l.lt
and 6.2» p. in.
Par Uerkaa, 7.10 a. in., 1.30,«.CO and 5.20

17 State
43 Wall

Boston.

BALL.

CO.,

INSURANCE COMPANY

KDGARTOWN-Sld 13tli,scht'John Bird, Bird,
and Speedwell, Weed, from Elizabotliport for

BASE

burr, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling-

ton, «wanton, Ogdensburg and West,
·. ■. Local Portland to Banlelt and lut··
mediate station*. with stase connections foi
No. Windham, Mandnli. Umlnjrtoo. Mebago.
Naples, farsonfleld, Kezar Kails Denmark
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also fur No. Brldg.
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brldgton.
Tralaa Arrive in Partlaadi
IO 33 a. at. from Rartlett and Way Stations.
1:1} p. a·, from Montreal.
Burlington and West.

].|J

Boston Marine

Diadem, fm Tliomastou for New York ; Hattie Ν
Gove, Norfolk lor Bouton ; C Β Church, and Annie
Κ Morse, Philadelphia for do; John F Merrow,
Norfolk for Portsmouth : Andrew J York, Perth
Aiuboy for Portland ; Β L Eaton, Calais for New
York; Einma Green, Portland for do ; J W Fish,
Kockport for Norfolk ; Orozlnibo, Calais for New

Sooken.
Jan 17. lat 2 S. Ion 22 W, slilo Blwell, Barstow,
from Cardiff for Hong Kong.
Feb 28, lat 45 20, ton 34 30, ship Corslet, Purington, from Bremen for New York.
March 11. lat 3ti 39. Ion 74 24, ship Geo Curtis,
from Hong Kong for New York.

and until further notice
Passenger Trains will
l,eave Partlaad as follows:
H..I5 a. ta. for Brldgton, Kryeburg, No. Conway·
Kabyans, Btehlehain. Lancaster, WhlteBeld
Littleton, Wells Hiver, Montpelier, Ht. John

Iraiaa will

Mary Langdon, do for Providence; Weybosset,
Clark's Cove for Norfolk ; Aldine, Dennlson. from
l'once for Boston ; Georgia 1) J.mid. fm Kockport
for Suffolk; Ht Elmo, Kockland for ^Providence;

Ar at Rosario about Jan 20. barque Lillian,Dexter, New York; Jas Kitchen. McCully, Portland;
brig Irene, Yates, Brunswick; Florence I Henderson. Henderson. Portland.
Ar at Rio Grande do Sul Feb 8, sch Alfarelta S
Snare, Smith, New York.

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monda;, October 4, 1886,

Ou

Philadelphia.

do: Mary Brewer. Kenney. Kockland for do; Jas
Warren, Falklngham, Boston for Jonesporr.
Sailed, schs Mazurka, Mark Pendleton, William
Flint, and Eliza Lezeuseller.
Below 12th, schs llattle, Low, fm Deer Isle for
Philadelphia; Billow,fin Kockland for New York;
Ernest Τ Lee, Thomas, Calais fordo; Enterprise,
Strout, and Fannie Flint, Warren, Portland for
New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 12th, Schs Mattle J Allés,
and Mary Ε Oliver, (from Portland) for NYork;
i.lzzle Guntlll. Smith, Kockland.
EAST MACHIAS—Ar 9th, sch Ocean Konip,
French, Portland via Cutler.

R. F. SOMERS &

MARINE INSURANCE.

Cld Cth. ship Manuel Llaguua, Smallcy, for Fort
Townsend.
Ar 12th, ship Harvester, Taylor, Hong Kong ;
Louisiana, Oliver, Baltimore.
SAN FEDKU—Ar 4th, ship Edw O'Brien, Llbby
Fort Townsend.
FOKT TOWNSEND-Ar Dtli.ship Fanute Tucker, Ureenleaf. San Pedro.
JACKSONVILLE-Cld 9tli,ech Lois V Cliaples,
Koss. Baltimore.
PENSACOLA—Cld 12th, sch Henry Ρ Mason,
Percy, Philadelphia.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 11th, tch May McFarland,
Monlgomery, New York.
CHARLESTON-Ar 12th, sch llattle M Buck,
New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 12tli, sells Harry Messer, from
Kockport; Ruth Robinson, and Tillie Vauderkerchen. Damarlscotta; Clara Ε Colcord, Cardenas

land.
Ar 13th, schs Ada Barker, Rogets, St John, NB
for New York ; Einellne Sawyer, Kogers.do for do
Mattle J Allés, Crockett, and Irene Ε Meservey,
Meservey, Portland for New York ; Merrill C
Hart, Murpliy, do fordo; John S Case, Falklngliam, Calais for do; FT Drlsko, Drlsko, Calais for

to

Pure.

Tliis powder never varies.
A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical,
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alrnn or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Royal Baking Fowuek Co., ιοβ Wall St.
Ν. Y.
luySdl

lin.rln»

ED'iARTOWN—Ar 13th. sells Penobscot, Carter, Hoboken for Boston ; Kleetwlng, Maddocks,
South Aiuboy fordo; J Paiue, Turner, Port Johnson for do.
HYANNIS—Ar 13th. sells M M Chase. Chase,
New York for Havei hlil; Jane L Newton, Stover,
do for Boston ; J Β Knowles, Port Johnson for do.
Passed west, sell Augstus Hunt,
BOSTON —Ar 13th, sells Odell, Wade, Winterport : John Gerard, Joy, Kockland.
Cld 12th, barque Jas S Stone. Barstow, Honolulu: sell Jcob M Haskell,Crowell. Horse Island;
Belle Hatladay, Nlckerson, Damariscotta.
Sid 12th, brig Morauey; sells Ο l> Wttherell.
G H Holden. Cora Etta, l'rauk Barker. Kioka,
Laura Ε Mosser. Cephas Starrett. Isaac Τ Campbell, Joslah Κ Smith, and Fred A Small.
Cld l&tli, brig Sparkling Water, Hichborn, Portlaud.
Sid 14th. schs Wm Τ Donnell, Lucy A Davis,
Susau Ν Pickering.
SALEM—Ar 12tli, schs Lottie, Creighlon, from
Tliomastou for New York; May Day, Pratt.Rocklaudfordo; Eliza Leveuseller, Boston for Port-

We Guarantee
We Make Our Own.
Us.
Sell Cheaper Than All Other Dealers.

By

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 5th, ship ivanhoe, Car-

Cross, Bailey. Chltagong.
Aral Dublin 11th Inst, ship

Liar raaaiaa l»4% THAI*» W·
Partlaad aail Montreal.

FALL

been struck by a squall morning of 11th, when
the inalu and mlzzenmast were carried away with
all attached, house crushed in and wheel stove,
and boat lost.
Sch Mexican, Powers, froin New York for Hyanuis, was towed into New London 12th, with
loss of mainsail and gaff in a squall.
Galveston, Mch 8—The divers have patched
over the bottom of schr Chas It Champbell sufficiently to pump lier out so that she can be discharged and taken to the shipyard for repairs.
San Francisco, March D—The eastern underwriters have entered protest against the sal» ot
ship Kennebec.

Calcutta.
Sid fin Iqulque Dec 2», ship
tyre. for Antwerp.
Sid prev to Gtli Inst, barque

R. H.

twee·

Sid fm Matanzas 9th, barque Arlington, Loach,
ΝewIYork ; sch Grace Davis, Dyer, for Portland ;
loth, barque J H Chadwtck. Foster, Philadelphia
Cld. sch Sarah & Elleu, Ltttletleld, Cardenas.
Ar at Yokohama Mch 12th, ship Geo F Munson,
Morse, Newport, E.
Sid fui Accapulco Feb 9, ship Sea King, Getchell Iquique.
SldfmCebu Dec 2Stli, ship Sumner K. Mead,
Parks, Now York.
Ar at Newcastle, NSW. Jan 27th, ship Mary L
Stone, Josselyn, Melbourne.
AratGonalves Feb 8, sch Wm Jones, Collins,
Boston.
Sid fm St Thomas 12th inst. barque Shawmut,
Small, Matanzas, to load for North of Hatteras.

11 amiltnit

Ogdensburg

PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.
Oalr

Tliestrup, Matanzas.

17
19
19
19
22
22

MARCH 1C.
MINIATURE ALMANAC
3 00
Sunrises.
5541 HtgU „„.βΓI
water
3 30
Bun sets
S 47
Oft Sin
11 53 Ηelrlit
.
Length ol day
Height....
Moon rises
11 45
j
|jit9in

CHEAPEST

MERCHANTS' XSCHANOB.
Sid fill Asplnwall Feb S8tli, barque S Β Bearse,

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON.Mcli. 14,1887.-U. B. 4%s, 111%.
1.1 V j. Hi* jOL, Mch. 14, 1887.—Cotton market
quiet-uplands 6 G lGd: Orleans 6«»d; sales 10,
000 bales speculation and export ΙΟυυ bales.
March 8th. until Monday, March ) 4th ; at the store
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 14,1887—Quotations—Winof Charles P. Tenney, Houlton, from Wednesday,
ter Wheat 7s3d®7s6d; Spring wheat 7sd 3d®
March
16th, until Monday, March 28th ; at the ofwheat at 7s8d@7slOd.
7s Sd;; Club
Corn— I
fice of Moses Glddlngs, Bangor, from Wednesday,
mixed Western 4e 3V4d; peasat 6s 3d.
ProvisMarch
until Friday, April 8th: and at the
30th,
ions. t·.*. Pork 67s Gd: bacon 40s 6d for short
store of Phllbrook & Leighton, In said Augusta,
Cheese at 64» Ou for American ; tallow at
clear
from Saturday. April D, until Saturday, April 1(1.
23s Od for American ;lard 38s 3d.
All proposals will be directed to Rev. Joseph
EicKer, Augusta, Me.
The committee imcrve the right to reject all bids
«AIUNC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
Augusta, March T, 1887.
FOB
fHOJI
JOSEPH KICKER, Augusta,
1
New York..liio Janeiro.Mch 10
MOSES GIDDINGS, Bangor,
Advance...*
I Building
New Vork..Cienfuegoe Mch 17
EDMUND F. WEBB. Watervllle,
Santlairo
I
Portland.... Liverpool... Mch 17
BanVla !
NNEY, Houlton, ] Committee.
Çί
ί-'.'/ΪΛ*
V.Τί
17
New Vork..Liverpool...Mch
ALBERT A. BURLEIGH, Houlton, J
Adriatic
Boston
niarH
Liverpool... Mch 17
Puvoiiii
eod3w
Unihria

Owning.
Highest..
Lowest..
Closing..

SOLD

Bedford.

MKW VOHK. Mcli. 14 1887.—Flour marketreceipts 35,693 bins and sacks; exports 3758 bbls
and 31(5» sacks; dull; sales 11,900 l)bls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30&3 10; superfine
Western and State 2 70®3 30; common to good
extru Western and State at 3 16a3U0; good to
choice do at 3 05α5 00; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 00Λ4 80; fancy do at
at 4 110 ο 5 20 ; common to good extra Ohio at 3 15
«ΛΙΚ1; common to choice extra St I/Ouis at 3 15»
>10; pater' Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 5ou,4 75 ; choice to double extra do at * 808
5 10. incliui050 bbls city mill extra at 4 00;
UbO bbls line do at 2 40®3 10; 850 bbls supertine 2 70a3 3:>;C50bbls extra No 2 at 3 15ΐ3 IIO;
39ου bbls winter wheat extra at 3 15®6 85; 4400
bbls Minnesota extra 3 16@6 10. Southern flour
unlet: common to fair extra 3 40® 3 90; good to
choice do ;4 OOdiS 25. Kye flour quiet. \Vh»'HI

Orinoco

Ml%
8ϋΐ/β
80%

Ktn.notDs.

FROM

..

May.
40%
40%
4.0 Ά
40%

Opening.
Highest.,

2 8

House
Wharf dally, Mondays Excepted. for iMWf Island.
Little Chebeague,.fenks.Oreat Chebeague, Harpswell and Oris Island at 2 p. in.
Keturn, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Intcrinlnate landing* at 0.40 a. m. Arrive Portland
at u.lua. m.
ytrfrelght or passage apply on hoard to captain.
aepaodtf
(Uto. Y. WK8T. Manager.

PORT CLYDE, March 12th-Ar, sch Portland

niltter

«earn-

er

Packet, Gardner, Portland for Eastport.

FORTRESS MONROE—Sid 11th, sch Broxle Β
Kokes, (from Baltimore) for Jacksonville.
Sid 11th, barque Sherwood, (Br) Douglass, (fm
Barliadoes) for Portland.
BALTIMORE— Ar I2tli, steamer Frostburg,
Mills, Portland ; sell Bradford C French, Conary,
Providence.
Sid 12tli. barque Louise Adelaide.
PHILADELPHIA-Chi 12th. sch Falmouth,
Clark, Cardenas.
Below lath, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, ftp
Cardenas.
Sid fin Delaware Breakwater 10th, bark Ocean
Pearl, for Havana; sch Agnes Κ Bttcon, for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 12tli, sch Annie Ε Rickerson,
Foss, Port au Prince.
Ar 13th, brig Katahdln, fin Bangor; schs Josle
Hook, do; Levi Hart, Clenfuegos: Noroinbega.
Demarara; Jos W Fish. Rockport; Nautilus, and
Izetta, Rocklaud; J M Morales, New Bedford;
Alabama, do; H Curtis, Hyanuis.
Sid 13th. ship St Paul, Williams. San Francisco;
schs Thos W Holder. McMillan, Aspinwall; Post
Boy, Smith, Key West; Mary Augusta.Treworgy,
Providence.
Passed the Gate 12tli, schs Abble Ε Wtllard,
from New York for Bangor; Catawauiteak, and
Red Jacket, do for Rockland.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 12tll, sell Fannie L Child,
Halt, Brunswick; Maggie J Smith, Bennett, Newport News.
Sid 12tli, sclis Gardner G Deerlng, Rogers, for
Baltimore; EvaC Yates, Hales, Warren.
FALL RIVER—Sid 12th, sell Alabama, Warr,
New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 10th. schsA Β
Crabtree, Sinclair, New Bedford for NewY'ork;
Izetta, Hicks, Rocklaud for do.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 12th, schs Franconla,
Youug, Newcastle; John Douglass. Jordan, New
York.
Sid latli, sch Ailston, New York.
VlNEYAUD-HAVliN—Ar 11th. sell M MChase
Brewster, Kew York tor Eastport.
Ill port, brig M C Haskell, Oliver. Campeachy
lor Boston;
sens Mary L Allen, Baltimore for
Boston; Tlios W Ilyde. do for Portland; Idaho,
and Sardinian, Kockianil lor New York ; Magnet,
Susan, Leonessa, and Maggie Belle, do tor do;

101
45

HATS!

after MONDAY, Nor. 1.18H«,
OH md <■<
Hcdon will Wave Custom

FROM OUlt CORBKSPONDENTS.

for

29

I'uri Wavne

HATS!

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

Β

16%
29%
76%
12Ά
74

mteamck».

raiSCELLANEOUS.

Coy le.
Sch Albert W Smith, Berry. Philadelphia-J
Nlckerson & Son.
Bell W C Pendleton, Webber, Damarlscotta—
Ν Blake.
Sch Willie Seavey, Simmons. Friendship—Ν
Blake.
Sob Highland Queen, Ober, Prospect Harbor—
Ν Blake.

02

23%

Alton Λ lerro Haute
do iir f
Boston Air Line, pref
liulln.itou .4 Cedar Kaplds
Canada Sommera
Canton
Central Iowa
Con. Coal
Lolu η h < 1

Cleared.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—J

ter. Seattle.

27

Fran

1II8CELLANEOC1.

BchO M Gillmore, Teal, Port Clyde—junk to Lyman, Sou & Co.
?1cA,A,'!nlu L Green, Couslus, Hocklaud—lime to
C W Belknap & Son.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber. Damarlscotta.
bell Grace Webster. Jewett, from Bootbbay for
Charleston.
Sch Hunter, Ptukham. Boothbay.
Sch Leaping Water, Heal, Lineolnvllle of New
Bedford.
_

218
8%
133
3WVi
103

Honorais...
Mexican Central Κ 7s
Kasteru Failroad es

υΐΐιοακ*)

M J Elliott·, Portsmouth lor Booth bay.
|ch
SehChas Ε Bears, Ked Beach for New York.

Ιββ

.....

"Charity?"
"No; sport."
"What's up?"
"We're raffing *60,000 or so to Introduce steam
lu New Jersey to hurry up the
foc-huBtlug »ea-

The Western

206

Boston Ht Albany; Railroad
Boston «i l^well Railroad
Old Colonv
·_"··ν
California Southern Railroad
Eastern Katlroad prêt
Mexican Central
Calumet ft Hecla

on

«.!». rtl«

KKTURNINQ-Leave Canton 4.15, 0.15 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8.25 a. m., 1105 p. m.
*T.t«K lUMXKi riox.

DAILY—From W. Mlnot 3.27 p. m. for Hebron
Academy j BuckfleWI 3.50 p. m. for W. .sumner
and Turner; Cantou 4.25 p. m.; arriving at Peru
fi.80: Dlxfleld <1.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also for
Breuun's Mille, Llverniore.
Returning. leave
Mexico rt.oo, ULxUeld 7.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 12.115 p. m.
1.. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
oefaiMt:
B. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.

I CURE FITS!

to «Top ιη·*η t»r m
t. »«"·!·il
Wh*n I **t tttre »
·r*#Mi ««m
then h**o them re»«trn ·%■'«·!«, I
*r rUAIM®
I h·*· m*tlo ν·β dlMW· »( ΠΗ
81CKNBSS * Ufe-I»n« »tu<tτ
for
reoim .re
!»»»· f*1 -ι«
th· worM e··®·»
>r m treuil·· »mi a
lU'l now r«c«)vtni( * r-trw. S4MI.I Kt OU'·
■»■«"
—« *>»«
IU«»
ut
liifwJlilit·
r·mwilf.
r™. Botll·
my
Wt4r*r·
and
f..r
»
Ton.
trMl.
nnlMi.n
«m». Il
AtMi··· Dr. U. '* Hour, 1«J 1*»*rl 9i£n«w Turk.

tim·»nd

,nT,rwmelL

ι

THE
II I.Sim

THE CITY GOVERNMENT.

1 >RKSR

your

The Inauguration of the City Council of 1887-8.

JIlMiMM., MARCH 15.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

Election of Municipal Officers for the

AMUSEMENTS.
The Amy Sliirwhi Concert Company,
lintertalumeut and Supper.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Jlomsled—Spring

Chamberlln

&
Λ (irand Bonanza for Agents.
To Let -Unfurnished l'arlor.
Mattress Maker Wanted.
I·', ir Sale-Brick House.

The

The City Council of

See advertisement,
deodOin

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

notified of the temporary organization
of the Board. The Board then met with the
Council in joint convention, to inaugurate
was

the Mayor-elect.
After the dissolution

because the deed of the railroad

was

of

the convention

election of Alderman Marks
was

chairman, and
notified of the permanent organization

of the lower Board
OUDEKS

Emerson W. Bryant vs. Maine Central Kail road
Company.
Rescript by Walton, J. -Wlieu one accepts a
deed bounding him by another's land, the land
referred lo becomes a monument which will control distances, and the grantee can hold no portion of the other's land, although his deed of It
is not recorded. In this case, the plaintiff was
bounded by the "east bound of the Maine Central Kailroad." To give him the quantity of land
described in his deed, he must uverlap the railroad just half a rod. An I he claims the right to

not

acknowledged, and was not, therefore, legally recorded (although actually recorded) and he had

no actual notice of the true location of the east
side line of the railroad when lie took his deed.
The plaintiff's claim can not be sustained, and
Judgment uiust be eutered for the defendant.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

William Beaton.
ftrxcripi hi/ ll'alton, J.—Neither a complaint
nor an Indictuieiit for a criminal offense in sufficient unless it stales the day, as well as the mouth
and year on which the offense was committed. In
tins
particular, the complaint in this case is
fatally defective. It does not state the day on
whlelt t e «lieuse was committed.
The exceptions must therefore he sustained and the comvs.

plaint quashed.

inaugura good

by City Clerk Burgess, and Alderman Wilson of Ward 2 chosen temporary chairman.
Aldermen Marks and McMahon were appointed committee on credentials and reported the following gentlemen elected,
(Democrats in italics):
Ward 1—Richard Κ Gatley.
Ward 2 —Virgil C. Wilson.
Ward 3—Horace H. Ricker.
Ward A—Thomas McMahon.
Ward 6—William H. Smith.
Ward 6—William M. Marks.
Ward 7—Herbert U. Briggs.
A message was received from the Common
Council announcing their temporary organization by the election of Joseph A. McGowan president pro tem, and that Board

FBAKLIN COUNTY.

State

was

this Board permanently organized by the

The follow lus derislous anil rescripts were received yesierday 111 eases pending un tUe law
docket for the Western Law District :

do so,

1887-8

morning. There was
attendance, including several ladies.

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
The Hoard was called to order at 10 a. in.

and be Ο. K.

mars

the

Session.

ated yesterday

LIVING ON TU Ε REPUTATION OF OTHERS.
"Take everything that I have but my good
name; leave me that and I nm content." So said
the philosopher. So say all manufacturers of genuine articles to that horde of Imitators which
thrives upon the reputatlou of others. The good
name of Ai.lcock's Porous Palitebs has Induced many adventurers to put In the market Imitations that are not only lacking In the best elements of the genuine article, but are often harmful in their effects. Tills is not only theft, but
might well be called malpractice. Such a thing
ought not to be. The public should be warned
against these frauds, and, when an external reme
dy is needed, be sure to insist upon having Allcock's Porous Plaster.
I). K.

Transactions at

Goods.

List—Masoule Charm.
Moore & Co.
Situation Wanted.
Uciddvgore Music.
To Let—Kent.
Turner Rros.

a

Business

Evening

Owen.

Take

Year.

Ensuing

ΛθνΜΤ18ΒΠΒΙ<Τ1 TO-DAY.

WKSV

YOBK COUNT*.

Joseph Titcomb vs. Kennebunk Mutual Fire
Company.
Jteécript bu H'alton, J.—When a corporation
having stockholders Is dissolved, its real and personal estate vests In the persons who own the
stock at the tl.ne of Its dissolution ; but when a

corporation, which, like a mutual Insurance company, lias no stockholders. Is dissolved, Its personal property. If any, whirl) remains after discharging all liabilities atialust the company, vests
in the State.
lu this case, the receiver is ordered to pay the costs ot the suit, including reasonable fees, and to pay the balance, If any remains, to the State Treasurer for the use of the
(State.

SUPERIOR COURT.

PASSED.

The following orders were passed :
That the unfinished business of the last
City Council referred to this City Council be
referred to the proper committees when ap-

pointed.

That α committee of two on the part of
this Board, with such as the Council may
join, be appoiuted tu revise and prepare the
Municipal Register, and contract for the
publication of the annual reports and Municipal Register when prepared.
Aldermen
Smith and Wilson were appointed, and the
Council joiued Messrs. Abbott, King and
Hutchinson.

That the rules and orders of the past City
Council be those of this City Council until
otherwise ordered.
That the joiut standing committee on

rules and orders make such changes in their
revisions as they see fit and report the same
to the several boards for their respective

action.
That the auditor of accounts before April
4, 1887. lay the estimates of the city government for the current financial year ending
March 31, 1888, before the City Council.
That a committee consisting of the Mayor
and three members of this Board, with such
as the Council may join, be appointed, to
whom the auditor's estimates and expenditures shall be submitted for consideration
and report.
This Board appointed the
Mayor. Messrs. Briggs, Marks and McMathe
Council
hon;
joined Messrs. Dewey,
Spring, Trefethen, McGowan and Mc-

Clutchy.

That a committee of three be appointed
with such as the Council may join, to
procure the printing of 200 copies of the
Mayor's address. This Board appointed Messrs.
Gatley aud Ricker; the Council joined
Messrs. Kent, Adains and Murphy.
APPOINTMENTS.

Alderman Briggs was appointed sas agent.
The following were appointed undertak-

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Monday.—Smiten P. Crossman vs. Albert J.
Doughty. Assumpsit to recover the sum of (900 ers:
and interest, alleged to have been loaned to the
defendant In three sums of (300 each In the fall
N. W. Morse,
Jeremiah Ilsley.
of 1886. The plaintiff is an old man,
John G. Downes,
eighty-five ■«A. J. Rich,
James H. Tobln,
years old, and can neither read nor write. The
John W. Lewis,
defendant is the nephew of the plaintiff's second
Dennis Tobiu,
John 8. Cushman,
who. In the fall of 1885 the plaintiff went to
John K. Tobin,
Josiah H. Dill,
live at Kerry Village with Doughty, agreeing that
Herbert W. Klcli,
Thomas Randall,
If Doughty and his wife would take care of him
Cornelius Ilsley,
J. H. S. Rand,
and bury film properly he would make his will lu
Frank Ilsley.
their favor. About this time Crossman sold a
Alonzo W. Smith was appointed a member
house, for which he received $900 in money. He
deposited (300 in the Portland Savings Bank in of the commission on cemeteries and public
his and Doughty's name, subject to the order of
grounds for three years.
either ; the remaining (000 he carried home.
The plaintiff claims that Doughty wanted to
Adjourned to 7.30 p. m.
build a house and borrowed of liiin the (G< 0. Ill
In Common Council.
two sums of (300 each ; that he took no wrltlug
mi.
τι
1
or evidence of the loan
; that subsequently In
1U3UUIliicv) puiouaui VU IfUO
December Doughty drew ut the (300 deposited
tions of the city charter, at 10 a. in. for orin the savings bank ; that In
January following
Doughty said he must have (300 more, and he ganization. and was called to order by the
lot him have that amount, but for that sum be
Clerk of the late board, Mr. L. Clifford Wade.
took Doughty's note.
The defendant denies that he had any such
Mr. Joseph A. McGowan of Ward 2 was
_

Α··ν

amount as the nlalntlff claims,
lie drew the money deposited in
says It is tor that sum he gave

tie nitmlta Hint

the bank, and
the note. He
claims that his house cost $1035; that lie lisd
$400 of liis own to begin with ; $200 lie received
for a Job of work in FYrry village; ίΒυ as a juror
at court, and $30o borrowed on his note of (leorpc
Stevens, which note has since been paid. The
defendant denies that be ever bad more than the
8300 deposited in the bank for which he gave the
note
l'„ te admitted that tliat note lias been
reserved.
^^^^^WWBiinond, Jr., for plaintiff.
Symonds & l.lbby for defendant.

wntu

unanimously elected President pro tem. The
President appointed Messrs. McCann of 2,
Laughlin of 3, and McClutchy of 4, a committee on credentials. They reported as follows and the report was accepted :

Ward 1—George Trefethen, Francis Higgius,
James P. Hutchinson.
Ward 2—Michael C. McCann, Joseph A. McGowan, Daniel 8. Murphy.
Ward 3—Osman Adams, Frank H. Cushing,
Alexander T. Lauglilin.
Ward 4—Itobert A. McClutchy, Elliot Kiny,
Jeremiah Callahan.

BRIEF JOITINCS.

Another splendid spring «lay yesterday ;
the snow is going fast.
Mrs. Bellows' illness

will

cause

a

post-

ponement of her lecture until March 23d.
The weight of snow crushed in the roof of
Thomas R. Phinney's ice-house at Long
Creek, Sunday. Loss 8150.
Charles Howard Montague will give another exhibition of "Muscle reading" on the
evening of March 23d.
The warm weather of the past few days
has started the last of the ice in the docks
uud along the Cape shore and the harbor has
been covered with drift ice.
The steamer Peruvian of the Allan line
arrived at Halifax for Portiaud Saturday
night. She has about 1350 tons of cargo for
this port.
Mr. H. B. Brown has painted two elegant
companion pictures for Ε. B. Mallet of
Freeport, valued at #750 apiece. One is a
marine, and the other a Swiss scene.
Mr. Payson Tucker lias
iuformed
the
Grand Army that if they erect a monument
on the soldier's lot In Everfcreen Cemetery—
not the intended nionu'.ncnt
in
Market
Square—he will furnish the granite base.
Kev. Henry Blanchard will deliver a seimon on "The Next World as seen in the
light of Reaion," this evening at 7.30 o'clock
in the vestry of Congress Square church. All
person* interested are cordially invited to
attend.

The Maine Veteran Association of Massachusetts will hold a meeting Thursday evening, March 17, at 7.30, in the lodge room
connected with the furniture store of S. C.
Small <Sc Co., 73 Portland street, Boston, to
elect officers and consider important matters.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Michael Morgan and family of Saccarappa are registered at the Cosmopolitan
Hotel, Ν. Y.
It was a pleasure to meet Mr. Stevens—
who i.naanaging the McCaull company—for
Mr. Stevens was connected with Dave
Thomas when Bertha Von Ilillcrn was introduced to a Portland audience years ago,
and all who met Mr. Stevens voted liini a
capital fellow.
James Edward Lowery, a native of this
city and graduate of the Portland High
School and Holy Cross College, Worcester,
a
meaical student at
suosequenuy
IkiWdoin College, after a very successful
examination has received the degree ο Γ M.
1). from the faculty of Bellevue College,
New York city, where he has just completed his medical course.
Henry if. Goodwin, New York ; N. Cowdanu

rey, J. W. Campbell, Boston; O. L. Prindle,
Wutertown, N. H.; Henry Chase, Augusta;
George Π. Fitzgerald, Island Pond, Vt. ; Dr.
J. P. Fessenden. Miss Anna Fessenden, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur West, Salem ; N. A. Stevens, Bridgton, and T. I). Emery, Harrison,
were among the
arrivals at the United
States Hotel yesterday.
Edward Fox Fessenden.
The funeral of the late Edward Fox Fessenden took place from the residence of his
father, Gen. Francis Fessenden, on Deering
street yesterday afternoon.
The services
were very
impressive, and were conducted
by Rev. Dr. Hill, who spoke with great feeling. A delegation of ten members of Mr.
Fessenden's class in Harvard College, attended the funeral. Mr. Fessenden possessed
all
the amiable qualities of his great grandGeneral
father,
Fessenden, and of his father,
Gen. Francis Fessenden, and showed many
of the mental traits of his grandfathers,
Hon. Wm. Pitt Fessenden and Judge
Fox. Life was very promising for him, and
no young man's loss could be more regretted by his friendr.
»

Brought

Ward 5—Jolin K. Band, John M. Peek,
George
Sylvester.
Ward 6—Ansel G. Dewey, Geo. H. Abbott, Edward W. Kent.
Ward 7—John P. Hobbs, Elipbalet G. Spring,
James G. McGlauflin.
The Democrats are in italics.
W.

to Portland.

Deputy United States Marshal Andrews
went to Bangor, Saturday, an brought to
this city Henry Palmer, who is under arrest
for making a fraudulent use of the mails.
City Marshal Whitney, E. A. Cunimings, Officer Gilman and C. S. Lunt of Bangor, have
been summoned to appear as witnesses ia
the examination of Palmer, which takes
place here today.

The upper Board

was

notified of the tem-

organization, and reported their
temporary organization by the «lection of
porary

Alderman Wilson of 2 chairman pro tem.
The two boards then went into joint convention to inaugurate the Mayor-elect.
After the dissolution of the convention,
the Board reconvened, Mr. McGowan in the
chair. The Board proceeded to elect a permanent President, and on motion of Mr.
Kent of Ward 0, Mr. John P. Hobbs was reelected by a unanimous vote, the Council
rising; and on motion of Mr. McGowan of
Ward 2 Mr. L. Clifford Wade was unanimously re-elected Clerk by a rising vote.
The upper Board was notified of the permanent organization of the Board, and in
turn reported their permanent organization
with the choice of Alderman Marks of 6 as
permauent chairman.
Papers from the upper Board received concurrent action.

Board adjourned to 7.30 p. m.
In Joint Convention.
After assembling in joint convention, Alderman Wilson was chosen temporary chairman.
City Clerk Burgess read the returns
of the late election, showing that Charles J.
Chapman was elected Mayor, and the report
was

accepted.

Alderman

Briggs,

Council-

McCann and Dewey were appointed to
notify the Mayor-elect and request his apmen

The Mayor-elect appeared, accompanied by lie v. Mr. Daniels, pastor of
the Second Parisli church, City Solicitor
Symonds and City Marshal Ilawkes. The
Mayor and City Council-elect then had the
oaths of office administered by City Clerk
Burgess. Kev. Mr. Daniels offered prayer,
and Mayor Chapman then delivered his inaugural, which will be found on the first
pearance.

Geo. E. JJ.

After the Mayor had finished reading his
inaugura1 the convention dissolved, and the
Aldermen returned to their room.
EVENINC SESSION.

The Boards reconvened at 7.30 p. m. for
the purpose of electing subordinate city officers.

In Board of

Mayor

and Aldermen
The Board came to order at the call of the
Mayor. All of the members were present.
MKW CITY BOS 1)8.

The following order

was

passed:

by authorized, to hire on the credit of the
city and to issue bonds therefor dated July
1,1887, payable on the first day of July, 11)12,
reserving the right to pay the same at any
time on or after July 1,1902, with coupons
attached, payable temi-annually at the rate
of four per cent, per annum, the sum of
$727,000 to be appropriated as follows, viz:
$«27,000 to payment of city bonds in aid of
the Portland and Rochester railroad, maturing on the first day of July, A. t>., 1887, and
#100,000 to pay balance required on building
loan bonds, maturing J une 1, 1887, as per
communication of tne building loan commissioners of January 1, 1887. said sum of
$100,000 to be paid over to said commissioners on their receipt, and to be charged to
them in ledger account oy the auditor, and
said amount to be refunded, as far as may
be, by said commissioners by receipts from
time to time from the assets under their
charge, to be paid over to the city treasurer,
and said sums so received by the city treasurer to be credited to said account of the
commissioners, and also to account of the
itinkiug fund to be uted in the paymentor
purchase of the city debt, said loan to be
issued under the direction of the committee

finance.

TO ËXTKXD HIGH

STKKKT.

The following communication was ordered
to be referred to the committee on laying out
new streets, when
appointe* :
To the Honorable
City Council of the City of
Portland :
The undersigned, taxpayers and citizens of
Portland and
vicinity, respectfully represent
that public convenience
and necessity require the laying out and extension of High
s
*roni Portland street parallel
reeB street and 175 feet west from
,8 ,}VV> street to land formerly owned by
J. ». flicker of
Deering ; and that the increase ill value of taxable
of Portland would be such as to property
iustifv the layiug
out of said street.
In connection with said street
that a certain piece of land laying they pray
from said street and running to the westerly
easterly
side of Deering Park, and from Portlafld
street to the land formerly owned by J. s.
Kicker, may be purchased for the use of the

A PORTLAND

as

The Crew

VESSEL LOST.

Rescued

Jackson,

to

and Carried

J. W. Dkerinq,
S. C. Gordon,
And over 125 others.

The steamer I). H. Miller of the Baltimore
and Norfolk Steamship Line, which arrived
In Boston Sunday nlglit, had on board the
SUNDAY CLOSING.
crew
of a shipwrecked vessel who were
The following communication was received
picked up off the Delaware coast by the
and ordered on file :
vtcamer on its way to Boston. At noon Sat
The following resolution was unanimously
passed liy vote of the Ministerial Associa- urday, March 12th, the schooner Albert II.
tion of Portland and vicinity at its regular
Waite of Portland was discovered abanmeeting 011 Monday, Feb. 7, 1887, at Y. SI. C. doned by its crew. Cflpt. Frank Howes of
A. Hail, viz. :
Mr. Ryder,
Whereas, public necessity does not require that the Miller sent the lirst officer,
the drug stores of Portland be open for promiscuwith a boat's crew to board the vessel. Over
ous business on Sundays ; and
found in lier, and
Whereas, such opening and much of the busi- eight feet of water were
of sinking every
ness resulting therefrom Is
in
was
danger
she
of
to
the
laws
evidently
contrary
Uod and this Commonwealth; and
The vessel was loaded with coal.
Whereas, a large majority of our druggists have minute.
expressed their willingness to close their shops on Shortly afterwards a boat was seen with five
Sunday; therefore, itls hereby
men in it. The steamer ran down to them,
llesolied, That this association—in behalf of a
better observance o( Sunday, and in behalf of the
but pilot boat No. 14 of New York took
Chlstlan sentiment of this community, which It
The men, who had been
them on board.
in
behalf
of
the
and
of
said
represents,
employes
boat all the
druggists, many ιοί whom are now required to out In the small, leaky, open
work seven days In the week—do herebv respectwith the thermometer down to
forenoon,
fully request the city government through Its
were so benumbed with cold that
zero
marshal, to close anu to hereafter keep closed all
the drug stores lu Portland, from midnight of Satcould hardly move. They were given a
they
of
until
midnight
the
urday
Sunday, except that
change of clothing and! were transferred to
key may be turned for the necessary· filling of
physicians' prescriptions.
the steamer which then proceeded on its
(Signed),
By order of the Association.
way to Boston. The seamen after they had
A. T. Di'xn, Secretary.
Portlaud, Me.. Feb. 7,1887.
recovered reported that the schooner was
bound from Philadelphia to Newburyport.
Miscellaneous.
The petition of citizens of Long Island They had been up all night and the day bethat the city complete hong Island Avenue
fore trying to pump out the vessel, but Satwas referred.
urday morning tave up in despair and took
Upon the petition of Brown & Josselyn to the
only boat they had. The Waite was
and others, C. S. Bickford was appointed
owned by John Musgrave and others. She
inspector of flour.
The Portland Street Sprinkling Company
was seen to sink by the people on the
petitioned to be allowed to lay pipes in cer- oirCrtUlCl.
ναμιαπι
iiitaciSUU, UIC IlllUe,
tain streets and erect filling tanks and stand
pipes. Upon motion of Alderman Mark» cook and two seamen, couiposiDg the crew·
the petition was referred to a special comlive in this city.
mittee of which the Mayor was to be chairMUSIC AND DRAMA.
man, as the other members the Mayor appointed Alderman Marks and Gatley.
In accordance with the provisions of the
TUB BLACK IIUSSAii.
ordinances, tiie Mayor was empowered to
Mr. McCaull's opera company made their
grant permits and licenses.
Franklin Perry, Alexander Bell, F. A. bow before a Portland audience last evening
Cummings, Frank I. Brett and David Her- at Portland Theatre, in Millocker's comic
bert were appointed special policemen withopera ef "The Black Hussar, before an auout pay.
The Board then went into Joint conven- dience fair in point of numbers and fully
tion.
appreciative of the merits of the troupe.
The bonds of S. I). Hall and Ε. N. Perry
The story of the opera was published In
as constables were approved.
the Press so lately It 1s unnecessary to re.
The Board adjourned.
peat it here. The scenes, in which Its action
In Common Council.
Is laid, belong to a time—the wars of NapolThe board ïuet pursuant to adjournment. eon—that
admit of most picturesque costumAll present.
ing and bright, spirited music. The comPapers from the upper board received con- poser has availed himself of all these opportunities and Mr. McCaull has endeavored,
current action, and Aldermau Briggs « as
as far as was possible, to second the author's
elected Gas Agent in concurrence.
efforts.
A stronger and better drilled chorus has
After messages between the two boards
been heard in this city for a long time.
they met in joint convention. After the not
While there are no individual voices that
convention dissolved this board adjourned.
call for special remark, still the soloists are
all good, their voices harmonize and they
In Joint Convention.
make their concert music very effective.
The Boards met in joint convention for the Such
especially was the case with the trio
between Mr. Gaillard, Misses Valette and
purpose of electing subordinate city officers.
The whole number of votes cast was 28, of Ellis, near the close of the first act. There
are many bright, melodious airs scattered
which the Kepublican nominees, with few
through the opera, as for instance the waltz
received
exceptions,
20, the Democratic movement at the beginning of the second
nominees getting 8 votes.
Upon motion of act. The greatest drawback is the superabundance of dialogue, and not the wittiest
Mr. McCann, Alderman Smith threw the
that.
dialogue at
the perballot of the convention for the Kepublican formers mention shouldAmong
be made of Mr.
nominees for weighers, measurers, surveyors Francis Gaillard, colonel of the Hussars,
Mr. Shrader, as VonWaldman, Mr. Plunkett
etc. The following are the officers elected :
as Hockenback, Mr. Walker as Piffkow, and
Clerk—George C. Burgess.
Mr. Klein as the tragedian. Miss Alice GailTreasurer—Henry W. Hersey.
lard as Barbara, is a reminder of Hosina
Auditor—Cyrus Newell.
Yokes. Barbara is good.
l>.
The ensemble at
Shaw.
Messenger—Jolin
the end of the seeona act is very fine, with
Solicitor—Joseph W. Symouds.
Civil Engineer—William A. Goodwin.
its elegant costumed Hussars, its French
Street Commissioner—George 8. Staples.
grenadiers, and its peasant girls all attired
Harbor Master—Benjamin J. Wlllard.
Γη
the dresses of 1812.
The curtain was
Assessor for Three Years—John W. York.
Assistant Assessors—Osman C. Munroe, Albert
H. l'urrhigton, W. C. G. Carney, Charles C.
Douglass. Orlando W. Elilridge, Richard H. Ball,
William H. Flummer.
Weighers and Gaugers—Cyrus K. Ladd, Converse 0. Leach.
Weigher of Hay—Levi S. Pennell.
Weighers of Hard Coal and Plaster—Cyrus K.
Ladd, Converse O. Leach.
Sealer of Weights aud Measures—W. R. T.
Cross.
Superintendent of Clocks—Ira Berry, Jr.
Truant Officer—Charles A. Beal.
Chief Engineer of Fire Departmebt—Granville
H. Cloyes.
Assistant Engineers of Fire Department—First,
Charles W.Cushing; Second, Hubert W. Jackson;
Third, Thomas 1'aine; Fourth, Samuel G. Hodg-

called.

To-night "Falka" will be given with Miss

Kitty Cheatham, niece of the Confederate
General Cheatham, as "Falka."

We gave a sketch yesterday of the members of this troupe who will appear at Lewis'
Hall, Woodfords', to-night in aid of the Village Improvement Society. All who heard
the young people last week were thoroughly
delighted with their fresh young voices, and
the skill with which they managed them.
The instrumentalists were also very fine. It

rinn

will be

Engineers of the Steam Fire Engines—Machlgonne, No. 1, Edward W. Porter; Portland, No.
2. John Cousensj Cumberland, No. 3, Alfred
Wiggln; Falmouth, No. 4, Thomas II. Williams;
Casco, No. 6, Charles P. French.
C'hy Physician—Alfred King.
Consulting Physicians—8. H. Weeks, J. A.
Spalding, Charles D. Smith.

crranimps

Overseers of the Poor—William H. Green, Ezra
N. Perry, Henry S. Trlckey. C. W. T.Godliig.
Superintendent of Public School Buildings—
William H. Sargent.
City Electrician—Levi L. Cummings.
City Forester-Clinton X. Mclntire.
*
Inspector of Buildings—Wllliain 11. Green.
Weigher of Grain—Millard F. Hicks.
Weigher and Measurer of Leather—William H.
Roberts, Jr.
Pound Keepers-William Hayes, Samuel Cobb.
Field Driver and Fence Viewer—Samuel Cobb.
Constables—John L. Shaw. James S. Gould, S.
D. Hall, James M. Black, Thomas M. Gleudennlng, Philip B. Hughes, Herbert R. Sargent,
Tholhas Peunell, William H. Plummer, Charles A.
Beal, Benjamin F. Andrews, Asa G. Llttlejohn,
William W. Graves, Jesse H. C'rowell, Howard F.
Hall. John B. Snith, Levi 8. Peunell, Edwin A.
Leighton, Joseph I). Decelle, George W. Withain,
Arthur M. Sawyer, Lyman W. Hanson, Ruel N.
Field, Ezra Hawkes, John Doughty, John K.
Carleton, Franklin Perry, Ε ben N. Perry.
For Measures of Wood, Charcoal and Bark,
brought by Carts and Sleds, Railroad and Water
"Conveyance—Charles H. Pike, Jason X. Fickett,
Ellas Chase, J. Larochelle, J. Larochelle. Jr.,
James O. McLean, Randall Johnson, Jerome
Rumery, Argyle D. Morse, William R. Bohannon,
Lewis L. Thurston, Abijah H. Purinton, Augustus H. Prince, Joseph II. Blake, Levi S. Penuell,
Nathaniel Walker.
Surveyors of Plastering—Richard K. Gatley,
Thomas J. Feeney.
Surveyor of Granite—George E. Hawkes,
Public Weigher—W. C. G. Carney,
Cullers of Hoops and Staves Lorlng Lombard,
Levi J. Jones.
Weighers of Fertilizes—L. L. Knight, L. A.
Bickford.
Weighers of Lumber—Edward Duddy, Martin

Kavanagh.
Weigher of Plaster—John M. Stevens.
Weighers of Coal for Gas Compajy—Daniel J.
Feeney. Thomas Burns.
Weighers of Coal and Iron—Orlando W. Eldridge, John S. Couley, James H. Baker, Jr., A.
I. Randall, Thomas Mdlatt,
Edgar F. Swett, Geo.
W. Thayer, George L. Gerrisli, Daniel W. Russell,
Levi M. |Prlnce, Henry F. Merrill. Josiah M.
Haines. John F. Randall, Edward Duddy. Martin
Kavanagh, F. W. Knight, A. C. Paine, Oakley C.
Curtis, Augustus H. Prince, Abllali H. Purinton,
Cyrus Κ. Ladd. C. F. Rounds, Wm. J. McCann,
Clifford S. Randall Harry G. Burgess, Charles H.
Green, Nathaniel Walker.
Surveyor of Ashes, Weigher of Coal, Iron and
Lumber—Edward Duddy.
Weigher of Coal, Iron and Cabbage—Joseph H.
Poor.

Surveyors

of

Lumber—Howard Winslow, Clias.

Deerlng, Cassius D. Riehar ison, Nathan Dyer,
PlineyAlleu, Jaines Carle, Moses O'Brien, Wiuthrop W. Rlggs, George llall, Lewis L. Thurston,
William Westwood, William H. Walker. N. S.
Heseltine, C. Eugene Walker, William Westby,
Orville Rlggs, Henry Bullard, Edward L. Clark,
Samuel M. Smart, Jerome Rumerv, George L.
Gerrish, Orrln It. Legrow, Palmer Dudley, William O. Miller, Frank M. Clement. William Ε
Wlllard, Thomas Deerlng, M. W. Ripley, Rufus
Λ. Legrow. James McCrlnk, Isaiah Daniels, E. L.
Jordan, George A. Barrows, Johu E. Aiusworth,
Charles R. Lewis, G. B. Hodgdon, W. J. WhiteE.

hall.

Surveyors of Lumber and 8hip Timber—Cyrus
K. l.adu. William H. Slmonton, Albert
Brackett,
Albert H. Slmontou, J. Willis Taylor. George
Braekett, Lewis L. Thurston, Nathaniel Walker.
Cullers of Dried Fish—George Trefethen, Samu-

el F. Bearcc.

Weigher

of

Coal, Iron, Plaster and Lumber-

The

Congregational Club.
The meeting of the Congregational Club
at the Preble Ilouse last evening proved a
grand success and was the most brilliant
meeting of the season. It was ladies night
and the spacious dining-room was fully occupied, every seat being taken. The following was the menu :
Oysters on shell.
Orange Fritters au Sauce.
Lamb Cutlets, Breaded Tomato Sauce.
Roast Turkey, Cranberry Sauce.
Potatoes.
Swett Corn.
Chicken Salad.
Olives.
Lettuce.
Assorted Cake.
Tutl Fruiti Ice Cream.
Vanilla Cream.
Fruit.
Coffee.
After the supper an able and graceful paper was read by Ε. II. Elwell of the Tran-

script

"The

on

preacher,
gvuuini

sermon

"uritan Sermons."
The
and congregation, and the

iuiiu<ciivc υι

nie

piCttUUCl 111
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church and state were dwelt upon and many
illustrated anecdotes of line flavor were given,

MOHTMORENCI TBOUPE.

THE

borne in mind
will hfl

that souvenir pro-

ffivftn In oil whn

ofton

4

night,

and that a car will leave Preble street
at 7.30 p. m., returning at the close of th·
concert.

The following is the programme :
l'ABT FIRST.

Violin solo—Fifth air varie
Charles Duncla
Mons. Odiot.
Solo— Elu eu on the Khlne
W. H. Hutchinson
Mons. Vanberger.
J. W. Blscholl
Solo—Supposing
M'he. de Bevallau.
Heading—How Mr. Cofllu Spelled It
M'lle Marbœuf.
Solo—Ο, Fair Dove, O, Fond Dove
Gatty
Mons. de Lussac.
Duet—A. B. C
Parry
M'lle Aronna. Mous, de Courey.
Cornet solo—Roses and Liilles—It. H. Rolllnson
Mons. Lanbepln.
I'ABT SECOND.

Piano 10I0

(

a.

Carnival ton Venedig-.Vlctor Fellz

j b Caprlce
Thalberg
M'lle Foa.
Duet—1 would that my love
Mendelssohn
M'lle de Bevallau, Mons. de Lussac.
Solo—Lullaby
Karl Klauser
M'lle Aronua.
Solo—Three Sailor Boys
Theo. Marzlals
Moos. Vauberger.
Reading—Artie's

Amen
M'lle Marba'Ui.

Cornet

D. Dagnelier
Solo—Original air varie
Mons. Lanbepin.
Solo—Karl's Lullaby
ΛΥ. H. Brockway
M'lle de Bevallau.
1IABMONY LODGE.

Harmony Lodge, I. 0. 0. F. has prepared
grand programme for its patrons, who will
attend the concert at Odd Fellows' Hall
to-night. The programme we published yesterday morning. The talent Includes Mrs.
Fellows and Mrs. Morrison, Mrs. Wyman,
Misses Lawton, Sargent and Thompson,
Miss Bertie Webb, vocalist, and Miss Perry
and Mr. F. W. Adams, readers, with the Imperial Mandolin and Guitar Club. An excellent supper will be served. The supper
will be served at Y. M. C. A. Hall.
Tickets
can be procured at Morrison & Co.'e.
a

THE

SYMPHONY CONCERT.

There'will be a brilliant audience gathered in City Hall to-morcew night to hear the
Boston Symphony Orchestra and Mr. Whitney Mockriage, the celebrated tenor.
Tickets at

Stockbridge's.

NOTES.

Stockbridge will have the librettos for
Kuddygore to-day, containing all the gems

of the opera.
The sale of seats for "Alone in London,"
to be produced at Portland Theatre
Friday
and Saturday, will be on sale at the theatre

to-morrow.
Miss Maude Banks, while playing in Pennsylvania, was invited to take a seat on the
floor of the House of Representatives, and
resolutions in her honor were passed.
Workroom.
The ladies of the Workroom have been
much gratified by the increased interest
which the ladies of the city have manifested
in this work this winter. For several months
the managers have had
competent and reliable helpers, and the labor of preparing work
has been comparatively light, when shared
by such a goodly number of willing hands.
Within the past month friends have been
dropping off, until only two were present on
Friday morning, to assist the lady who, from
necessity has had the sole charge of distributing the work this season. At the close of
the morning's work, not a single piece of
work was left to give to thirty or more poor
women,

who

are

sure to appear on
some of our new

Friday

Probably
workhave come in on the semi-occasional, and
fortunate mornings when the room was full,
scissors flying, webs of cloth fast shrinking
out of sight, and things generally moving at
full tide, and they have gone away,
saying
surely "I am not needed here."
Quite a number of fresh applicants have
been taken on the work list, which makes it
υr
me managers to urge tbeir
luiperuuvu
friends to come to their aid for a few weeks
New helpers, as well as old, are
longer.
welcome.
If such will only
spare a few
mornings during the spring for this charity,
will
become
familiar with the work and
they
be better prepared to enter as regular workers next season.
Gifts of cloth from Mrs. W. H. Milliken
and Mrs. Samuel Spring are acknowledged

morning.
ers

with

*

especially of Parson Smith and others of

local fame.

thought
ning.

It

studied essay of fine
the main feature of the eve-

was a

and was

This essay was followed by a discussion
in seven minute speeches by Rev. Dr. Fenn,
Kev. Mr. Wright, and Mr. Horatio Staples,
that were all bright, pointed, and different
in

thought and treatment, comparing the
days of our forefathers with our own times
in this matter.
The club is increasing in members and interest. Two new members weze admitted

last night and

seven

nominated for election

at the next session.

CoorgeW. Hamblen.
The remains of George W. Hamblen, who
died in California last month, arrived in this
city yesterday, under the charge of his brother Charles, and accompanied by his widow
and child.
Funeral services will be held today, at 3 p. m., at 81 Congress street, Itev.
Mr. Wright officiating.
The burial will be
private.
The

Fishing Fleet.
The fishing fleet is getting ready for the
spring cruise and several are already fitting
out at this port, including the steamer
Novelty, Capt. Joyce, the schooners Solitaire, owned by Capt. Joyce, the Maggie
Smith, Capt. Seavey, and Lizzie Maud, Capt.
Spurllng.

Maple Lodge.
At the regular meeting of Maple Lodge,
Tuesday evening, Mrs. Bradford, Vice Templar, of Forest City Lodge was present and
made interesting remarks. There was a
very full attendance of members.

The monthly public temperance meeting
held under the auspices of the lodge took
place Sunday evening. A. J. Cbase, Esq., of
Woodfords gave a very fine address, which
was much appreciated by the large laudience
present. Chief Templar, C.JF. Spiller, presided. The singing was most excellent.
The lodge having voted to have badges, instead of wearing the white regalia, as iti
members now do, has placed the matter in
the hands of a committee, who will procure
them at once.
TOWN ELECTIONS.
8CARBOBO.
The following officers have been elected :
Moderator—8. L>. Plummer.
Clerk—Ë. 8. Oliver.
Selectmen—8etU L. Plummer, Chas. W. Libby,
Samuel L. Sanborn.
Supervisor of Schools—8. D. Plummer.
Collector- S. D. Plummer.
Town Agent—Augustus F. Moulton.
Auditor—A. L. FeuUerson.
The town voted to do away with the super-

intending school committee,
elected Mr. Plummer
Schools.

a·

MAYOR CHAPMAN'S INAUGURAL.
[continued rnoM must γ age ]
be

Boston.

Percival Bonney,

Edward H. C. Thompson.

page.

on

(alterations bo made
honorable body may think best.
J. P.Baxtkb,
J. McLei,lan,

and that such

city,

and In its

place
Supervisor of

quickly

summoned to

any

quarter,—and

officers will be required to report by wire to
headquarters at stated intervals. Also, banks,
business houees and
private residences can be
connected with the police station and at any
hour signal for assistance, which will be forthcoming as promptly as any response is made to
a fire alarm.
This svstem is expected to be in

working operation
doubt will prove

adjunct to

our

soon

a

after

April

1st, and

no

valuable and economical

policc department.

OTHER DEPARTMENT!*·

Lack of time precludes my alluding to many
matters worthy of mention in the various other
city departments. I cannot, however, forbear

speaking

of the judicious and kindly managethe department of the poor, and the
serviceable labors of the trustees of Evergreen
cemetery. The recommendation of the latter
for the introduction of Sebago water into the

ment

of

cemetery should receive your speedy sanction.
In this connection it is
fitting that we pay a
tribute of respect to the memory -of our de
parted friend who deceased last summer, while
serving upon the board of trustees with characteristic faithfulness and efficiency.
t-NIMPRBYED REAL ESTATE.
of unimproved real estate has
continued to such purchasers as would agree to
erect residences thereon within one year from
The

Belling

purchase. Under this plan many new homes
are being established and
permanent invest-

made upon hitherto unproductive land.
The value of remaining lots is thereby apprements

eiated. enabling no tn Mnlim better Drices
from year to year. I would suggest the opening of a new street across the city farm, running parallel to St. John street, whereby many
excellent building locations will be made

available for market.

8TRKET LIGHTING.

At the expiration of the contract for lighting our streets by electricity, it was renewed
for another year upon still more favorable terms.

Our citizens

are

growing more and

more

reluc-

tant to return to the old system of lighting by
gas, and yet, with only one method of lighting
employed, we are exposed to the peril of being

absolutely without light, should any accident
the plant of the Electric company.

occur to

In some cities the two systems are being combined under one management, and, where
such is fortunately the case, advantages result
both to individuals and the municix>ality
through the use and substitution at will, of
either method of lighting at reduced cost from
otherwise existing rates.
PORTLAND CENTENNIAL.

The centennial anniversary of the incorporation of Portland as a town was duly observed by an appropriate celebration, all the

of which are fresh in your memory. It
became our pleasure on that occasion to welcome back into our midst, hundreds of the
returning sons and daughters and former residents of Portland, who not only testified to
the substantial municipal progress made during their absence, but also of their continued
affection and loyalty for the home of their
youth. Our city was laid under much obligation to the general government for ordering
the North Atlantic squadron to rendezvous
here and assist in the celebration, thus adding
a peculiar interest to our already absorbing
anniversary. A full account of what transpired during the celebration, as well as a
history of its preparation, has been published
under the direction of a committee of the city
•vents

government. This volume, while interesting
now, will possess a yet greater interest to
those who come after us.
Measures have also been inaugurated foi a
centennial volume illustrating the growth of
Portland, during the century, in its various
departments of activity. Such a volume, it
is hoped, can be published during the present
year, and, when completed, will prove a specially valuable contribution to local history.
OLD CITY HALL.

The legislative act, under which
were

our

citizens

authorized to vote for the condemnation

and tftkin 17 nf nid ifν hull lnt for thp eitp nf a
soldiers' monument, provided that, when the
vote was canvassed by the aldermen, the
mayor should forthwith make proclamation of
the result. In compliance with the law, announcement was duly made through the public
press that the people had registered their verdict in approval of the measure. It now remains, in the absence of legal complications,
for the mayor to proceed with the work of demolition. A period of six months is allowed
his discretion in which to accomplish this act ;
but the obligation of removal in no wise terminates, if the old city hall remains standing
at the expiration of that period.
Hence it
may

generally be admitted

as

expedient

to

postpone the work of demolition until such
date as the directors of the Monument association may designate.
PORTLAND AM) OODENSBLRU RAILWAY.

This road continues in the hands of the rethe past year, it has been
the special legislative act
obtained for that purpose, and is now known
as the Portland and
Ogdensburg railway. All
the franchises, rights and property of the old
corporation have been conveyed to the new
Under the reorganization,
the
company.
stock of the original corporation has become
valueless, the controlling ownership passing
into the holders of the second mortgage bonds.
These, with the unpaid coupons, are to be oonverted into stock constituting the capital of
the company, $4,038,928, of which the city

ceiver, but, during
reorganized under

will

Beyond this

sum the
$2,200,500.
city claims additional stock to the amount of
the
from
Novem$283,500 covering
coupons
ber 1. 1871, to May 1, 1875, upon the Portland
and Ogdensburg bonds owned by the city, and
originally held as collateral. It is true the
corresponding coupons of the city bonds given
in exchange, were provided for by the railroad
company up to May, 1875, but the city holds
its claim should be allowed on the gjound
own

that it received full title in 1881 [to the Portland and Ogdensburg bonds and all coupons
upon them ; and, also, to secure equitable settlement with respect to the other bondholders
who came into ownership of their bonds with
all the coupons attached,
notwithstanding

partial

interest was paid upon some of the
loane for which they were pledged as collateral,
and the coupons themselves antedated
by
several years the period when the loans were
negotiated by the railroad company.
In order to have a final determination of its
claim, the last city government passed an order
requesting the directors of the Portland and
Ogdensbnrg railway to cause this stock to be
issued to the city, and the directors so voted.
This vote necessitated acquiescence on the
part of the remaining second-mortgage bondholders, or a suit to restrain the vote from being carried into effect. Suck a suit was brought
by two banks in Bath in order to have a legal
adjudication of the rights of all parties. The
case is being made up and wiil go before the
suprttme court for decision at the next July
term.
Meanwhile, by common consent, no
stock is being issued in exchange for bonds,
and, whatever may be the issue of this suit,
the city's control in the road is in no wise

imperilled.
The importance of the Portland and Ogdensburg railway is fast becoming more apparent
through the overtures made for its purchase or
lease by other railroad systems. Early last

year the Maine Central railroad manifested a
disposition to acquire the Portland and Ogdeneburg by lease, and a sub-committee of
Ogdensburg directors was appointed to confer
with the otticers of that road, and consider and
report upon any proposition which they might
make in this direction. A proposition was
submitted by them to lease the road, assuming
all its liabilities, and paying one per cent dividend upon its stock for the tirjt three years
succeeding the date of the lease, and two per
cent forever afterward.
Under these terms
the city would receive about $22,000 per
annum for the first three years and $14,000,
annually, thereafter. This proposition, in the
opinion of the committee, was not sufficiently
favorable for the city to accept, and it was accordingly declined. Besides the Maine Central, other and more distant railroads have
evinced a desire to ucquire the citv's interest,
mus

the

demonstrating

that,

at

no

distant

day,

if
so
will be
able,
dispoeed,
to
in
with
its
interest
the
part
road upon favorable
terms.
Meanwhile,
it is manifest that its value is constantly appreciating. Before many months a connection
can be
made directly with the Northwest
through the Minneapolis and Sault St. Marie
road, while there is no doubt that the Canadian Pacitic must eventually find an outlet
over the Ogdeneburg for much of its immense
foreign business. Under all the circumstances
there is nothing to be gained, and probably
much to be lost by the city, in making haste to
dispose of its interest. Upon no condition
should any other system be allowed to purchase or leaee it, without securing to the Tity
in absolute terms the commercial advantages
for which it was projected.
In the mean time the city government must
decide whether to continue it in the hands of
the receiver, or, by providing for the payment
of the receiver's certificates, to liberate it from
the court. There is much difference of opinion as to which course is
preferable ; the
friends of the receivership claiming that the
tenure of the city will be most secure under its
protection,—while the opponents assert that no
income can be received upon the stock so long
as the
earnings of the road are absorbed in renewal account, and the
payment of

city

gradual

receiver's certificates.
This property, so costly to our citizens,
having passed successfully through the ordeal
of foreclosure and
reorganization, demands the
most jealous care, and I am sure that, through
no inattention or errors on
your part, its great
importance in value to our city, more prospectively than now, will fail of being realized.
THE

MUDOK

AND BOl'NDABY

QUESTION.

In accordance with the recommendation
made in a former message, the last city coun-

cil petitioned the legislature to relieve Portana of the maintenance of Pride's and Stroud·
water bridges, and this petition was followed
up by a determined effort on the part of our
officials to secure the desired legislation. Much

surprise, the most earnest opposition to
relieving us was made by the towns of Deering
to our

nd Westbrook.
The legislature by a meagre majority, after *
notable contest, indefinitely postponed decision,
which leads us to infer another attempt would
be more successful. As no reason exists why
we should support these bridges, except a legislative act imposed more than one hundred
years ago which may properly be repealed at
any time, I would recommend that Portland
petition each succeeding legislature to be relieved of this liability, until our city shall be
treated in this respect upon equal tertas with
other cities and towns in this State.
The legislature also decided adversely to

straightening the boundary line between Portland and Deering. The small section of territory proposed to be annexed by such change
of line is, practically, a part of Portland ; it
was hoped it might become,
legally, so. Its
residents having, for many years, enjoyed our
post office facilities, schools, street lighting,
tire protection, &c, petitioned, by a majority
of voters and three fourths of the property
comprised in the district, to be brought fully

under our remaining municipal advantages,
but their petition was disregarded. Perhaps
the time is not yet ripe for such annexation.
Certainly the interests of the citizens of
Portland and Deering are identical, and I trust
the date is not far distant when the two communities shall be united under one name, and
share together the advantages of municipal
government.
■ASTTOBT

Γ1ΚΚ.

The terrible calamity which visited this
frontier town furnished another opportunity to
our citizens to prove their generosity and, at
the same time, manifest their gratitude for the
princely donations received under similar
circumstances.
Nobly did they respond to the occasion.
X*
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supplies and money, and forwarded to the sufferers, for which most grateful acknowledg-

ments were returned.

UA.CK BAY COMMISSION.

In order to relieve our city of the Back bay
nuisance two things seem necessary; first,
that the flats should be tilled out to and including the projected marginal way, and, second, that the channel of the bay should be
excavated to sufficient depth to contain a body
of navigable water at low tide. Fortunately
our necessities lie identically in line with the
demands of commerce, which require α ship
channel
in
Back
bay for commercial
of
the
city
By petition
purposes.
the
council
to
general government,
the
recommendation
in
with
conjunction
of the United States engineer in charge, our

representative succeeded in obtaining an appropriation of $26,000 for widening and deepening the channel in Back cove ; and in view of
the general improvements about to take place
there, it was deemed wise to provide for the
a
commission to utilize for
the city any advantages that might arise in
connection with such improvements, and to

establishment of

exercise, in behalf of the city, a general wat«hoversight over her interests in that

fulness and

direction.

Accordingly

a

special

act has been

procured

from the legislature establishing such

a com-

mission. By the terms of this act all'the rights
vested in the State to the flats in Back bay and
Fore river arc ceded to the city.
These flats
in Back bay oomprise an area of about one
hundred acres, and, being for the most part
outside the channel, furnish abundant ground
for dredging wherein compensation can be
given for such displacement of water as will be
occasioned by tilling inside the marginal way.
Thus the equivalent of water will be maintained while the double object is accomplished
of covering with solid earth the sewer deposits
of previous years and of excavating a channel
for commercial uses.
A most important provision of this act enables the commissioners to designate the dumping ground, subject to the approval of the
United States engineer, where contractors,
dredging in our harbor, shall deposit their excavations.
By means of this provision such
material as is suitable, can be devoted to filling
the flats instead of being conveyed out to deep
water as heretofore and deposited.
The commission is also authorized to condemn flats and take the same for public purThis power, while not intended to
poses.
infringe upon the rights of private ownership,
will nevertheless enable them, if deemed expedient, to regulate or remove any obstacle
standing in the way of the public health or
benefit. As soon as the commission is organized and at work, it is confidently hoped that
that portion of our city which has been a
source of discomfort and complaint, will soon
«V
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locality.
EXTENSION

NEW HIGH STREET.

OF

The extension of New High street from
Portland street to Green street near Deering's
bridge, would be a decided benefit to the Oaks,
and hasten the development of the north side of
the city. Such an improvement would probably necessitate the purchase of the pork packing establishment and tannery in the line of
the proposed route, but their removal would
not only advance the value of surrounding
property but, also, eradicate the cause of
much foul odor attributed to Back bay.
The
proposed extension would render all the lot·
adjacent to the Oaks desirable fer residences ;
in view of all of the advantages arising, it is to
hoped that some plan for its execution can be
carried out.
PORTLAND AS Α

ΝΓΜΜΕΚ RESORT.

Due encouragement ehould be given to such
projects as will bring Portland and vicinity
into prominent favor as a place of summer resort.
^Undoubtedly there is no locality
offering superior natural advantages in this
respect to our own, with its wholesome summer breezes, picturesque islands, charming
suburban drives, and
numerous accessible
points of interest.
But it is our duty as well as our privilege to
supplement natural attractions with the added

improvements

of man's art.

Our islands from their accessibility, and desirableness for summer homes, are a growing
factor in the

city's resources.
During the months of recreation their population is multiplied alike by our citizens, and
strangers who contribute

Considering

perity.
made

there,

it

to

seems

our

common

pros-

being
highly important that

the

investments

complete surveys should be had of their territory, by means of which streets can be laid
out systematically and development proceed
with some regard to the laws of symmetry.
Private enterprise should also provide en-

larged facilities for the entertainment of visitors, and their convenient transportation to
and from island and sea shore.
When we fully avail ourselves of our opportunities, wc may confidently look for such an
increase of summer residents as shall enliven
months ; infusing new life into the
languid trade of that season, and
dotting our bay and coasts with beautiful cottages in unmistakable token of their healthfulness and charm.
our summer

otherwise

PETITIONS

OP

will require your action the coming year.
The Portland Sprinkling company will ask
permission to lay iti pipes for carrying salt
water to both extremities of the city.
Such grant will enable them, they say, to enlarge the field of their operations without excessive cost to customers, and in a measure relieve the streets from heavy teaming.
The tracks of the Portland ltailroad company
will be laid under your direction over the
routes recently granted them, and this company will further ask permission for a double
track through Congress street, from State
street to the Maine Central station.
The construction of the Union depot may
compel that corporation to ask radical changes
in street grades near the point of location.
The Portland and Rochester railroad petitioned the last legislature to change its location
so as to run from a junction
with the Grand
Trunk road beyond Washington street, to a
connection with the Maine Central near the
Congress street station. As no definite location was specified in the bill, the city procured

amendment limiting such location inside the
marginal way on Back bay. and, further than
this, making it subject to the written consent
an

of the mayor and aldermen.
When the above projects are presented, I bespeak for them that careful consideration which
their prominence demands.
IN CONCLUSION.

Being fully

aware

of the
our

importance
Keeping,

let

our

of the
apself-

constituents.

liy so doing we commend ourselves to the
approval of our consciences, and reflect honor
upon the city whose prosperity and good name
we

have

so

much

at

sunlight

and pure

air,

are

often times given secondary attention, and
double windows and doors and thick curtains do their best to destroy these.
The Doctor then turned his remarks to the
human body. Commencing with the head as
consisting of the cranium and neck, lie spoke
at some length of the nervous system and
Individually of the nerve of the common
sensation, of feeling, sight, hearing, taste
and smell. The neck, lesopbagus, the larynx,
the seat of language, the spinal column and
various organs of tne body:were minutely
in speaking of the nervous sysdescribed,
tem and brain the speaker said, there is no
sueh thing as mind reading except through
muscular action.
Dr. Foster here spoke very warmly of Mr.
C. II. Montague, stating that he gave the
6nest demonstration of involuntary muscular
action lie had ever seen.
The formation of
ideas, of judgment, thought and will were
spoken of. Christian sciei.tists accomplish
their cures, which Include only a small class
of diseases, by creating different impressions
upon the patient's mind.
Generally these
people could be cured by change of scene
and air. that is, a change of impression.
They iget cheered up a little and are cured.
The lecture was continued a full hour and
heard with constant interest.

Dr. Thomas A. Foster lectured in the Eye
and Ear Infirmary course last evening, haying for his theme, "The House We Live In."
He said:
From the rude habitation of the uiound
builders to the most advanced civilisation,
houses have been symbolic of the state of
society. The grandeur of the highest mountain is made more interesting by a description of the house upon its summit. In fact
the house is a very fair index of the state of
civilization. What a variety there is iu these
abodes of men?
To the physitian every house has its language; and the information derived from

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED.
Our

liOWEBY

breii raad« and we offer (o
off Ibe FINEST SELECTIONS of

Spring purchase» liave
one

llEAC'H.

Cape man (he wont let me use his name)
happened into Bailey's auction room during
the recent sale of unclaimed express packSo great was the crowd and so brisk
the bidding that it was some time before he cou id get the speaker's eye, so to
speak. When at last he got recognition he
held the tloor until five promising looking

our

patron»

DRESS GOODS
have ever displayed. Prices «ι» these good* will run from IS 1-2
et», per yard, up to any price wlilch a customer will be willing to pay.
we

OUR NOVELTIES ARE JOST EXQUISITE
—

AND OUR—

·

DRESSES

ROBE

good» which we had the privilege of importing ourselves direct
frem France, nnd they are Just beautiful lu design; and the prlco· of
these Kobes are not beyond the mean·· of uny one. Our assortment of
are

Dress Goods for the Popular Prices of 50 and 75 Cts. Per Yard,
I» too great to enuuierat.

A

FRENCH SATINES, also AMERICAN
It will give

ni

elegant

We have an

line of

SATINES, at 121-2 CTS. YARD

much pleasure in showiug up

goods

our

to all who will

favor us with a call.

ages.
was

pac-Kages were Knocked aown to mm in qui1·'*
succession. Before opening these bundles
he says he would have been loth to exchang
lots with either of the Cape's most solid citizens. But they must be opened before: he
could know how much personal property the
assessor could lery on.
Package No. 1 was
metal, but did not prove to be precious, it
a
broken
being badly
stove grate, which,
even had it been whole, it would not have
paid to buy a stove to At it. iPackage No. 2
contained several hundred copies of campmeeting Sabbath school lessons for 1875.
These lessons related chiefly to Solomon's
wisdom, but though puplished so long ago,
they reached our fellow citizens a day too
late. The third and fourth parcels were bottles of medicine, one of which had lost its
contents by having a broken neck, but the
other was intact with directions to take a
great spoonful three times a|day. Our informant thiuksif he knew what the medicine was
for, he might manage to contract the disease,
then take the medicine as a means of getting
partly square.
But it did seem as if the hand of Providence guided our friend in the order of inspection of his purchases, for as if to tirst
convince him that the "fools are not all
dead," and then provide means for reducing
the surplus, the last parcel proved to be, to
all
ap|>earances, a bona tide infernal machine. This thing he has buried in a March
snow drift, trusting by the time it thows out
it will be in condition for examination by an
expert. Our friend's sage advice is, that of
the two, the Louisianna lottery or an auction sale of unclaimed express packages,
take chances in the former every time. M.
WOODFOBDS.

For some time past a horse in a terribly
emaciated condition, and scarcely able to
travel on account of lameness and swollen
limbs, has been driven into town and out by
a man named Eugene Pike, who has
recently
moved to this place.
Last night Cruelty
Agent Geo. 11. Bailey ordered the owner to
have the animal killed immediately, which
was done.
A loaded team got stuck ou the Rochester
track at Forest Avenue, and came near being
run into by the noon train
yesterday.

CHAMBERLIN &

HOMSTED,

No. 451 Congress Street.
G3

maris

TURNER

BROS.

WILL OFFER THIS
20 Patterns of
cents.
10 Patterns
65 cents.

dtl

WEEK,

Cheney Bros.' Jersey Silks

at 95

Cheney Bros.' Checked Surah Silk

at

2 Pieces $1.25 Black Satin Rhadamefor 95 cents.
3 Patterns $2.00 Black Satin Rhadame for $1.50.
Faille Française Silks, in colors, $1.20.
One more piece Silk Warp Henrietta at 95 cents.
10 Pieces 50-inch French Diagonal 75 cents, worth
$1.25.
All Wool Tricots 37 1-2 cents* regular price 50 cts.
French Satteens 30 cents.
Special Bargains in Shirred Seersuckers.
$3.50 Napkins for $2.50.
Winter Goods of all kinds to be closed out regardless of cost.
mar 15
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YARMOUTH.

At the school

meeting in District No. 3,
Saturday evening, Mr. J. H. Doughty was
elected agent in place of Q. H. Lovell. In
District No. 4 Mr. A. L. Loring was elected
agent, and F. B. Merrill, clerk, in the place
of Mr. Benjamin R. Gooch, who has held
that office continuously for forty years.
OORUAM.

A very

pleasant entertainment

was Held at
the School street Methodist church In Gorham Friday evening, March 14th, consisting
of music, instrumental and vocal, and read'
ings and recitations by Mr. Frank W. Adams,
a son of Rev. T. P. Adams of Cape Elizabeth Ferry. Mr. Adams made a very good
Impression upon his audience and was several
times called back during the evening. An-

Fifty new styles of Neck Ruchings. Ten new
patterns of Children's Lace Collars. Twentytwo new shades of Ribbons, and thirty-live new
designs in fine Oriental Laces opened this week.

This Morning we shall offer FIFTY PATTERN DRESSES at $1.17 EACH.
Each Dress is packed in a box and contains
twelre yards of material thirty inches wide,
4 1-2 yards of wide, aud 4 1-2 yards of narrow
trimming. There are but fifty Dresses in the

Oth#»r vflrv intprPttHncr fpotnro nf
an tartaimuent was the presentation of a tine silk
hat to Kev. F. A. Bragdon, pastor of the
School street Methodist church in Gorham,
as a slight testimonial of his friends' high
appreciation of his manly virtues. Mr.
Bragdon is very much beloved bfr his people
and highly respected in the community, and
his stay in Gorham for another conference
year is mneh desired.
C.

There

lot and

are

all

we

shall hare this season.

young men at the head of
and members of firms in

are more

important firms

Portland than in any other city,—so says
Sanson, of the Mozzeltic Fen Co.

Mr.

MARRIAGES.
Iu this city, by Rev. J. W. Bashford. diaries
Carey and Ueorgie Phllbrook, both ol Portland.
In Hockland, March 9, Harry Irving Hlx and
Evelyn M. Brainard.
lu Kockland. March 7, Ira W. Marshall and
Miss May J. Clinton.
In Bockland, Feb. 20, Luke Armstrong of Thomaston and Maud M. Copeland o( Kound Pond.

DEATHS
In this city. March 13, Mis. M. J. Brawn, aged
72 years 1 month.
• [Prayers tills Tuesday altération at 2 o'clock, at
the house ol her son In-law, Ueorge B. Sargent,
No. 47 Montreal street.
In this city. March 13. Edwin C. Llbby, oldest
ion of Dorvllle Llbby, Esq.,
aged 38 years and
9 months.
[Funeral this afternoon from his late residence,
No. 40 Watervllle street. Burial private.
In this city, March 12, Mrs. H. N.
Haskell,
widow of the late A. P. Haskell, aged UO years.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o'clock, at the
residence of Mrs. Emily A. Clark, No. 782 Congress street.
In this city, March 14, Duncan M. Koss, aged
77 years.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clk,
at bis late residence, No. 11 Brattle street. The
Aged Brotherhood are Invited to attend.
In this city, March 14, at tlie Home for Aged
Women, of wblrh place she has been a resident
Ave years, Charlotte G. Haley, aged 73 years and
11 months.

[Funeral Wednesday afternoon, at 2.30 o'clock,

the Home.
In Deeriug, March 14, Frances E„ wife of John
Dunham, aged tie years.
[Notice ot funeral hereafter.]
In Deerlng, March 14, Freeman Porter, aged
78 vears.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock,
from his late residence, Stevens Plains. Burial at
convenience ot the family.
at

ey-The funeral of the late Ueorge W. HambUn will tak· place this Tuesday afternoon at 3
o'clock, from No. 81 Congress street. Burial at
convenience of the family.

Hood's
Is

Sarsaparilla

peculiar medicine. It Is carefully prepared
rom Sarsaparilla, Dandelion, Mandrake,
Do^k,
Plpslssewa, Juniper Berries, and other wellkuow and valuable vegetable remedlea, by a
peculiar combination, proportion, and process,
giving to Hood's Sarsaparilla curative power not
posessed by other medicines. It eflects remarka

able cures where others tail.

NHW Λ> VKRTIHE.flEKTPI.

F. Ο. BAILEY & CO.

Ruiygore

Auctioneers and Commission Merrhanto
Salesroom 18
V. Ο.
mar
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Exchange Street.
©. W. inn

\

14

dtl

now on sale at Stock bridge's
Music Store.
Vocal Score
11.00 Pot Pourri
9 ,7C
50 Libretto
15
Piano Score
26 Lancers
Vocal Gems
60
40
50 Galop
March
50
Waltzes
Brass Band and Orchestral Arrangements.
IRA C. STOCKBRIDGE'S,
!
No. 121 Exchange Street.
marl5dlw

just received ami

MUNJOY LODGE, K. of P., NO. 6,
will have

an

Entertainment and Dance !
Monday Evening, next. Match 21,8 O'clock.

The entertainment consisting of Headings, Piano
Solos and Vocal Music.
Tickets may be hail ot
the committee, John A. Fltts, W. A. Taylor, W. Η.
Pearson, H. L. Winter, C. J. Brazier.
maris
TT&M

MATTRESS ΜΑ Κ ER

WANTED.

ADOBE»»

J. F. FAKNHAM, Union, 5. H.

maris

ODD

dlw

OH MALE—Λ desirable 3 story brick house,
centrally located, contains 14 rooms, bath
room, cemented cellar, McGee turuace, Land
enough to build another bouse, at a targam to
close, terms o( payment easy. N. 8. GARDlNKK.
40 Exchange St.
15-1

F

SILK SALE
—

BY

—

HORATIO STAPLES

small masonic charm, between Falmouth Hotel and Deerlug bridge; has on
sand stone the letters J. T' W. The finder will
lease leave at MAURICE. BAKElt & CD'S, uner Falmouth Hote 1.
15-1

LOUT—A

DOLLAR aNO A

S

QUARTER,

For .SO Cent»

vok AUK1T»
sell ; so needed It
wanted at one· to sell

HO.V«!VZ.!
A:.<:K4MU
Something everybody
sells at
5000

ANO DOLLAR SILKS
η

Yard.

can

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

Is the best blood purifier before the public. It
eradicates every Impurity, and cures Scrofula,
Salt Kheum, Boils, Pimples, all Humors. Dyspepsia. Biliousness, 8lck Headache, Indigestion.
General Debility, Catarrh, Kheumatlsm,
Kidney
and Llvea complaints, overcomes thai tired
feeing, creates an appetite, and builds up the system.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

Has met peculiar and unparalleled success at
—.
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fivilj

Mass., where It Is made, that whole neighborhoods are taking it it the same time. Lowell
druggists sell more of Hood's Sarsaparllla than
o{ aTi other sarsaparlllas or blood purifiers. The
same success is
extending all over the country.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Is peculiar in the confidence It gains among all
classes of people. Where It Is once used It becomes a favorite
remedy, and Is often adopted as
the standard family medicine. Do not be Induced
to buy other
preparation*. Be sure to get the
Peculiar Medicine. It is sold by all druggists f 1 ;
six for $o. Prepared only by if. I. HCMJl) &
CO.,
Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
«
apl

100 Doses One Dollar.

d&wlynrm

SICK HEAQACHB
'CARTERS
llTTLE

heart.

The House We Live In.

NEW ΛΟνΕΚΤΙΜΚ.ηΚΗΤΜ.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

us

proach them in no spirit of partisanship or
seeking, but with an earnest purpose, through
mutual co-operation, to secure the best results
for

most needed are

CORPORATIONS.

It may not be amiss to state some important matters, touching corporations, that

interests committed to

interiors is often time» exactly conto the impressionne
get from
exteriors.
Convenience and elegance are
most thought of,
while the two things
some

tradictory

I Positively Cured by
tliose Little Pills.
They also relieve Dis.

trees from

Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Latin?. A per-

fect remedy ïor Madness, Nausea, Drowsl·
η ess. Bad Tiinte In the
Month, boated Tongne
Pain In the Mlde, 4c.
rhey regulate the DowCoasts
515^5———Jels and prevent to
tske^
and Piles. Ά*ϊemalleat an<l easiest
c
Only ono pill a dose. 40 in a vlul, PnrelyYegtiaNe. Price 95 cents. OvHlxI'y inallforil.00.
CARTER MEDICINE CO., frop'r», New York,
d by aU PrutnriHr.

1VER

PILLS.

__________

TREMT TILES
And

Hearths of all Patterns.
Very Low.

Prices

'44 Plana 81.,

WANT»—Hy
woman,
plat
a

a middle
e as

aged

American
In

working housekeeper

ANTED—A young lady wishes a situation
to do general house work In a small family.
Can furnish the best of references from last eut
ployer. Address L. ΓΑΚΚΚΗ. Ilray. Me. IB 1
I.KT—Rent of Ave rooms, west of State St..
family of two persons, or man
children; sunny and pleasant outlook. N. ». UARMNER. 45 Exchange St. 15-1
wife;

liGl'-A sunny, unfurnished parlor, desirable location for Doctors office.
11 BROWN

TO
STREET.

15-1

EDUCATIONAL*

Term o( Mrs. Perry's School, Mo
St.. will commence March 1*
marlSdlw

Spring
THE
11U Winter
1887.

<W.I\ATI».\ AfiMEffi.
We wish to rail attention to tlie fact
that our Combination Suit", both Cotton
and Flannel* are made to order, and cut
from measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino aud wool nulls are unshrinking. We warrant good Uttlug
and comfortable garments.

FAIRWEATHER,

\o. S Elm Street.
lano

dtl^

To Vessel Owners.
Maine

Railway has been thorClyde
THE
in readiness to
oughly rebuilt, and is of
take out all vessels in
now

d6m

1

Odd Shade*. Odd Lenirth*. Odd Widths
and Odd Prices.

need
repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
Address.
decltSdtf

]

I propose to sell them off <iuick, lor cash, to
make room for Spring stock.
Most of them have several drees patterns

1

in the

piece.

Some

are

in shorter lengths of

«

to 12

yards

A few are Kemnants of 2 to 6 yards.
Nearly all of them are heavy Gros Grain
SUk, never sold less than 81.23 and 91.00 a

yard.

NOTICE.

M. E.

Gros

Grain Milks that have been accumulating for
several season.·).

WA£

for a small
TO
and
no

grade

i have one counter full of line

Address C.
15-2

widower'* family, or to take care ol children. AUdress M. E„ Box 606, L'ampella, Mass.
15-t

Port

Portland Cement Pipe and Stone Co.,
Portlaad.
tebiu

sight.
Agents
the Climax Sewing Machine Sprtug.
W. PARSONS, No. Windham, Me.

C. W. STfMPSON. Jr.
Port Clyde, Me.

50 cents a yard Is our mark down price
while they last.
Ëach customer can have as many or as few
yards as she desires.

The sale

now

going

HORATIO

on.

STAPLES,

Corner Store, Middle and Free Streets.
mar 12
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